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audiences because of its
"overuse of profanity,"
according to WCBB General
Manager Robert Gardiner.
ACT-UP distributed fliers
calling on Portlanders to
"phone zap" WCBB and
MPBN for refusing to air the
critically acclaimed film.
Gardiner said WCBB had
received between 30 and 40
calls from people upset with
the decision,
'The word 'fuck' is used
34 times in one two-minute
segment of the film,"
Gardiner complained. "For
people tuning into the film at
the midway point and
hearing this word used over
and over again, it would be
offensive." Gardiner said 174
other stations across the
country have also refused to
broadcast the film,

A review of the top news stories affecting
Greater Portl ...d: July 9 through 16, 1991.

Widening foes drive turnpike to court
Maine made gifts, crafts, and specialty foods .
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Rare and Used Books
Maps and Prinls
Bought & Sold
Highesl Prices Paid
Search Service
Tax & Insurance Appraisals
Si(lgle items or large collections wanted

BROWSl:RS ALWAYS WElCOME
10 .m to 5:30 pm Mon.·S.t.
AntiQuarian Bookse..n Astociotlon of ~c

1-800-228-1398
761.2150
538 Congre.. 51.

646·8785
Route 1, Well.

Community
cable Network
. . . 017/11/11

PEOPLE HELPING PEOPLE:
Jobs for Maine Graduates
(112 hr)
POWER II STEELE
ON THEATER:
A Review of Local Theater
Productions (112 hr)
HEALTH VIEWS:
After the Hospital What's Next? (1 hr)
EVERYONE'S CHANNEL:
An Inside Look at Public
Access Television (1 hr)
Programs premiere Frt. 7-10pm,
and are repeated Sat. - Man.
1-4 & 7-1Opm and Tues., Wed.,
& Thurs. Sam-t1OO11.

Choose from:
• House Plants
• Silk Flowers
• Plant Supplies
• Cards & Gifts
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The Campaign for Sensible Transportation is suing the
Maine Turnpike Authority, demanding the return of $150,000
the campaign says was spent illegally to promote public
support for the turnpike widening, campaign officials said.
''H the highway construction industry wants to run a
political campaign, they ought to use their own money," said
spokesman Alan Caron. The organization, a coalition of environmental and citizen groups, collected enough Signatures to
place an anti-widening initiative on this November's statewide
ballot.
The suit, to be filed by former Chief Deputy Attorney
General James T. I<ilbreth, alleges the turnpike authority is
violating the Maine Constitution by spending toll money for
political purposes. Named as defendants will be the authority
itself as well as its individual members, Caron said.
The highway lobby, meantime, has put its pro-widening
campaign in gear, The previously dormant Coalition for
Responsible Government came to life last week and named
former state Senator Barbara Trafton as its chair. The coalition's
strategy is to divert focus from the $100 million proposal to
widen the turnpike from four to six lanes from Portland south.
Instead, the pro-widening group argues that Maine will suffer
economic damage from the referendum's requirement of
transportation planning that promotes alternatives to highway
construction.
The proposal "would increase state transportation planning
and project costs by millions of dollars, at a time when we
already face severe state budget problems," Trafton said.
'They're running the same kind of campaign Maine people
have heard before," countered Caron. "If you don' t do w hat big
business wants you to do, the sky will fall. Maine people are too
smart to fall for this."

Gov. McKernan stomps workers' comp
Maine was closed for a third week as the standoff continued
July 16 between Republican Governor John R McKernan Jr. and
the Legislature's Democratic majority.
McKernan continued to press his demand for pro-business
cuts in workers' compensation insurance in exchange for
signing a two-year budget that would put the state government
back in business, The budget endorsed by the lawmakers and
awaiting the governor's Signature closes a $1 billion shortfall in
part by imposing the largest tax hike in Maine's history.
Maine employers pay the highest rates in the nation to insure
their workers against on-the-job injury. A gubernatorial task
force said Maine's rates are three times the national average.
But union officials blame greedy insurance companies and poor
safety at Maine's workplaces. A stud y by the Maine AFL-CIO
says Maine, with its reliance on the paper industry and other
manufacturing, has the nation's worst workplace safety record.
One out of every eight workers suffered a "recordable" injury
or illness on th~ job in 1989, according to the report.
Insurance Superintendent Joseph Edwards announced that
he would grant a 14 percent rate increase to insurance companies, but said he will hold off to see what the Legislature does.
This prompted Maine AFL-CIO President Charles J. O'leary to
accuse Edwards of politicizing his job as a regulator. 'The
appearance," said O'Leary, "is that the superintendent of
insurance's decision is based at least as much upon his desire to
force the Legislature to enact benefit cuts as it is based upon his
impartial review of the facts concerning the rate case."
O'Leary said the way to cut the cost of workers' compensation is to trim the "excessive" profits of the insurance companies, which the union president said "deliver abysmal or nonexisting service."

Local statlops zap gay documentary film
AIDS activists are taking aim at Maine's two public TV
stations for refusing to broadcast a documentary that includes
footage of two black men kissing each other. The Maine chapter
of ACT-UP expressed outrage after both WCBB (Channel 10)
and the Maine Public Broadcasting Network (Channel 26)
declined to air "Tongues United," offered July 16 on nationwide
public TV.
The film - which deals with being black and being gay in
America - was deemed "inappropriate" for public television

..

COpS chase chief's
wife In Westbrook

-~

Westbrook Police Chief
Ronald Allanach has declined
comment on the arrest of his
wife after she allegedly led
state police on a high-speed
car chase that ended with her
arrest on a drunken-driving
charge.
Deborah Allanach is
charged with operating
under the influence, eluding
a police officer, and failing to
stop at a roadblock follOwing
last week's early morning
incident. State police spokesman Stephen McCausland
said Allanach actually drove
through four roadblocks
before a state police cruiser
forced her vehicle into a
guardrail along Route 302 in
Westbrook. There were no
injuries but two police
cruisers sustained about $500
in damage apiece,
McCausland said,

Cost-cutter new
Maine Med boss
Maine Medical Center has
turned to a proven budgetcutter rather than a doctor as
its new president in this era
of zooming health-care costs,
In fact, after hiring an out-ofstate consulting firm to help
with a nationwide search, the
trustees of the Portland
facility gave the job to the
man who has occupied the
post on a temporary basis for
10 months.
Acting President Donald
McDowell, who has been the
treasurer of Maine Medical
since 1980, emerged as the
"clear choice," said Chairman
John R DiMatteo.
McDowell's predecessor
as president was a doctor
who quit abruptly, leaving a
million-dollar budget deficit.
The hospital, Maine's largest,
now projects it will end the
fiscal year in September in
the black.

Welcome Wal-Mart
Wal-Mart, the nation's
largest retailer, received
approval from the
Scarborough Planning Board
on June 24 to build its first
store in Maine, which is
scheduled to open by next
summer.

The retail giant plans to
build a 114,OOO-square-foot
store on Spring Street near
the Maine Turnpike at a cost
of more than $5 million. WalMart's onl yother store in
New England is l<><ated in
Hooksett, New Hampshire.
Wal-Mart's building
permit application will not be
approved until the company
agrees not to install a proposed business sign reading
"Discount City." Planning
Board Chairman Roderic
Small said he objected to
Scarborough being considered a discount area,
Wal-Mart, which passed
Sears in 1989 as the nation's
largest retailer, rang up sales
of $32.6 billion in 1991.

Court: no hell week
The Maine Supreme
Judicial Court has entered the
fray over political correctness, coming down against
efforts to curb "hate speech."
But ironically, the losers in
the case were not members of
an oppressed group victimized by hateful tormentors.
They were members of a
banned fraternity disciplined
by Colby C9llege for activities that included torturing
live chickens and conducting
wild on-campus hazing as
part of "Hell Week."
The state's highest court
ruled unanimously that
Colby did not violate
anyone' s freedom of association when it punished the
male students, But the Maine
Civil Liberties Union, which
defended the Colby students,
said that in the process the
justices rendered the state' s
new ci vii righ ts act "meaningless." The 1989 law was
designed to protect people
from threats or intimidation
aimed at preventing them
from exercising their constitutional rights,
The new law doesn't apply
to the First Amendment,
declared Associate Justice
Daniel Wathen. He admitted
this ruling willlimi t efforts to
curb so-called hate groups.
"Even the most intolerant
members of our society,
however, enjoy, subject to the
limitations imposed by law,
the right of free speech and
association," Wathen declared.

Secret talks at
State House
Maine's freedom of access
law, which says the public's
business is supposed to be
conducted in public, doesn't
apply to the business of
solving Maine' s budget
impasse - at least according
to Attorney General Michael
Carpenter.
The controversy began
over the weekend of July 1314 when representatives of
the Democratic majority in
the Legislature met informally with Republiean
lawmakers in the governor's
cabinet room to discuss the
demand by Gov. John R
McKernan Jr. for workers'
compensation reforms in
exchange for tax increases.

Reporters from Associated
Press and a daily newspaper
tried to attend, but were told
to leave.
'The freedom of access
law does not prevent members of the Legislature from
engaging in informal discussions without public notice
and outside the context of a
public proceeding," Carpenter said.
House Speaker John
Martin and Senate President
Charles Pray sought to pin
the blame for closed-door
sessions on McKernan. The
governor complained that
"the public positioning was
too intense to arrive at a
meeting of the minds," the
Democratic leaders said in a
statement.

Heavy metal tests
OOB mettle
It's hard to tell what's
making more noise these
days in Old Orchard Beach:
the concerts at the Seashore
Performing Arts Center or
the grumbling among town
officials about the noise from
those events.
The Australian heavy
metal band AC/DC stayed
within the town's 75-decibel
noise limit after a judge
refused to block the July 14
concert at SeaPAC. But some
town councilors say that was
still too loud . They're considering a move to make the
noise limit even lower.
Councilors have been
feuding regularly with
concert promoter Frank
Russo, who has leased what
was once The Ballpark in Old
Orchard Beach, Town
officials welcomed the
concerts as revenue producers because they had agreed
to assume responsibility for
the debts incurred by failed
minor league baseball
promoter Jordan Kobritz,
who built The Ballpark as the
home for the now-defunct
Maine Guides baseball team.

Freeze hits MERC
A superior court judge has
frozen $1 million in assets of
the MERC incinerator in
Biddeford in a dispute with a
local garbage hauler.
Claiming it was near
bankruptcy, the trash-toenergy plant announced two
years ago that it would have
to repudiate its bargainbasement contracts with both
municipalities and com mercial haulers and raise its rates
by as much as tenfold. But
Blanchard's Disposal Service
of Saco is sticking with the $9
per ton it agreed to pay
MERC to bum its trash, not
the $46 a ton the incinerator
is demanding.
Blanchard's is the only
commercial hauler under
contract to MERC that has
refused to fork over the extra
money,

Recycling: new sites
After abandoning its
attempt at curbside recycling
earlier this month, citing high
costs, Regional Waste
Systems is expanding its

program of drop-off recycling.
RWS has added 13 new
sites in greater Portland
where residents can drop off
their plastic containers, glass,
newspapers and metal cans
for recycling. That makes a
total of 37 sites in communities served by the quasimunicipal trash agency.
Portland continues to have
just four drop-off recycling
sites. They are located at the
RWS main facility on 64
Blueberry Rd.; behind the
Engine 8 Fire Station at the
Northgate shopping center
on Allen Avenue; the Ice
Arena parking lot off Deering
A venue; and the Adams
School at the comers of
Moody and Vesper streets,
All four locations are open
during daylight hours.
Between October and
June, recyclables deposited in
the drop-off bins comprised 4
percent of RWS waste.

GREAT
DIRECTORS

OF OUR
'.

WOODY ALLEN
ROB REINER
STUART GORDON

Cape fights high
water bills
In the face of rising water
bills from the Portland Water
District - which make some
towns in the 10-member
district pay nearly double
what their city counterparts
pay -Cape Elizabeth has
asked state regulators for
relief,
Town officials have called
on the state public utilities
commission to correct the
imbalance by imposing a
uniform rate structure. The
request comes on the heels of
the district's demand for a
district-wide rate increase of
$42.5 million to pay for water
purification, distribution
projects and increases in
operating costs. Officials at
the utilities commission say
the proposed rate schedule
will automatically take effect
unless 1,000 customers
petition the agency to block
it.
Cape Elizabeth officials
say it is unfair that they have
to pay nearly twice as much
for their water as do residents
living in South Portland. The
water district says the cost of
providing water service in
the suburbs is higher than in
the cities. The proposed rate
hike would add $14.81 to the
quarterly bill of the average
town user and $8.43 to the
bill of the average city user.

I
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Gambling lobby to
return In '92
Manufacturers of video
slot machines will be back
next year with their bid to
put their devices in the state's
drinking establishments.
Legislative leaders have
decided to hold the proposal
over for consideration next
year after Governor John R.
McKernan Jr. nixed the idea
for 1991.
The video gambling
measure won the state
legislature'S approval after
lobbyists convinced lawmakers that giving the state a cut
of the revenue could net as
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Food

Atmosphere

and

LOBSTERS

$9 99

FOR

THE ROMA
casual dress, comfortable price, quality dining
769 Congress Street, Intown Portland 773-9873
Est. 1924 (in the historic Rines Mansion)
M-F 11:30 am-9 pm . Sat 5-9:30 pm . Sun 5-8 pm

Open:

43 Middle St
011 India St)
113·4498

5·10 pm
Tues· Sat

Taj Mahal
Indian Restaurant
·
·
·
·

Authentic Moghul menu
Vegetarian dishes
Freshly Baked Indian breads
Lamb, Chicken, Seafood l!:( Beef
Items spiced to your specifications
· Homemade chutneys
· Reservations, mc l!:( visa accepted

HAIR·DN· WHEEL S
Classic Styles that Come to Your Home.

Specializing in perms, cuts & highlights.
Serving Androscoggin. Cumberland. Oxford and Yolk Counties.

675-3289
Call for an Appointment Soon!

"Dos and Don'ts" Parenting Guide
A sensible, direct and
easy-to-read parenting guide.
Designed to provide direction for
parents, to furnish them with
understanding of their child's
behavior and to instill confidence.
Issues and behaviors are
common in childhood and
adolescence. Tells parents what
to do and what not to do. Indexed
and alphabetized. Written by Carl
Metzger, M.D., who has a private
psychotherapy practice in
Portland, and hosts "Healthline,"
a weekly radio talk show. Send
$10.95 check or money order to:

• Continued from page 3

much as $32 million over the
next two years. But
McKernan said he would
veto any budget that included money from video
gambling, and the Democratic leadership lacks the
two-thirds majority it needs
to override such a gubernatorial action.

CMP may shut
swimming hole
One of Gorham's favorite
swimming holes could soon
be history because Central
Maine Power is tired of
taking responsibility for what
goes on there.
CMP, which owns the
small beach and picnic area,
has asked the Gorham Town
Council to ronsider leasing it
for $1 a year and thus assume
responsibility for the site,
located on the comer of
North Gorham and Middle
Jam roads.
The area, which is popular
recreational spot for residents, is adjacent to a CMP
power station and dam.
Utility officials romplain that
the area has been the scene of
vandalism at night. CMP
fenced in the area around the
power station and boardedup the windows two years
ago to prevent vandalism to
the building. The town
council is scheduled to take
up the issue Aug. 6.

Jail to bill for drugs
York County has figured
out a new way to save some
money: make jail inmates pay
their own medical bills.
County commissioners
have approved a proposal to
make inmates at the Alfred
lockup pay for hospital stays,
prescriptions and other
medical treatments. York
County District Attorney
Michael Cantara says it's
legal. York County Sheriff
Michael Bemis says it's not
going to save much money.
"My experience has shown
me that many of these
inmates are truly indigent,"
Bemis said. "I would not
anticipate this would save a
lot of money. It targets a
population that is saddled
with a host of problems."
Officials say prisoners will
continue to receive medical
treatment whether or not
they can afford to pay. But
those who can afford to pay
their medical bills will have
to do so.

MPOSA to Bush:
Just say no

""'''.

Good Parenting Guide
P.O. Box 15237, Portland, Maine 04101

Chanting "President Bush
is wrong" and "Sanctions
until democracy," members
of the Maine Project on
Southern Africa (MPOSA)
held a rally at Monument
Square on July 11 and called
for continued sanctions

against South Africa.
"It's premature to lift
sanctions against South
Africa," said Ivan Suzman, a
MPOSA coordinator. "Segregation is still continuing, the
black majority is still denied
the right to vote, police
violence is still pervasive and
nearly 3,000 political prisoners are wasting away in
South African jails. Now is
not the time to end the
boyrott."
Suzman also said that the
Bush administration's
decision to lift sanctions
against South Africa will
result in a flood of South
African products entering the
United States.
"South African rock
lobsters and apples will again
flow into Maine and undercut our domestic market
because of the use of cheap
South African labor,"
Suzman said. "And Maine
Yankee will again be able to
use cheap South African
uranium."

Minimalist Judge
The man pegged to
become Maine's third U.S.
District Court judge has
promised to do as little as
possible on the bench - at
least when it comes to
making landmark rulings.
"I can think of no circumstances in which I, as a judge,
would attempt to establish
judicial precedent," Justice
Morton Brody told the Senate
Judiciary Committee in
Washington on the occasion
of his confirmation hearing.
He said he would leave the
precedents to the U.s.
Supreme Court.
Brody, who currently
serves on Maine's Supreme
Judicial Court, won nomination from President Bush on
the recommendation of
Republican Senator William
S. Cohen. Congress established the third Maine federal
judgeship to cope with an .
increasing federal caseload
brought about in large part
by the active program of
drug prosecutions undertaken by U.S. Attorney
Richard Cohen.

Pay first, sue later?
U.S. District Judge Gene
Carter has declined to stand
in the way of Maine's plan to
charge Mainers $300 to sue
each other. Carter ruled last
week that the federal court
has no jurisdiction over the
state-imposed fee and
dismissed a legal challenge
filed by the Maine Civil
Liberties Union and the
Maine Trial lawyers Association.
A similar suit, claiming
that the fee violates the Maine
Constitution, is pending in
Cumberland County Superior
Court. Both proceedings were
filed on behalf of 14 state
residents who said they have
legal problems they need to
resolve but who can't afford
the $300.
The two sui ts were filed
after the Maine Supreme
Judicial Court imposed the
$300 fee on Feb. I, stating that

July 18, 1991

state budget cuts made the
fees necessary. Opponents
have argued that the fee is
actually a tax that ends up in
the state's general fund. Their
point is that under the Maine
Constitution it is the legislature and not the courts that
has the authority to impose
taxes.

•

Cameras In court
ready to roll
Maine's TV stations will
no longer have to drool with
envy over such dramatic
courtroom footage as the
New Hampshire trial of
Pamela Smart, ronvicted
earlier this year (on national
television) of getting her
teenage lover to kill her
husband. The Maine Supreme Judicial Court has
OK'd a two-year experiment
allowing cameras in Portland
and Bangor trial courts
beginning in September.
"It's a wonderful day for
electronic journalism," said
News Director Jim Sanders of
WGME- TV. "It opens the
courts up."
But the new freedom
comes at a price. The court
has banned cameras in trials
involving children or sex
crimes - and has nixed the
traditional footage of accused
criminals on the rourthouse
steps. The state supreme
court's order also requires
video cameras that are in
place at the start of a trial to
stay there for the duration of
the proceed ings.
"It is restrictive, perhaps
more restrictive than we
would want," said Jeff Marks,
station manager of WCSHTV. "But many of our basic
concerns were addressed and
we're ready to give it a go."

•

Reported by Eric Hannelius,
Donald Mauna: Kreis and the
Associated Prl!ss.

weird news
... The nationally syndicated TV program "Entertainment Tonight" has been
known to cause nausea
among those who think the
nation's airwaves deserve
something better than leastcommon-denominator
celebrity journalism. But Dr.
Venkat Ramani, a professor
of neurology at New York's
Albany Medical College, said
he has a patient whose
reaction to the show is even
more extreme.
Ramani said his patient
has an epileptic seizure every
time she hears the voice of
"Entertainment Tonight" c0host Mary Hart.
"It's very dramatic," said
the doctor. The patient would
rub her stomach, hold her
head, and then "would look
confused and far away"
every time she heard Hart's
voice. The reaction was
confirmed in the laboratory
setting. "Nobody believed
her. Even her own family
members were skeptical,"
Ramani added. "One big
relief for her was at least she
knew she was not crazy."

Theflexible, affordable Macintosh
You could easily buy the Apple(\t Macintosh(\t
But it also has three expansion slots and a
lIci simply because of its extraordinary power. RAM cache slot. So you can easily increase its
It has all the muscle you need to run the
already impressive performance as your needs
most sophisticated database, CAD or profeSSion- grow. Even bette~ Apple has just made it more
al publishing programs. As well as thousands of affordable. So the lIci isn't just an investment in
Macintosh business programs.
the future. It5 also apowerful value today.
This makes the Macintosh IIci ideal for busiYou see, Macintosh has the power you can
ness profeSSionals, financial analysts, architects, count on for years and years to come.
graphic designers and engineers.
The power to be your bese

Connecting Point ::mel~"
- - - - - - COMPUTER CENTER - - - - 319 Ma rginal Way. Portland , Maine 04101
Il071ml156 1·800·4436070

Authorized Dealer
© 1991 AppIeCompuler.ltIC. Appk, liJeAppIe logo. Macinloshand "7bepower kJbe yourbesl"areregislemJ trademorksofApp/eCompuler, Inc. 7bisad/J!uscrm/ed on a MacinlasbpersonaJ rompuler.
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Southem Maine Physical Therapy, P.A.
3 Westbrook Common
Westbrook, Maine 04092
(207) 854-1239
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Free love
While joining my fellow citizens in protest
against the war in Iraq, I see a sign I haven't
seen in 20 years. FREE LOVE. And I realize for
the first time that "free" in this instance is not
an adjective, but a verb, and that "free love" is
a plea for the release of love. Release love from
the shackles of jealous possessiveness, or it will
surely die.

Orthopedic Physical Therapy
Industrial Physlcallherapy

Patriotic love
Love of nation impedes love of the world,
just as the need to love one other person
exclusively (the ideal of romantic love) impedes love for others. Love of one bunch of
humans over another inevitably leads to
conflict. If we loved all humans equally,
intentional mass murder (war) would be
impoSSible. Romantic love excludes more than
it includes, as do nations. It is time to shake
loose from the old romantic (colonial) myths
that began with the crusades against the
Moslems and continue to this day as the
crusades against the Moslems. War is
megaromantic love, complete with the ravaging of women by men, on a global scale.

F~~~ICE

GWENDOLYN L. O'GUIN, D.O.
Adult/Pedu.tric Medicine' Office Gynecology
Mllnipu/4:tion • Preventative Medicine
Walk·In and by Appointment
222 St. John St., Suite #322, Portland, Maine' 871·1300

IJI./-Il'-"IJj,TIJ
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SALE
I
PRICES START AT

$225.
SAVE $25 TO $1 00
OFF
REGULAR PRICES
fin .Iock only)

lAC*VlCYCLE
333 Forest Ave., Portland, Maine 20

Mine's bigger than yours

The myths of
lust and romance
• By Todd Walton

773-6906

A brief overview
Please be mine. Won't you be mine? Don't
break my heart. You're the only one for me.
Say you'll be mine alone. If you say no, I'll cry.
Don't be cruel. Say you love me. I'm begging
you. I'll do anything to make you mine (and
I'l1 be yours). OK? Promise?

The impossible dream

Chiropractic Family Wellness ,-"",u,,,,,..
Dr. Carroll Ann Coyle
Dr. Meg Rushford
\.. Monday - Saturday by Appointment)
243 US Route 1, Scarborough -883-5549
Across from the Scarborough Fire Department

Romantic love has almost nothing to do
with lasting love. Romantic love is the "civilized" mode for channeling a certain brand of
lust. Romantic love reinforces stereotypes that
most average human beings are hard-pressed
to emulate. The tall dark handsome silent
slender wealthy athletic prince meets the
blushing buxom slender swooning submissive
passionate virtuous sex machine princess.

What we tell our children
Romantic love promises the impossible - a
fairy-tale existence where babies are born
immaculately and never cry, where husband
and wife are perpetually in kissing love
(surrounded by glowing golden auras), where
life is one interminable rosy honeymoon. But
who does the dishes? Who cooks and shops
and cleans? How is the money earned? What
about sexual incompatibility? And what,
besides basking in the glow of ever-radiant
love, gives meaning to the lovers' lives?

Innocence unclothed
Cupid, that little chubby cherub, shoots his
love-tipped arrows into us and we fall in love.
Or so the myth goes. But why does he shoot
whom he shoots when he shoots? Looking
back at Cupid's antecedents, the cherub
devolves into Eros, the god of lust, not of love.
Indeed, Eros scorned love and used it for
purposes of torture rather than for healing.
This from Cicero: "He was a wild boy, who
showed no respect for age or station, but flew
about on golden wings, shooting barbed
arrows at random or wantonly setting hearts
on fire with his dreadful torches."

The dominant male

Certain contemporary theories suggest that
for much of human hiStory, women and their
children were civilization. Men roamed in
bands or alone, interacting with females only
for the purposes of breeding. The women
developed complex patterns of communication
and interdependence, the underpinnings of
modem culture, while men developed methods
of personal power and survival. As men's
weapons grew more sophisticated, women
found it more and more difficult to protect
themselves from attacks by men. Weaponry,
thereafter, has controlled the course of history.
What does that have to do with Romantic
Love?
Everything.

It should be noted that the Greek myths, in
which Eros figures prominently, are maleengendered myths, symbolic records of the
patriarchal conquest of matriarchal societies
that once defined much of human culture.
These patriarchal conquests of matriarchies
occurred simultaneously all over the world
several thousand years ago. The Great Gock
dess, wise and peaceful and regenerative, was
usurped by male gods who ruled through force
and destruction.

Statistics reveal that more than half of all
American marriages now end in divorce.
Another stud y claims that over 50 percent of
married Americans practice infidelity as a basic
component of their life plan. So why do we
raise our children to believe that monogamy is
the highest form of union? Why are they still
remaking the Dick Van Dyke show in a
thousand incarnations?

Trojans, anyone?

Fantasy vs. reality

Indeed, it is well argued by certain feminist
archaeologists that romantic love myths are
nothing more than modem versions of the
Greek and Roman myths in which men conquer
and dominate women through their irresistible
and superior power and strength. (In the
Roman myths this conquest is usually accomplished by rape.) Romantic love, therefore,
feminists argue, is the Trojan horse of sexual
abuse and slavery.

A marriage counselor friend confides, '1 see
so many desperate young couples, recently
married, who've
bought the whole
romantic dream of
what marriage is
supposed to be, and
now, a few months
or years into it, they
are going insane
with guilt and
shame and confusion about why
they aren't turned
on by each other
anymore, or why they don't like their lives or
themselves, or why they want to have sex with
other people, or anything. We do absolutely
nothing to prepare our children for the realities
of long-term relationships."

We're addicted to love
Why do romance novels sell lOs of millions
of copies per month? Why are so many women
so deeply addicted to redundant descriptions of
helpless women being saved by fantasy
(godlike) men? Could it be because these
women are sexually and emotionally
unfulfilled, chronically depressed and strung
out on love lies? Could it be that since early
childhood, girls are jabbed repeatedly with the
needle of self-hate engendered by the morals
and beliefs that romance novels relentlessly
promote - the Cinderella myth, offering no
hope for personal change unless you happen to
be an incredibly lucky, lovely, downtrodden
slave with small feet?

New love lyrics
Love is a feeling that can't be owned
It can't be rationed, and it can't be loaned
It must be given and given free
Or it means nothing, not a thing

Being naughty

A timely cliche
Guilt and blame are the antidotes to love.
The more they consume us, the less capable we
are of loving ourselves or another.

Faking It
Many American men don't know how to
make love in a way that satisfies their partners.
Recent surveys reveal that over 30 percent of
American women admit to faking orgasm
because they feel their mates expect them to be
satisfied by inherently unsatisfactory sexual

performances. And well over 50 percent of
American women report that they rarely or
never experience an orgasm with their male
mates, illicit or otherwise.

Why we cheat
Perhaps romantic love continues to be
perpetuated as the American ideal because the
experience, however fleeting, of passionate
devotion to another is the most profound
spiritual experience available to most people in
our spiritually decrepit society. Could it be that
illicit love, the essential ingredient of all soap
operas, is far more appealing than monogamous sanctioned love because illicit love
involves risk, and risking one's self is what
spiritual devotion, not to mention regular old
excitement, is all about?

BANGOR
THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
BANGOR· HANOVER· -PORTLAND

Theological Study for Laity and Clergy
Degree and Non-degree programs

Women and women together
"Lesbian love is inherently tender and much
less confusing than love between a man and a
woman," says a lesbian friend, once devoutly
heterosexual. "When I look at my lover, I feel
none of the man fear I felt with my husband,
even though my husband was a very nice guy.
There is so much of it, so deep in us, this fear of
men."

A particular male response
"Man fear?" says a male homosexual friend,
pondering the term.
"Yes, I'd say homosexual men fear other
men, but so do heterosexual men.
"That's why there's so much homophobia,
and why the only acceptable way for men in
our society to relate to each other is through
sports or some other form of competition." He
shakes his head. "Can you imagine a heterosexual male sending another heterosexual male
flowers and a sweet note telling him how much
he loves him?"

Portland Evening Courses
Classes begin September 4
• Early Christian Communities in the Gospels
(Monday, 6:00-9:00 PM)
• Introduction to the Old Testament
(Wednesday, 6:00-9:00 PM)
• Ethical Issues in Medici~e and Patient Care
(Thursday, 6:00-9:00 PM)
• Carl Jung: Depth Psychology as Spiritual
Experience and Exercise
(Tuesday, 5:30-7:00 PM, non-credit)
• The Illuminations of Hildegard of Bingen
(Tuesday, 7:30-9:00 PM, non-credit)
Limited scholarships availablefor M.T.S.
For more information, or to
pre-register, call Admissions Officer,
1-800-267-6781, Ext. 303

Why does It feel so good?
Recent medical research reveals that the
euphoric feelings we experience while "falling
in love" may result in large part from a cessation of aches and pains brought about by the
body's sudden and wild increase in the
production of organic painkillers known as
endorphins. Could this also explain why
infatuation is usually accompanied by extra
energy and a sense of profound well-being?
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The human animal
When the body is healthy and we aren't
depressed, we fall in lust all the time. It's a
natural response to sexy stimuli. To say it is
"bad" denies the genetic and emotional
realities of our essential physical selves. It's
what we do with that lusty energy that makes
us who we are, not that we feel it. We equate
lust with love because we fear the animal in us,
and we fear that animal because we are so out
of touch with who and what that animal is.

Please be yours
Romantic love starts us on the road to
selflessness, but it can only take us so far, being
tied to the inflexible desire to possess and
control another being (not to mention controlling ourselves). But when we bring that selfless
love to a spiritual quest, we find that our
physical needs become minimal, and we thrive
passionately on the cosmic energy that devotion to a higher calling provides us.

Forever and ever
The romantic myth of possessing someone
else and holding him or her to us, no matter
their pri vate urges and dreams, is a step at the
bottom of the mountain of love. To reach the
peak, the pinnacle of True Love, we must
transcend romance into a realm of absolute
trust, where we may live passionately ever
after, showering each other with acceptance
and tenderness and freedom.

Todd Walton originaUy prepared this lUticle for the
SlICramento News &- Review.
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Abortion pill
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In aulden times and
literature, abortion providers
were cackling old women in
the deep of a forest or at the
edge of a swamp. For the
bulk of the 20th century, they
were terrified doctors down
dark alleys, whom a woman
- equally terrified - could
find if she knew somebody
who knew somebody. Today,
thousands of respected
gynecologists throughout the
United States are abortion
providers.
Tomorrow, it might be a
pill.
RU-486 is an abortifacient
developed in France by
Roussel-Uclaf and distributed
there by an act of the French
government since 1988. It is a
controversial drug, not
because of its effects - which
have passed overseas tests
conducted according to FDA
standards for safety - but
because, as David J.
Andrews, executive vice
president of Planned Parenthood Federation of America,
says, "People are threatened
because (RU-486) provides a
way for women to be liberated by unwanted pregnancies. (They) are threatened by
a woman being i!ble to
control something as simple
as her fertility."

A "wonder drug"

A
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In the Simplest sense, RU486 imitates a miscarriage.
On a chemical level, the drug
inhibits the effect of progesterone, a hormone without
which the lining of the uterus
disintegrates, initiating
menstruation. For maximum
effectiveness (96 percent) it
must be combined within 48
hours with prostaglandins,
fatty acids that perform
hormonelike actions, such as
stimulating uterine contractions. One study revealed
that 75 percent of abortions
occur within four hours after
the administration of the
prostaglandins; in another
study the figure was 90
percent. The remainder of the
embryos are expelled within
10 days. As with miscarriage
or menstruation, there is
bleeding, and this seems to be
the drug's most serious side
effect - enough to warrant
medical supervision.
However, according to a
report on the drug issued by
the Alan Guttmacher institute, the amount of bleeding
is often no more than in a
heavy period. Nausea and
cramping are minor side
effects. According to studies
by French gynecologist
Elisabeth Aubeny, the failure
rate of RU-486 is 1.1 percent,
compared to 3 to 6 percent
with vacuum aspirations (the
most common form of
surgical abortion).
The main drawback of RU486 is that its efficacy dimin-

ishes after the seventh week
of pregnancy, when progesterone production exceeds the
capabilities of the pill to
inhibit it. It is during this
time that many American
women are still trying to .
decide if they're pregnant
and should go for a pregnancy test.
However, RU-486 isn·' t
only an abortifacient. Molly
Yard, president of the
National Organization for
Women, calls it "truly a
wonder drug." By the same
principle as it works on a
pregnancy, it has potential as
a once-a-month contraceptive
pill taken near the end of a
woman's cycle to insure that
implantation of a poSSibly
fertilizf!d egg does not take
place. In the medical community, this usage is not technically considered abortive,
and the woman opting to use
the pill would likely not
know whether or not she
were pregnant.
RU-486 has also been
proven effecti ve in the
treatment of Cushing's
Syndrome, a disease caused
by an excess of cortisone. Its
potential to slow the growth
of progesterone-produced
cancer cells may have a
phenomenal impact on the
treatment of breast cancer,
the number two killer of
women in America. Further
applications include a
possible use in the treatment
of glaucoma and treatment of
meningmonas, noncancerous
but potentially fatal brain
tumors.
Currently, the research
conducted on the pill in any
of its possible applications in
the United States is minimal.
One study on the drug as an
abortifacient is being conducted at UCLA. It is also
being studied at the
Lombardi Cancer Institute
and at the NIH, the former
for breast cancer, the latter
for Cushing's Syndrome.

America: sterile field
The private research sector
is dramatically disinterested.
Upjohn has not been involved in any contraceptive
or fertility-related research
since 1985, states Jesfyl
Bradford, Upjohn's public
affairs spokesperson. She
says that Upjohn streamlined
research toward cardiovascular and cancer research and
that the adverse regulatory
climate - which includes the
high cost of liability insurance - made fertility-related
research an "unfrui tful
business focus." Ortho
Pharmaceuticals, a division of
Johnson &: Johnson, is the
only company currently
doing research on contraceptives, but it did not respond
to inquiries.
Because there is already a
safe, if surgical, abortion
procedure available in the

United States, says Simon
Heller, an ACLU lawyer,
there isn't much emphaSiS on
the development of other
procedures. "The profit
motive removes the health
motive," he says.
Tamar Raphael of the
Fund for Feminist Majority
continues this reasoning:
"Under Reagan, the funding
for fertility went up, while
that for controlling fertility
went down. Currently it's
about a 10-1 ratio.
"There's an economic
incentive to not come up with
new contraception," Raphael
says. ''The companies make a
lot of money on the birth
control pill. Women aren't
satisfied, but I think the
companies are. We hate to be
so sinister about it, but it's
really a crime. Scientists have
told us that if we had the
political climate in the '50s
that we have now, we
wouldn't even have the birth
control pill."
In the mid-70s, Title 10 of
the Public Health Services
Act was passed, which states
that the use of federal funds
to pursue abortion methods
or methodology (including
instrumentation) is prohibited. This was borne out first
by withdrawing Medicaid
funds for abortions, then by
withdrawing funding from
international agencies that
provide abortions (Planned
Parenthood International),
and finally by outlawing
abortion in the territories
(Guam). Title 10 regulations
proposed by the Reagan
Administration - and ruled
constitutional in May by the
U.S. Supreme Court - would
forbid even the mention of
abortion in education,
counseling or referral services
that receive federal funding.
The so-called gag-rule is
facing massi ve opposition
from pro-choice organizations.
Marie Bass, executive
director of the Reproductive
Health Technology Project,
an RU-486 lobbying effort,
says the gag-rule is wrong.
"Government should be
looking at better, more
modem procedures, yet it
absolutely will not have
anything to do with them.
The atmosphere in government has been so thoroughly
polluted in the last decade
that (regulatory bodies)
probably go a lot further than
what Congress ever meant (in
Title 10)."

The five obstacles
The pressure behind
Roussel-Uelaf's marketing
decisions comes from the
misnomered right-to-lifers
(mostly men). Fearing
international boycotts, the
manufacturer refuses to
release the patent or apply for
FDA approval. ''The political
climate around the abortion

"

~ -.

issue remains a problem in
the eyes of this pharmaceutical company," says Bass.
''They look at this country
and see abortion is controversial. While we point out to
them that the majority of the
population is in favor of a
woman's right to seek
abortion, we can't convince
them there's no controversy.
They hear a lot from antiabortionists who threaten to
mount a worldwide boycott
of their products. That's
coming from a very small
and very narrow group, but
it's still scary to them."
To protect itself from
possible threats, RousselUclaf did two things to create
a political wall between the
drug and its public. The first
was to tum over to the World
Health Organization (WHO),
for which the United States is
a major source of funding,
future international distribution. In Third World countries 200,000 women die each
year due to complications
from dO-it-yourself abortions,
according to The New York
Times. Dan Epstein of WHO
says that they've set up a task
force to determine where
elinical trials will be done.
However, RU-486 is not yet
being distributed because
Hirochi Nagashima, WHO's
director, is "afraid that
American money will be cut
off if an RU-486 program
comes under the WHO
umbrella," says the pill's
developer, Dr. Etienne-Emile
Baulieu, in The New York
Times .
Heller says of turning over
distribution to WHO: '11's
another example of the
Administration using the
power of money to deny
health care to women." Next,
the pharmaceutical company
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o University of Southern Maine
abortion even if they favor a
woman's right to it. It reveals
(Roussel) is afraid of losing
money. II's setting (RU-486)
up as a specifically political
issue."
Dr. Tom Allen, executive
director of Women's Health
Services in Pittsburgh, says
that in addition, the company
has said it will not make the
drug available in a '1i tigious
atmosphere, in an area prone
to lawsuits" and product
liability, for which the United
States is infamous.
Bass, of Reproductive
Health, agrees. "We're a
litigious society. There's no
margin of risk acceptable in
the American mind regarding
contraceptives." This
mind set, she says, represents
"a significant concern" for
Roussel-Uclaf in distributing
in the United States, "along
with the political atmosphere
and the difficulty of controlling the product in such a free
market. You can hardly argue
that the company wants to
take a long, slow, cautious
approach" to bringing the
drug in.

Political pressure

outlined five criteria to be
met before the company will
market in countries abroad:
Abortion must be legal;
public, medical and political
opinion must "favor" it;
synthetic prostaglandins
must be available; distribution must be tightly controlled; and women using the
drug must sign a consent
form releasing the company
from any liability. The United
States doesn't meet two of
these requirements: public
opinion in opposition is
vocal, if not particularly
numerous; and no prostaglandins suitable for use
have been licensed in the
United States. These criteria,
Heller argues, "have nothing
to do with health. Very few
people would say they favor

19 Pleasant St.
Yarmouth, ME

Over 1.6 million women in
the United States per year
seek abortions, terminating,
on the average, one out of
every three pregnancies,
according to research compiled by the Guttmacher
Institute. Since the passage of
Roe vs. Wade in 1973, more
than 22 million legal abortions in the United States
alone have taken place. Yet in
a state-by-state analysis, only
16 governors and the mayor
of the District of Columbia
favor keeping abortion legal,
with 23 in favor of making it
illegal and 11 ambivalent on
the issue. In only nine states
do both bodies of legislature
agree that abortion should be
kept legal.
Public opinion polls
conducted in 1989 by Harris,
The New York Times/CBS
News and the Office of
Population Research
(Princeton University) all
show a majority in favor of a
woman's right to abortion.
The Harris Poll cited 73

percent in favor of giving the
woman the right to choose
abortion, with 26 percent
opposed. The New York
Times/CBS News poll cited
63 percent in favor, 24
percent opposed. And in the
Princeton poll, those who
favored the Supreme Court
decision permitting abortion
outnumbered those opposing
it by 15 points.
However, the legislative
elimate in the United States
became increasingly antichoice during Reagan's '80s
and is reaching a pinnacle
under Bush. On a national
level, the Reagan era instituted fundamental executive
and judicial branch changes
that "wreaked havoc with
women's rights," says
Andrews of Planned Parenthood. Among these changes
were new, conservative
Supreme Court justices (who
approved the gag-rule) to
replace retiring liberal ones
and the appointment of
conservative department
heads, such as Secretary of
Health and Human Services
Louis Sullivan.
This federal leaning has
trickled down to the state
level. Restrictions ranging
from spousal and parenfal
consent to waiting periods
have been introduced in state
legislatures. Thus has the
dreaded "A" word become
the largest political issue to
surface in the past 10 years.
In many of the recent state
elections, candidates' stances
on abortion held sway over
who was elected - and who
was not re-elected.
According to Molly Yard,
"Almost every piece of
(abortion) legislation introduced this year was killed in
committee or vetoed by
governors because the
representatives don't want to
face their constituents as
being opposed to the issue at
election time. The candidates
who supported choice were
the elected ones."
So far, Roussel-Uclaf has
only distributed the drug to
Great Britain (as an
abortifacient at the request of

Continued on page 10
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Parliament), and to Sweden
for testing (as a once-a-month
birth control pill). In the
United States the FDA has
placed RU-486 on its list of
"dangerous drugs." And
through an internal memorandum - which Heller says
"wouldn't have happened
absent of strong political
pressure" - the FDA
eliminated the ability of
individuals to bring the drug
or the accompanying prostaglandins into the country
for personal use.
The move, Heller says,
was "undoubtedly not from
some scientific result, but
clearly politically motivated."
Jeanne Clark of the Fund for
the Feminist Majority argues,
however, that as with the
case of AZT, the separation of
powers "provides a glimmer
of hope" that individual
states may avoid FDA
approval and invite the
company to distribute the
drug under in-state, "miniFDA" legislation. Currently,
such a case is being prepared.
in California, and the Village

Voice reported in late September that Mayor David
Dinkins was interested in
issuing an invitation from
New York City.
Bass, however, says that
the FDA "is not the villain ...
I've heard plenty of people at
the FDA who say they would
welcome action. The concern
is that people higher up
would get involved, but it
would be unprecedented for
the White House to say, 'You
can't look at this drug,
period.'" Individually,
members of Congress may
exert pressure, says Heller,
but "the administration has
no technical legal power.
That doesn't mean it can't
exert tremendous pressure 'advice.' (The FDA) could get
pressure from private antichoice groups, but that would
be ineffective unless backed
up by the administration."
"The FDA only regulates
interstate commerce," adds
Raphael. "So any state could
market the drug for its own
use if there's no state provision saying it can only allow
drugs approved by the FDA.
II it's welcomed on a state-bystate basis, Roussel is apt to
pursue it. And, if it looks like
a majority of states want it,
(the FDA) will have to permit
it. "

The strategy
'We have to demonstrate
to the companies (RousselUclaf and its parent, Hoechst
AG) that the interest in the
United States includes the
medical and scientific
community, women and
mainstream America," Bass
says. A majority of the
medical community is
already behind RU-486's
importation. In June 1989, the
AMA, which represents 45
percent of practicing physicians in the United states,
passed a resolution stating
the following: "Whereas the
use of (RU-486) for terminating early pregnancy constitutes a potentially Significant
medical and public health
gain in terms of efficacy,
safety, ease of use, cost and
privacy of the physicianpatient relationship .. and
whereas it is in keeping with
basic medical standards to
avoid surgical procedures
whenever an equally effective
non-invasive alternative is
available.... Resolved, that the
American Medical Association supports the legal
availability of RU-486 for
appropriate research, and, if
indicated, clinical practice."
And a Harris opinion poll
from November 1988before widespread U.S.
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New, safer condom
Researchers at the University of Manitoba
have developed a condom that keeps sperm
from swimming around the rim, a phenomenon they say could be responSible for countless pregnancies and AIDS infections.
Botany and radiology professor Richard
Gordon and biochemistry student Natalie
Bjorklund have spent two years researching
condom effectiveness. Recently they discovered that when they put red dye in the tip of a
condom, the dye seeped up inside and over
the edge. So Gordon and Bjorklund are
patenting a condom with an absorbent band
around the rim that would sponge up sperm
leaks, dramatically improving the effectiveness
of the condom.

"Condoms are 88 percent effective in
preventing pregnancy. But no one's ever
looked at the reason why that's the case,"
Gordon said. "For years, people have been
blamed for not using them properly, when
really it's a matter of creating a better
condom."
Gordon and Bjorklund filed for a patent in
November, and hope to have a manufacturer
within a year.
"If we have discovered the major source of
condom failure, we can hopefully create a more
effective condom, which means more lives
saved," Bjorklund said. "It's finally a little bit
of good news."
CArolyn Jones

publicity on the RU-486confirmed that 59 percent of
all adults believe the drug
should be available in the
United States; and 37 percent
of the women polled said
they would consider it as an
abortion option.
The U.S. public is already
rallying. Delegations from
reproductive freedom and
medical organizations have
met with Roussel. Petitions
from medical communities,
and one introduced by
Barbara Boxer (D-CA) Signed
by 70 members of Congress,
have been sent to RousselUclaf. Molly Yard says,
'We've sent them tons of
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postcards. We've got to move
to pressure the FDA into
accepting the drug. When
they know how long it takes
to get a drug approved and
we already know (its effects
on breast cancer), it ought to
be tested here right now."
And political momentum
for RU-486 has mounted in
New Hampshire, which
recently became the first state
to pass a resolution that
encouraged the introduction
of the drug. New Hampshire
lawmakers also volunteered
to host trials for the drug
required by the FDA. And
similar RU-486 bills are
pending in New York,
Minnesota and California,
according to the July issue of
the Feminist Majority Report.
The Reproductive Health
TechnolOgies Project outlines
the stra y: "Promote public
education ... Go on public
record in support of RU-486
through organizational
resolutions... letters to key
officials ... direct communication with drug company
principals and boards of
directors. Send letters to
Hoechst AG and RousselUclaf urging them either to
make the drug available
outside France or to relinquish the rights to the drug to
another party." How long
will it take to convince
Roussel-Uclaf and the
American government that
the drug is wanted? "A
couple of years," Yard
suggests. Three? Four? "A
couple means two," she says.
Adds Raphael, ''You really
can't stop the march of
science. RU-486 is too
valuable to human lives.
Once this demand starts
building, they can't keep it
out."
M.E. Meyer is an editor of IPI
Pittsburgh, where this llTIicle
originallyappetlred.

abacus

american crafts
14k gold pearl enhancer with lapis. pave diamonds
and black onyx
14k gold. pearl and block onyx earrings

• FULL COLOR.

PHOTO~TEES
THE
STRESS RELIEVER

Wear What You Dare

Relax
Pamper
Nurture
Ideal for Men & Women

THERAPEUTIC
MASSAGE
NEWIMAGES
Linden Thigpen
CMT since 197 7

399 Fore St. #7
Old Port

775·4010
GIFT CERTIFICATES

WELLNESS

Take A Walk On The Style Side

from the
Inside Out

New Fall Arrivals

Celebrating the Life of
the Spirit in Worship. the
Arts & Community Service

-plus50% off selected Spring merchandise

JONES NEW YORK
FACTORY STORE
SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH
302 Stevens Avenue
Portland. ME 04103
{2071 772-£277

Mon-Sat 'till9pm • Sun 10-5

Rev. Ken Turley
Music & Meditation lOam Sunday
Childcare provided

31 Main Street
The Mikasa Building, Freeport, ME 865-3158

44 Exchange Street
Portland, ME (207) 772-4880
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So what's a sexually active
individual to do? Plenty.
Use a condom and
spermicide. (Contraceptive
foams kill herpes virus in the
test tube.)
Avoid contact with the
infected area when an active
lesion on lips or geni tals
appears.
Get a blood test for herpes

Fast - Effective - Affordable
How does it work?
.This. technique allows your mind to vividly
visualIze the goal you want to achieve by using
imagery specifically designed for your
individual needs. What the mind sees, the
body tends to achieve. Thousands of people
have used this technique to change their
habits - and their lives!

"Herpes has been
way overplayed.
It's very
common. Your
best friends have
it. A lot worse
things can
happen to you. "

How is your therapy different?
First, there are two individual sessions, not
one group session. This allows you to discuss
your issues privately, resulting in therapy
designed for you! Secondly, you will be
assisted in developing options to smoking.
Third, this is a unique combination of guided
imagery and some of the newest techniques for
taking control of your life. AND, I am a local
resident, not someone just passing through
town.
WillI gain weight when I quit smoking?
No. By developing your own powerful
options to smoking, you can avoid gaining
unnecessary weight when you become a
nonsmoker.

Get to kno\V your herpes
• By Carolyn Reuben

WillI be asleep?
No, you will be in a relaxed state with
increased concentration and ability to focus.
You will hear everything the therapist says and remember it!
Will I lose control?
No. With guided imagery you are always in
control, accepting only the suggestions you
want to.
This sounds too good to be true.
This combination of relaxation and guided
imagery is absolutely one of the most effective
ways for an individual to control habits. To be
effective, you must go into it with a positive
attitude. And you must honestly want to
change the habit.
ALSO AVAILABLE:
WEIGHT CONTROL PROGRAMS

Katherine J. Moody
Certified Clinical Hypnotheraplst

CALL TODAY!
766-9723

\l7vwCA
81 So"n9 Street Portland

WEEK
2ndSununerSe~on

-Children'sSwim Lessons

WED-TUES
SAT-SUN MAT

1Ui.MeATIO~
•

~EBRATION

_ _

-<~

ALL NEW!
AU PREMIERES!

JULY 19-20

~'r

J

r

~
FRI-SAT 11

M~f

Begins

AugustS

Register Now!

~~

Q

~l9K

WED-FR1 7, 9:15
JUL~ 24-28~AT-SUNl,7

A~

874-1130
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Dr. Gerald Bernstein

In June of this year, the
California Supreme Court
refused to interfere with an
award of $150,000 in damages to a woman who
claimed that her lover had
never told her he had herpes
and had infected her with the
virus. He, in turn, claimed
that he had had no symptoms
for four years and had been
led by his doctors to believe
he was not contagious. A
Sonoma County trial court
and the state court of appeal
decided that he had nevertheless been negligent in not
ad vising his partner of his
previous outbreaks and in
not protecting her from
infection by using a condom.
The herpes virus can only
be transmitted by the infected
skin of one person touching
the skin of another. A child
gets herpes of the lips,
com1ttonly called cold sores,
after being kissed by famil y
and friends with active sores.
A sexually active person most
often develops herpes of the
genitals by engaging in sex
with a partner with an active
infection.
According to the Herpes
Resource Center, a service of
the American Social Health
Association of Research
Triangle Park, North Camlina, during the sexually
acti ve '80s an increase in oral
sex by people unaware that
cold sores are contagious led
to an increase in genital
herpes. Today, says the
Center, statistics suggest that
30 million to 40 million
Americans have genital
herpes and that 50 million
have oral herpes, with
200,000 to 500,000 new cases
of herpes developing each
year.
Complicating the herpesaCXIuisition picture is the fact
that a person can aCXIuire the

disease but exhibit no
symptoms for months or
years. Thus, says Gerald
Bernstein, M.D., professor of
obstetrics and gynecology at
USC, "a person may be
infected and not know it, and
then transmit it through
'asymptomatic shedding.''' In
the fall 1986 issue of The
Helper, a publication of the
Herpes Resource Center,
Clifton Jones, M.D., and
Gregory J. Mertz, M.D., both
of the University of New
Mexico School of Medicine,

Statistics suggest
that 30 million
to 40 million
Americans
have
genital herpes
and that 50
million have
oral herpes, with
200,000 to
500,000 new
cases of herpes
developing each
year.
point out that asymptomatic
viral shedding has been
documented from the saliva,
throat, cervix, vulva, penis
and urethra, though the
amount is small and the
duration of shedding short
compared to that from visible
sores.
"To be absolutely safe,"
says Gary Richwald, M.D.,
director of the Los Angeles
County Sexually Transmitted

Disease Program, '1 would
advise couples with herpes to
use condoms." Condoms are
important, says Richwald,
because "the majority of
people with herpes have a
few outbreaks and then no
further sign of the disease."
Unfortunately, counters
Rebecca Fox, a physician's
assistant at the University of
British Columbia Herpes
Clinic, "in a long-term
relationship, most people give
up using them."
In the clinic's experience,
adds Fox, people "have a
much greater chance of
contracting herpes from
someone who does have
symptoms but hasn't figured
it out yet" In one study of
asymptomatic transmission
reported by the federal
Centers for Disease Control
in G,eorgia, only half of those
with herpes were actually
asymptomatic; the other half
had unrecognized lesions. In
fact, only a third of those who
transmitted oral or genital
herpes to a partner were
aware they had a history of
the disease.
This points to the need for
better education about how
herpes manifests. For example, people with recurrent
herpes infections need to be
aware of the symptoms that
usually precede an outbreak.
These include itching, pain or
increased sensitivity in the
area where the outbreaks
occur. Hemorrhoids, leg
pains, a sore throat or itching
in the pubiC region may
signal a herpes outbreak,
suggests Stephen L. Sacks,
founder and director of the
Herpes Clinic at the University of British Columbia.
"This all really means the
same thing - get to know
your herpes. Do blisters or
ulcers - even very small
ones - develop? If not, your
itch is probably just an itch."

virus antibodies to find out
whether you have been
exposed to herpes, and
therefore may shed the virus
even if you don't have
symptoms of infection.
Look before you leap. An
active infection erupts as tiny,
clustered blisters surrounded
by reddened skin. When the
blisters break, they scab over,
heal, then disappear. Sometimes a small, darkened scar
is left on the skin at the site.
The process ordinarily takes
from a week to 10 days.
If you know you are
infected, take responsibility
for preventing the conditions
that cause outbreaks, such as

'-=
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LEAVE A
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core futon

30 DAY BUYBACK GUARANTEE'•

Use Dour Convenient
Lay Away Plan!

SUPER FIRM
10 Year Guarantee

Blue Cross
Innerspring Orthoposture

Solid Ash
Spindle Bed

FREE DELIVERY!
In our

area

8119 Overnlghterl
Ara Heral
30x74 Sleeperllounger Chair

Queen or Full

Twin .••••·49 ea. pc. Queen •.. ~9ea. pc.
Full .•...•'75 ea. pc. King ...•..'99ea. pc.
sets only (No Frame)

Blue Cross Firm
Posturemedic I
Twin ...... $75 ea. pc.
Full... ... $99 ea. pe.
Queen ... $125 ea. pc.
King ...••• $177 ea. pc.

BETTER
YOU.
AVEDA:
AROMATHERAPY
Calming and
Revitalizing
Scalp Massage

FREE

Foam COli Futon ·10 Year nc>-sag guarantee
and three·way pin. frame with MIeUme
guaranlB•. CompielB, while supplies last

Blue Cross
Posturemedic I
Extra Firm

Luxury Firm
Posturemedic II

Back Relief
Super Firm

Twin •.. $8750 ea. pc.
Full ••• $11250 ea. pc.
Queen. $13450 ea. pc.
King ... $133 ea. pc.

Twin .•• $11350 ea. pc.
FulL .. $1345 0 ea. pc.
Queen. $15850 ea. pc.
King •.. $163 ea. pc.

20 Year Guarantee
Twin Sets ••• $199
Full Sets .•. $249
Queen Sets. $299
King Sets ••. $459

with Haircut
expires 7/31/91

854-1365

..FRE~fRA~~S. WITH SETS -MATTRESSES ONLY· SLlGIHLY HIGHER

~. '

DISAPOINTED WITH DINNER?
Maybe you should
have called first ...

excessive exposure to
sunlight, gorging on nuts,
constipation, severe stress
and lack of sleep. Perhaps
most important, develop a
realistic - and optimisticperspective on the disease.
"Herpes has been way
overplayed," says USC's
Bernstein. "It's very cornmon.
Your best friends have it. A
lot worse things can happen
to you."
Carolyn Reuben
A subscription to The Helpa costs
$20 per year for four issues. A
"starter /cit * ($48 .68) gives you all
of this year's as wt!llas last yeJlr's
newsletters, and the book MThe
Truth About Herpts* (/lIJiZilable
without the newsletter for $13.50).
Write to ASHA, P.O. Box 13827,
Research Triangle Park, NC
27709. The number for the Herpes
Resource Center Hotli~ is (919)
361-2120.1t'5 upen from 9 a.m. to
7p.m. EST.
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ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX

725-6077
ROLLERSKATING RINK
available for birthday
parties & functions
ARCADE
SNACK BAR
SKATE SHOP

NT 'THEATER

-THURSDAY• ,~
...

-fRIDAYRock 'n' Roll Night 21 +

~r1',
~t the Casco

Bay Weekly Talking Menu suggest just the restaurant you've been
look 109 for- or help you rediscover an old favorite.1be Talking Menu offers brief
descriptions of more than 70 great restaurants throughout the Portland area.
Just call 1-900-680-MENU from any touch-tone phone and follow the simple
instru.cti?ns. After indicating where and what you want to eat, you'll hear brief
deSCrIptions of several local restaurants that meet your dining criteria.
Mos~ restaurants on the Casco Bay Weekly Talking Menu change their listings
several times a month. So in addition to hearing about new spots, be sure to check
out old haunts that may have added new menu items or specials since you last
visited.
Talking Menu cost 95¢ a minute, charged to your phone bill.

1-900-680-MENU
Take the guesswork out of dining.

CountIy Night
8- 11:30

MIssIon mo The Leonard Sklnnard Show

'" W -

-SATURDAYComing the 20th
_r1'. The FAbulous PhiJOUs
V Wfrom IostOll

*-*

**

THURS, flU, SAT-

"tVf'

wllhyour host

lAdle,..

-SUNDAY-

Coming the 21st
Chem Free Rock 'n' Roll
.l.epcy" - Ages 13-20

-MONDAYMonday Night Blues
GOOD fOOD • IIIIHI SP£CIAI.S •

729-1114
Functions &. Catering
RTE. 20 I • AUGUSTA RD
TOPSHAM. ME.

•
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Use the Wellness Directory as your guide to practitioners
of the healing arts in Greater Portland. Remove it from
the paper and keep it by the phone; we're confident
you'll feel better for it The next Wellness Directory will
appear in the October 17 issue o{Casco Bay Weekly.

educational services

counseling

astrology

Jan Moody

Brook Alexander, M. Div.
COUNSELOR AND CELEBRANT

ASTROLOGER

DIRECTORY

ELLNESS

Psychological, Spiritual Exploration

725-8226
345 MIDDLE ROAD
FALMOUTH, MAINE 04105

chiropractic

ConnectionsThe Career ee"ter
• Career

Counsding

• Testing
• Resumes
1 Pleasant st. Portland
773-4413

creative arts therapy

MAYBE SOMEDAY•••
Westwood Childrens Center

Daniel L. Richards, Ph.D.

756 Congress St.
Portland

775-6782

Grieving Our Fathers

Ca)"..,l1l1e LouF 'OIRECTOR

Deepening Our Masculinity

MA REGI STERED OANC E TH ERAPIST

207871 8274
ISO Sf JOHN'S STR EET

(includes lunch both days)

Patricia Chanterelle, DC
James D. Carter, DC
Full Chiropractic Services:
Pediatrics
Preventive
Acute
Athletic management

Chinese Herbs (Sunrider)
Rebirthing
Meditation Instruction

846-7711
18 Main Street
Yarmouth, ME 04096

Dr. Stephen D. Winkler
--Quality Chiropractic CareFor the Wbole Family
980 Forest Ave.
Portland, Me 04103

7-8776

Denis T. Noonan m D. Min.
Pasto~ Counselor
Amcricllft Auociation 01 Pute...! Coun&don,

Diplomate

N.Oonal <:«tifoed CounKIo<

CounJdin& for individual., couplc:a a r~
dinical SupctYilion &: Mco', JIOUPI

775-5022
Naomi Kronlokken, MA
holistic counseling
psychosynthesis
polarity therapy
14zHJghSL
Portland. ME
775- 7798

Susan D. Scott, M.s., Ed.
Sherry L Hanson, M.A., L.5.A.c.

139 Park 51.

775-2233

PoRland, ME

Is Money a Mystery to You?
It doesn't have to be.
Someone safe

counseling

LU BAuER
CPA : "

APRIL willIE MS, RN, CS
"Creating ajoyjul Balance'

** Addictions
* Co-dependency
Abuse Issues * Relationship6

1nsW"lUlce/SUdinI Fee 775-1658

Barbara Hare Noonan, M.S.
INDIVIDUAL, COUPLES,
FAMILY and GROUP THERAPY
AGn<......,..~r.... -~

Pa>onal and ProCessional Well ~
23 WeIIt st. Portland· 772-1896

Center for

,

to talk to ...

>:} 79Z:0466
:::::

'

rtuman":", I{"elng

MENDING THE WOUNDSFREEING THE SPIRIT
Core Energetics Class
Beginning Sept. 10,
8 Evening Classes
Counseling for Spiritual
Deepening
Individuals/Groups/Couples
.Therapy
·Supervlsion
• Consultation
Pamela Chubbuck, MA,CBT. LCSW
Ordained Minister
846-0800
"D.C.

Donna Godfrey, M.S.

COUNS8JNG & HYPNO'THERAPY

Assisf1nce in recognizing desUUC1ive
patterns in your life, overcoming fear
and living life joyfully.

ADULTS, ADOLESCENTS. COUPLES
RBalClIiItM Fla81

222 st. John St.
Suite 219

Portland
871-8134

""omen'.

IUpporl JVOUP DOW fonnlBl

For Information call 846-1260

Coastal
Counseling

rei

a

x

tootfip~as:;.::<te==~I-'~_1

Are You:

Age 45+ and in general good health?
Do You;
Have at least 15 natural teeth and
brush daily?

from novice to pro
Making Room for Improvement
First Consultation Free
~ - - S1JongIt>-CcndIioni\g-

Mark Hunter

773-5032

healing & bodywork

8'

cou=

DONNA GACETIA, M.S., RTC
for Individuals,

es, Groups

Faculty, Institute for Reality Therapy
48 Pleasant Ave.
Portland, ME 04103

By Appointment
OJ
n2-6892

Eliot Cherry

Joyce LaRou

.Shiatsu Massage
_ . ..f
.Etheric Bodywork
.Clearing
of
Subconscious
I
Behavior
• Macrobiotic Dietary Counseling

Rosemary Whittaker
767-5968

Be willing to use a fluoride gel or
rinse after brushing

Cristina Christensen. RN

DON'T MISS OUf!
on the next
Quarterly Wellness
Directory
Call 775-6601 Now.

• num.:::J, massafB'
tbeTj;jic
,facia massage
in Shin Do acupressure

774-2550

Portland

Enrfchlna Therapeutic Massaae
Swedish • Acupressure • Escalon
Nourishing and Rdaxing

Pamela Richards, CMT

Healthy Beginnings
Classes In prepared child birth,
early pregnancy, breastfeedlng,
new parents support group.

Mary Taylor, ICCE 829-3362

Learn skills that free you from debt &

transform your r~/Qtlo"shlp with money

;'~~lii;~I~I~~,!I~i~'t:

775-1658

Pauline Wood, BA MA
Certtfted Bloktneslologist

799-8298

VISIONS
Pathways to Potential

892-9493
•

Nutr~ional

Counseling
• Food Allergy Tesling

Wholistic approaches to
personal growth and
·Workahope
• Consulting
• Healing Circle Groupa

Noel Clark

Debra G. Sanborn,
Founder-Director

Call for appointment 582-4580.

Hirami Dolliver
854 Broadway
South Portland, Maine 04106
799-2117

For information, call 1 -800-339-HOPE, or write us at
P.O. Box 276. 52 m
Street. South Paris, Maine 04281.

polarity therapy
healing touch

Christina Lyons

Membm-of
Amm"ican Massage 71Jerapy Associalion

CAROL HEATH, CMT
• Massage Therapy
• Reiki Healing
• Visualization and Art

846-3481

98 Pleasant St, 11 A, Portland, ME 04101

Healing of Persons Exceptional
H.O.P.E. is a state-wide non-profit
organization devoted to fostering
wellness and emotional, physical
and spiritual healing, We offer a
variety of services inclUding:

~======~======~
Wellness Consultant
•
•
•
•

I will reach into your future
Have Fun - Only $5
Career· Social • Financial

772 -64 1 1

Jeanne

Melvin Attfield, Ph.D. C.PsychoI.

Committed to improving the quality of your health

878-2324

Specializing in natu~ skin care and
Haushka Skin Care Treatment.

•i-

4- ,~

Clinical Pwychology
Neuropsychology

' f'

• NIla:Js. SITtiS /l, t4rKSiorI

oj "",u hftng

Find Out How Acupuncture Can Serve You.

"".,.,ise

871-1544

Call
828-0059

399 Fore 5t. 2nd floor
Portland

RISE IN MEDICAL COSTS
recent public opinion poU
showed that 92% of the people
considered good health the ..1
priority in life, IronicaUy, too..y's
demanding lifestyles have produced
many unhealthy side effects, It is
A

said that stress, lack of exercise,

Miriam Barteaux, MsT
Reflexology & Sports Massage
• RoJWldlsjrooro'N H.allb Com.....""" •

By Appointment

South Portland 799-3650

Eliott Cherry

massage therapis'
Announces the opening of his

Therapeutic Massage Practice

poor nutrition and bad sleeping
habits are the major cause of most
illnesses too..y.
At Nikken, we promote preventive
medicine with our original Nikken
Products, which are the result of
combining oriental medicine, human
engineering, and biomagnetism.
Biomagnetics is the science of the
effect of magnetism on the living
system. Nikken is a pioneer in the
devdopment of magnetic therapy
devices.
for more informa.lion oonract

Id

NJldr,en Independent Distributor

158 Danforth Street

John B. W1l1ey

AMAT Member

772-2442

Portland

775-1547

USM Students:

Save time, money a hassle
on your bealth care oeeda

USM S11JDI!NT REALm SEIlVIcfs
Con6dctuW. • Low Colt •

Plan A:.

uter

foe

I&Yea

Plan 8 : KUdc:nt insurance offen aood ooveraae at
moden.te priot

KIM CHANDLER

874·2341

Portland Yoga Studio
proudly announcss
Elaine McGillicuddy ....... awarded in
New Yo" City, certi.rlCalitm as an
{yBngar Yoga Teacher
616 Con&reoo

Frank Loungo, Ph.D.
Clinical Psychologist
'Individual Depth Psychotherapy
• Dream Analysis

797-5684

Portland, ME

. 772-5575
22 Cushman Street. Portland

780-4

therapy

6

Herbal Consultations by

ntimacy & Passion

CORINNE MARTIN

COUPLES GROUP
now forming

Certified Qinical Herbalist
aod author of "I!arthn:laaIc"

~

Meditation-in"Motion

Ponland/Codwn IIlIca

even morc $I per viliL

Info

647-2724

Kripalu Yoga
Phoenix Rising Yoga Th.rapy
D••p·,e'•• slng • 'Gd",ente,ed

Stephen Zubrod, Ph.D. 774-5741

• using a~,.. • ~ ""'"'~.dr:ltion
• Inaatbi"8 t«;bniqucs •

For more information or schedulng call

'

/>COA. Dapreaaion. $1_

• promo" '1Wia.1aJ1ion &- obIain a slale

Certified Polarity Practitioner
Michele McGuirk-Gordon
1 1/2 hour session $30

1250 For~~~~

INNERLIGHT

Individual CounMiing for Adun.
and Adoleecenta
Coup.... and Family Th~
Emphasize Adjustment Ieeu.:

Licensed Acupuncturist

HELENE FLYNN

799-4938

yoga

Oocupationai Injury

Licensed Psychologist

Coleen Connolly, R.N., M.Ac.

POLARITY THERAPY

772-0066

psychological services

health services

the Dr,

Therapy Certification
Program

799-8648

Facials
esthetician

POLARITY

Insight for yourself

or as a gift for a friend.

(207) 767-0636

799-2792

.i~~;iij;,!li~~~f~li~~!f~··

by appOintment

'Acoepting Your Connections'

Theresa Berman,

6-week groups start in September

TAROT READINGS

.:.

My nursing background and
personal experience drew me
to NeuroMuscular Therapy. It
appeals to me because it addresses muscle pain specifically
and systemically.

M.S., R.N., C.P.T.

A Healthy Relationship with
Money: What a Concept!

Call Connie at 892-7141

SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO RELIEF
OF ACUTE & CHRONIC PAIN

Anitra W_ Crane,

workshops

TRY A PSYCmC TODAY

VALERIE BLAIS, RN, BSN

.:.

Homeopathy
Polarity Therapy
Shamanic Journeying
Womens Spirituality

(207) 775-6956

psychic/spiritual

• Support groups
• Counseling
• Workshops
• Speakers bureau
• EducatIonal programs

Certified NeuroMuscular Therapist

775-6636

775-2190
educational services

Independent

Intense change, genJJe practitioner.

T,clmiqu~ Includ<

Therapeutic Massage As90ciates

tldulU, adok":4!,dS, cblldrerr
at:Ci!p1ild

892-7453

~~

I • • • •'
April White, MS, RN, CS
34 Columbia Rd. Portland 04103

Carol Fusco

767-3933

_r

Debt Tired?

BrullSwlcli area

Rebecca Booth, RN

Would You.cgHCaU 874-1025 ~

MrcRb

_IMP

ROLFING

with a massage
swedish • deep tissue • polarity

massage therapist
all insuranc..

772-3949

'''"*'II c.Jby wCPosby.

874-2219

organizational development

Healing the
Whole Person

Assoclates
535 Ocean Ave
Portl and ME

773-2614

STOP SMOKING WORKSHOPS ALSO AVAILABlE

"'=
Expanded Awareness, Choice,
Communication
PoliticaVCUlturaJ Framework
Gerri Pattison, LCSW
(Formerty Ge!ri IngaHs) 775-0155

773-9075

MASSAGE. MEDICAl MASSAGE
FREEPORT ......... 865-0672

and get free tf"\tnhn

772-6408

Johanna Pulkkinen

SWEDISH, ACUPRESSURE, DEEP nssu:

Help us find out

592 Main St. South Portland

Mary Woodward

Scott Buerhaus

licensed Massage Therapist

Call 772-6313

• Codependency
• Relationship Addiction
• Ritual Design
for Healing & Celebration

774-6876

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE
Karen Austin, MA.. LM.T.

PSYCHOTHERAPY

SEFERLIS & TROTTIER
Brief Therapy for the '90s

CENTER

813 Washington Ave. Portland
874-1028
Dental services available
Treatment on a sliding fee scale
Medicaid and dental ins. accepted

• Counseling for individuals,
couples & group6
• For stress, grief, addiction
recovery, spiritual growth
and life transition
Training & Supervision for
pastors and mental health
professionals.

w_ ~ «HI.p.ndtmey groups.
I»y.rod _ing fPO"I1S ""~.

761-1810

JOSEPH MANSHIP, Jungian AnoIyot (Zurich)

take the time to

Counseling

Southern Maine Pastoral
Counseling Center
Located in the State Street Church

Judith Kaylor Burwell, M.P.S.

775-5459

Spectrum Fitness

CUMBERLAND DENTAL HF.ALTIl

For more information or to register, contact:
Southern Maine Counseling Center at
(207) 772-2404 in Maine or. 1-800-338-3748

GAIA CHIROPRACTIC

dental

A......n.w MIcro DIet gMa you •
nutritionally complete proamm that makm
the pounds vanish ... but won't leave you
leeIIn, hu"8'Y' Wdle lOday lor our PREll
booklcd
- As ~ an TN.A.~ Micro DWI Shf*J

The mission of the Americ2n Massage Therapy Association is to develop and advance the art,
science and practice of massage therapy in a caring, professional and et}lical manner
in order to promote the health and welfare of humanity.

MrrAM~761-2671 T~

Sat. - Sun., August 10-11, 1991
$90.00 in advance; $100.00 at the door

•
•
•
•

PORTLAND. MAINE 04,01

Elizabeth London

772-2442

fitness

preseflts

Charlene Telenar

Susan Timpson

Also Aft... Kindergarten Care with
ranaporiation from area achooI. available .

Call 775-0413 for more information
587 Ocean Ave. Portland

• Low-Force Chiropractic
Technique
• Therapeutic massage
• Insurance accepted

Rebecca Stephans

ThrourfJ PIo~

hila openings in ~. DaYalopmental

Michael Goulding

Lose weight fast and keep it off.

The follOWing are some of the Portland area members of the American Massage Therapy Association:

Day Care Morning Nunoery School .

207/781-5041

JUNGIAN ANALYSIS
experience atrwtegic dream'therapy and
drum inte<prwlation through the
theraputlc pow.... 01 your dreams.
INDMDUAL PSYCHOANALVSIS

The

Buy some books AND help somebody
195 Congress st. 773-3275

"Learning

wholistic learning

AMMAAZZING!

Considering massage therapy?

A Non-profit Bookstore?
wi'" proc=ls going to support our
=alive program roc people with M.S.

nutrition

healing & bodywork

Bridgton
Harraseeket Health
&; Rehabilitation
o Biofeedback
o OU'onic Pain

Will Taylor, MD
1745 Free rt Rd, Free

Contact:
John Carroll, M.S. 775-9503
Nand Shiller-Race, M.A. 775-2833

Jaylene
Sununers~pnotherapy
Ph.D.
Specializing in Gro!.p Psychotherapy,

rt 865-1469

79A Park Street

•
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The great workers' comp swindle
Whatever the fate of the great state budget impasse of 1991,
Governor McKernan's faked "crisis" in workers' compensation
insurance will go down as one of the great political swindles in
Maine history.
It is true that the employers are swallowing mighty increases
in the rates they must pay to insure workers against injury on the
job. And those employers are the very constituency a Republican
governor must satisfy. But if this Republican governor were to
admit where the real blame lies for socking it to Maine's businesses, he would have to look to his own administratio~.
That's right, folks. It is not lazy workers who fake injuries, or
Democratic legislators eager to please organized labor, or a
vengeful AFL-CIO that has made Maine the costliest state in the
union when it comes to workers' compo The blame lands with a
splat on the desk of McKernan's insurance superintendent, one
Joseph Edwards.
Insurance companies don't get a dime in Maine unless
Edwards says so. Since taking office during McKernan's first
term, Edwards has never met a workers' comp rate increase he
didn't like. Edwards has approved $200 million in rate hikes for
the companies that provide this insurance to Maine businesses, at
the same time he luis scaled back benefits by 41 percent. Only last
month, Edwards announced he was prepared to fork over an-

other $58 million to the insurance behemoths - that's a 14 percent rate increase - but said he would hold off while the governor demands an even better deal by holding the budget hostage in
the Legislature.
Data filed in connection with that rate increase request suggests that insurance companies are the last outfits that should reap
the benefits of Maine's budget crisis.
While workers get fewer benefits and
employers pay more premiums, the
insurance companies are getting as much as a 50 percent return
on equity.
Business and labor alike are aware of this scandal. The AFLCIO and the Maine Chamber of Commerce and Industry both
urged Edwards to grant no rate hike to the insurers. Edwards
ignored them, and so has the mainstream media. All the world
appears to have bought the McKernan administration lie that
workers and Democrats caused this problem.
Workers' comp was supposed to be a great reform, designed
to keep workers from having to sue their employers to receive
compensation for injuries. But you can't sue the McKernan administration for stabbing both employers and employees in the
back. You can only demand that these rascals account for their
misdeeds.
(DMK)

Cyclists:Take back the road
• By PRul Karr

Have you ever noticed the blur of a sign that
greets you as you pedal out across the Million Dollar
Bridge to South Portland or t~e beaches beyond?
"CycliSts Use Care Crossing Bridge."
This has got to be the most understated road sign
in Greater Portland.
The bridge offers bikers a hellish choice of where
to ride: down on the road - risking life, limb,
asphyxiation and honking horns - or up on that
ridiculously narrow raised sidewalk with its bitesized guard rails. As I heard someone put it recently:
"Your ass is above the railing." Sure, it's a nice
view... but hit one rut and you could be in for a cold
swim.
The sign epitomizes everything wrong with
transportation policy in these cities, the state and the
country. It places all the responsibility - and blame
- on the fragile (though environmentally friendly)
cyclist and pedestrian. Meanwhile, dirty, dangerous
cars crank over the bridge at a feckless 50 miles per
hour en route to beachside condos. Besides being
dangerous and discouraging to cyclists, this arrangement smacks of elitism, of exclusion. Come on! What
about a sign saying, "Cars, slow your asses down!
There are live human beings riding up there!" Better
yet, how about commuter bike lanes throughout
Portland (not just around Baxter Boulevard), bike
bridges and bike traffic lights?
The planned renovation of the Million Dollar
Bridge between Portland and South Portland does
include plans for installing a bike lAne. I've been
unable to get anyone to explain what they'll look
like, though: will they be separated from auto traffic
by some kind of a barrier, or will there just be
painted lines? Will there be adequate guard rails to
ensure someone doesn't take a tumble into the muck
of the Fore River? Will police from both cities

rigorously enforce safety rules on the bridge?
Despite all these unanswered questions, this plan
is a first step. Let's follow it up with city ordinances
and construction
projects compelling
more commuters to
switch to bikes. We
might follow the lead of U.S. cities like these:
• Seattle, Washington requires that every new or
repaired bridge include bike lanes, and also requires
every new housing development to have bike
parking facilities. One-tenth of the city's available
downtown parking space is set aside solely for
bicycles.
• Palo Alto, California has spent $1 million on
bike Iacks, lockers, lanes, special bike-only bridges
and lighted cycling paths. It has put in special traffic
lights that sense when bikes are approaching and
change to allow bikes the right of way. The city
center is a two-mile stretch of boulevard where
absolutely no passenger cars are allowed, and the
city plans to expand this restricted area soon. (At
last report, Palo Alto's businesses weren't suffering
any negative effects from carless consumers.) The
city also pays its own employees seven cents per
mile for commuting to work by bike; new housing
units must prOVide bike parking; and new office
buildings must include shower stalls for bike
commuters.
Smaller cities are making way for the bikeways,
too:
• Madison, Wisconsin (population 170,(00) has
built 100 miles of bike paths, lanes, trails and
sidewalk routes. The city has its own transportation
commission - Portland, are you listening? - and
that commission has a subcommittee of pedestrians
and bicycliSts who m~ke sure their needs aren't
ignored by new construction projects, developments
or changes in city traffic planning.

citizen

• Glendale, Arizona (population 150,Q(XJ) takes
abandoned or stolen bikes and doles them out for
commuting purposes to city employees, who
promise to ride at least three days each work week.
Not coincidentally, carbon monoxide levels in the
Phoenix area have been cut in half since the 1980s.
Changes like these would make Portland's streets
safer. And they would make its air safer, too:
automobiles pump out 25 pounds of air pollution
for every gallon of gas they bum. The stuff coming
out of your tailpipe includes poisons like carbon
monoxide, greenhouse gases like carbon dioxide,
acid rain-forming chemicals like nitrous oxides, and
other "suspended particles" which cause cancer and
lung disease.
How to start switching to bikes from turnpikes?
Portland's new mayor, Tom Allen, could start the
cycle with an ordinance requiring all new bridges to
include adequate bike lanes. He could work to close
off the part of Deering Avenue that crosses 1-295 and
make it a bike-and-walk-only path. (USM students
would love him for this). And he could get the city
to change its awful requirement that new office
buildings include auto parking space. Instead, the
city could require that new buildings prOvide bike
racks and shower stalls. He could even propose
closing off parts of downtown and the Old Port to
car traffic.
Bicyclists, you have a role in the process, too.
Make noise. Growl to the city councilor the city
manager about their misguided traffic plans.
Demand safe, spacious bike lanes and bridges. Block
downtown streets at rush hour to make your point.
In short, stop acting like the road belongs to those
half-ton hunks of metal.
It belongs to everyone.

PRul Karr thinks that walking or bi1cing Forest Avenue is R
sport fit for the Olympics.
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Better than nothing
Thank you, Phil Poirier
and Jeff Seger, for writing
what I have felt aboUt'Martha
McCluskey's editorial (CBW
5.16.91). The men's movement may be a positive step
toward lessening the abuse of
women and any other
vulnerable beings.
It has been weeks since her
article and I have felt much
rage at her (as I see it)
narrow-mindedness. I
welcome the movement. I'm
cynical and don't believe that
tne big picture will truly
change,butatleastthe
number of those traditionally
styled men will decrease and
awareness increase. That's
better than nothing.

~r~
Jeanifer Strickland
Portland

Touching subject
As a practicing massage
therapist and trained journalist I was interested in your
recent article on the confusion that arises around the
term "massage" and its
various forms in our society
(CBW 6.13.91). It's certainly
been an ongoing dialogue
since therapeutic massage has
become a more accepted
,modality for both stress
reduction and physical
therapy in generaL And there
are myriad opinions of how
the whole scene should be
conducted. Needless to say, I
hear quite a few of them
offered up from my treatment table as I work.

Basically I found Mr.
Newman's piece informative
and non-judgmental, necessary ingredients for good
journalism. Though I do call
him on his alliterative
phraSing in the lead: "I set
out to explore the murky
world of massage." He
might've used misunderstood or even muddled. And
he sums up well the crux of
the problem being the usage
of the same word massage for
these two different forms of
treatment.
One thing he didn't cover
(which, of course, he couldn't)
was how a woman would be
received in a Chrysalis-type
place. Obviously massage
therapists (both male and
female practitioners) receive
and treat quite similarly both
male and female clients. I
wonder what happens when a
woman walks into Chrysalis.
Thank you for tackling the
touchy topic and receiving
our reflective responses.

Ll.-...J-.~
CJ;eborah Luhrs
Falmouth

Dump run
Today I had planned to go
for a jog around Baxter
Boulevard. Instead I went for
an unplanned jog through a
dump. So, to all the folks who
left their 4th of July party
litter behind: I'm glad you
had a good time, and I really
wish you hadn't left so much
evidence. I don't blame you
for wanting to dump your
debris on a society that's

dumping on you, but haven't
you noticed that they're not
getting the message? Please
consider this: cleaning up
your own mess creates a
sense of dignity and selfrespect. Perhaps if you
discover this simple truth
you could find a more
creative and effective way to
express your discontent. I
hope so.
Meanwhile, would the city
manager please install a
whole lot of trash cans on the
boulevard? When the new
mileage markers wear out,
you can just paint the mileage
on the trash cans. Save
money and keep the boulevard clean - such a deal!
Thank you.

~(fJfL
Rebecca J. Stephans
Portland

Schizo Journalism
The journalistic schizophrenia of CB W is becoming
increasingly more disturbing.
The page two news brief of
6.27.91 (on an abortion
ruling) clearly exposed the
recent injustice of the Supreme Court, but was
jarringly juxtaposed with the
incredibly insensitive,
degrading advertisement on
page three (a cartoon of a
woman). If horses used
Trojans, maybe this restaurant would not have been
born.
Martha McCluskey's
Citizen column was, as
always, excellent. Your paper

• By Ton« Harbert

seen
could use more of her dear
integrity.

I

/",~/?'-j)~
L-}enifer Van Deusen
Bowdoinham

Rehab America
It's getting time to put
away the booze and get
sober. America has been on a
big, drunken, brawling, foolsparadise binge for over 10
years. The Republicans have
been behind the wheel,
drunk-driving us all to near
oblivion. In the meantime,
countless innocent people
have been run over and now
are dead. It's way past time
to throw the bums out -like
Bush - regain the wheel and
give this country back to it's
rightful leadership. When
this madness is finally over
the hangover, remorse and
guilt are going to be felt
throughout the body of this
once-great nation. But there is
hope for recovery.
This is no time to celebrate. Sure, we won some
kind of crazy military victory
in Panama and in the Middle
East, but at what cost?
Thousands of people were '
killed. In Panama over a
thousand civilians died. In
the Saudi Arabian desert over
a hundred thousand men
forced to be in the trenches
by brutal dictator Saddam
Hussein were blown to bits
by our not-so-glorious 42night and day assault.
What are we celebrating
for? To take our mind off the
fact that we are the number

one country in debt. The
number one country in
teenage pregnancy and
murder. The number one
country in putting our
population in prison. The
number one list goes on and
on. Our cities are coming
unraveled. The homeless and
jobless multiply like rabbits.
Many of our systems and
institutions are collapsing.
It's imperative that we get
new leadership. That is going
to take some doing. We need
good honest women and men
to work their way in and
revamp the whole system.
God knows we tried the
others and look at us.
Borrowing on our future
every step of the way and
now celebrating a very
hollow Victory indeed. We
didn't win any damn war.
We lost and so did the other
sides. Now is the time to get
America into rehab and on
the long road to recovery.

ZurC~
Zoo Cain
Portland

letters
Casco Bay Weekly
welcomes your letters.
Please keep your
thoughts as brief as you
can (100 words, max.),
Include a daytime phone
number, and address to:
Letten, CaKo Bay
Weekly, 551A Congress
St., Portland, ME 04101.
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Entertainment

The Casco
Bay Weekly
Cillendiu:
10 dilYS and
more ways
to be
Informed,
get Involved
and stay
amused.

Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections
must be received In writing on the Thursday prior
to publication. Send your Calendar and Listings
Information to: Ellen Llburt, Casco Bay Weekly,
551A Congress St., Portlilnd, ME 04101.
hours are Monday-Friday,
1-6. Call 871-8285 for

• American crafts: Tonight
from 5-9, Abacus (44
Exchange St., Portland) will
hold an opening celebration
for the contemporary
handcrafted jewelry of
Gabriel Ofiesh. Gallery
hours are Sunday, 11-5;
Monday-Saturday, 10-9.
Call 772-4880 for more info.

• Jubilant tunes: Bowdoin
Summer Music Festival
presents a concert tonight at
8 featuring soprano Lucy
Shelton performing
Mozart's "Exultate Jubilate"
and Pulitzer prize-winning
composer Stephen Albert's
"flower of the Mountain."
(The text for this piece,
which Albert wrote for
Shelton, is Molly Bloom's
soliloquy at the end of
James Joyce's "Ulysses.")
Maria Bachmann will play
Mozart's Violin Concerto in
A Major with the Mozart
Festival Orchestra conducted by Lewis Kaplan.
And pianist Jon Klibonoff
and cellist Andre
Emelianoff will perform
Brahms' Sonata for Cello
and Piano in F Major.
Tickets are $12. The concert
will be held at the First
Parish Church, at the corner
of Maine Street &: Bath
Road, Brunswick. Call 7253895 for reservations.

second day of the Yarmouth
Clam Festival, the weekendlong celebration honoring
the soft-shelled clam. The
festival is set for July 19-21,
and features free entertainment, foods including clarns
of every kind - steamed,
breaded, fried, in rolls and
in chowders - and fun for
all ages. Entertainment will
range from Downeast
humorist Tim Sample and
Ellen &: the Sea Slugs'
contra dance music to The
Wicked Good Band and the
cool sounds of Devonsquare. A complete schedule of events for the festival
is available free at businesses throughout the
Yarmouth and Greater
Portland area. Call 846-6660
for further info.

Stygified will play. Father
O'Hara's is located at 45
Danforth St., Portland. For
more info, call 871-1579.

• Fish story: In the teaching
style of Bertolt Brecht, The
Bread and Puppet Theater
and the San Francisco Mime
Troupe, The Council of All
Beings Environmental
Action Theater Project
presents "Standing on
Fishes," a play exploring the
issues and images of our
environmental crises. It
moves between human and
animal worlds through the
use of masks, music and

• Swann songs: You can
hear Frederick Swann
tonight at 7:30 p.m. in
Portland City Hall Auditorium (30 Myrtle St., Portland). Swann will play
works by Bach, Mozart,
Bingham &: Reubke on the
organ. Free with donations
requested at door. Call 7673297 with questions.

Picture a portrillt party
In your plans for Friday,
July 19.
• Just say no: Tonight and
tomorrow night you can
hear The Charlie Kohlhase
Quintet on their fourth visit
to the cafe no. That's
Charlie K. on alto and
baritone saxophone, Curtis
Hasselbring on trombone,
Matt Wilson on drums, John
Turner on bass and Matt
Langley on tenor sax.
Several of the members of
the quintet are also a part of
the Boston-based big band
The Either Orchestra. Shows
are at 9 &: 11. Admission is
$6. For more details, see
review on page 22. If you
still have questions, call cafe
no at 772-8114.
• An Art Space: Attend a
reception tonight from 6-9
for "Photographs by John C.
Ferris" at the Art Space at
273 Presumpscott St.,
Portland. Then enjoy live
entertainment from 9 on
with Marvin Boone and In
Transition. Ferris' photographs will be on exhibit
through Aug. 16. Gallery

• Fireplace: Tonight at 9,
Firehose will carry forward
the adventuresome spirit of
the seminal Minutemenof which Firehose bassist/
singer/"spieler" Mike Watt
and drummer/sUTfin' dude
George Hurley were twothirds - at Zootz (31 Forest
Ave., Portland). Also on the
scene will be the Blake
Babies with their pop rock,
and Bambiland making
their Portland debut. Tix are
$8. Call 773-8187 for details.

\

• Animation Celebration: If
you haven't already caught
The Movies on Exchange
Street's third annual offering of animated shorts from
around the world, do it
tonight. The collection,
comprised of 25 works from
the United Kingdom,
Switzerland and the United
States, uses virtually every
known form of animation
from cels to computers to
clay. Shows are at 7 &: 9
p.m. Admission is $3.50. For
more info, call 772-9600.

day morning from 7-8:30,
you can look and· listen for
egrets, glossy ibises, herons,
ducks, willets, sparrows,
swallows and more at
Scarborough Marsh Nature
Center. To get to the center,
take Route 1 to Scarborough
and tum east onto Pine
Point Road toward Pine
Point Beach (also marked
Route 9 West). SMNC is
half a mile down on the left.
The cost is $2 for members,
$3 for non-members. For
more info, call 883-5100.

• The Invisibility of Gays,
Lesbians and Blacks in
American History: Tonight
from 7:30-9, The Matlovich
Society presents speaker
Gerry Talbot. Talbot was
the first black member of
the Maine Legislature, the
first sponsor of a gay civil
rights bill in Maine, and is
president of Black Education and History, Inc. Hear
him on the second floor of
the People's Building, 155
Brackett St., Portland. Free
and open to the public. For
further info, call 773-4444.

.

Hear this soprano
soliloquize FrldilY, July 19.
• Dawn birding: The best
birding is often in the early
morning when birds are
most active. Every Wednes-

• Oarnming up in
Yarmouth: Today is the

Cheap thrill: Saturday mornings at the museum
It's Saturday morning. While you slept, the fog rolled
In and a chili settled over the land. Now you lie abed
considering all the delightful options a soggy Saturday
offers, You could sit In a laundermat watching sudsy
water wrest the dirt out of your underwear through the
washer window. You could vacuum the living room
(taking care to avoid the dirty underwear strewn
therein). You could watch Daffy Duck In your dirty
underwear. Or you could change the kitty litter, water
the plants, put new 011 In the car, or pay bills.
How do you stand all this excitement? Portland Museum of Art wants to help you through those lackluster
mornings, and It's Just changed the hours when visitors
may enter free of charge - from Thursday evenings to
Saturday mornings from 10 a.m. to noon. So now, you
(and the kldllngs) can view Degas instead of Daffy ... pay
tribute to Bosch Instead of the electric company ... think
Lichtenstein, not laundry.
The underwear In the living room will stili be there
when you return from your Jaunt to 7 Congress Square.
Dirty underwear Is serious business. Then again, says
John Irving, "life Is serious, but art Is fun."
Call the museum at 775-6148 for Information on
current exhibits.
bear testament to the
concept of a "leaderless"
trio, in which each player
has an equal creative voice.
Together, the String Trio's
members break down the
walls of rigid definition. Jazz
and classical, folk and new
age - all these influences
and more have contributed
to their eclectic repertoire,
which includes Charlie
Parker tunes juxtaposed
with Jimi Hendrix covers.
Tickets are $13; for reservations, call 774-{)465.

• Eclectic ensemble: The
Stting Trio of New York
will make its Maine debut
tonight at 8 at Portland
Performing Arts Center,
25A Forest Ave. James
Emery on guitars, John
lindberg on bass and
violinist Charles Burnham

• Vaudeville Festival: The
10th Annual New England
Vaudeville Festival will take
place July 26-28 in Gardiner
(at Quimby Field on Lincoln
Avenue). The festival opens
Friday night with a 7:30
concert \ncluding the work
of internationally recognized clowns Avner the
Eccentric and Julie Goell.
The musical segments of the
evening will come from Bill
Harley, master storyteller /
songwriter; the Atlantic
Clarion Steel Band; and
original songs from The
Posnicks, a favorite trio
among family audiences.
Today, the Shoestring
Theatre of Portland will
march in a parade starting
at 9 a.m., and magic, mime,
storytelling, music and
juggling will fill the rest of
the weekend with performers including Bruce Johnson, David Neufeld, Randy
Judkins, Rick Davis and his
"Totally Useless Skills"
booth, and the mask/mime
work of Jackie Davis. Friday
evening's tix are $6 in
advance, $8 at the gate .
Advance tix for Saturday &:
Sunday are $4 and $2.50.
After July 20, they cost $6
and $4. Special rates are
available for weekend
passes. For further information, call 582-7144.

Mix with the mollusks Friday-Sunday, July 19-21.

........
Watch these three play with fire Friday, July 19.

• Tree surgery: Father
O'Hara's Public House,
formerly The Tree Cafe, will
hold its grand opening
starting today at high noon.
The afternoon celebration
will include live bands
Jenny &: the Woodmen,
Thunder Bay, 10 Cent
Tango and Doctor Gonzo.
From 6 till 1 a.m., Hot
Cherry Pie, Twisted Roots,
Joe Brien Band and

ri tual. The goal of "Fishes"
is to evoke a deep response
to the ecological plight.
Written by Minnesota
playwright Martha Boesing,
this play is sponsored by
the Casco Bay Greens and
will be presented tonight at
8 at Mad Horse Theater, 955
Forest Ave. Tickets are $15
and are available at the
door. For reservations and
more info call 774-4599.
ONLY 2·1/2 MILES TO l.l. BEAN

TASTE OF CLAY

A

:

come join us for on afternoon
to see how potmoklng Is done

I
I
I
I

Saturday
July 27

12:30
4pm

515

ABRAMS&ANDEnSON
ONE FOOT IN REALITY
An Evming oflmprovisati<mDl c:omny

.,Id.y, Jul, 26 If . . .

Portland Performing
Arts Center

Tix $ 13 - e.11 774·0465

July 18, 19, 20

or Amadeus & Gallery Music

8PM $12, 3 Shows Only

Porriand Perfarming Arts
Center· 25A Forest Ave.

. . .. . . . . .
S'D"'~'" WIIG'X..

Come to Freeport,
8nd Visit. .•

1fl

Desert
: .. :.-:- of Maine
I

• demonstrollons
• hands-on
exper1ence

to

As
men to tilke
you to their leader
Friday, July 26.

25A Forest Ave.

Box Office: 774-0465

Maine's Famous
Natural Phenomenon
Giant Sand DIXles • Nanat9d
Coach Tours • NatUf9 Trails
• Sand Artist ·,783 Bam
• WO/1d's largest Sand Paining
• Gift Shop • StOOl
e

WITH

BLAKE BABIES

Off U.S. Route 1 and 95
Desert Rd .• Dept. CB •

Freeport 04032
Open May 10th
to October 14th

PlUS
SPECiAl DEBUT PERfORMA.NG

Tel. (207) 865-6962

BAMBILAND

WITH THIS AD, $1 OFF
ADULT ADMISSION
UMIT ONE COUPON PER PERSON

PORTIAND'S

ALSO. CAMPING AVAILABLE

Which restaurant
in the Old Port
will serve you a
first-rate meal
in the peaceful
seclusion of a
garden patio?
None of [hem.
Come fO our neighborhood.

See these two for an uplifting experience SaturdilY, July 27.

Smootliie
Season

jll[ :Fruit, :Frozen,
Creamy ani Smootli
no sugar & non aairy

RAFFLES
C·A·F·E
BOOKSTORE

lilt:

~Wf@
~_ ~,JR~
Serving Breakfast.
Lunch. Sunday Brunch. and Dinner.

58 Pine Street 773-8223

u~77
LL :~::!~~
e

great music

• Every Wedn&day:
Dinner J .... at cafe no,
Jim Lyden Trio

eThur&181h
E ..t End Jazz Quartet

• Fri 19th & Sat 201h
From BoRon - The
FabuloU8 Charlie
Kolhaae Quintet

• Thur& 25th

MON - SAT 8 TO 5 . THUR 8 TO 7

555 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND e 761-3930

Vintage Reperatory Co.
preaentll: Peter Schaffer'.
"The Public Eye"
relervaUon. welcome
dOled ounday_ & monday_
20 danforth It•• 772-8114

I
I
I
I
I 161 MaIne St., BrunsW1Ck
L ___
___ _
!!,B.;.!~9
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he's on to something with 'RENEE.'
The show has many hilarious scenes
and songs , , ,II -Steele, Portland Press Herald
,

,

~

EMJ ASSY PLAYERS PRES E~

,.,.. ~

a new Hank Beebe musical

~house

THURS-FRI-SAT at 8 PM
Arts Center, Sebago
SUNDAYS 2 PM through July 28vnlaok~ Village, Rls 114 & 35
Reservations 642-3743/773-1648 Adm S10 Seniors/Children S6

Entertainment

.~L~'~CM£NDAR

WHAT'S
WHERE
Gene...1 Cinema.

Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, S. Portland
774-1022
Dates effective.Al1y 19-.AJly 25

101 D .. nurtIon. (G)
12:50,3:10,5:10,7
BecIr.dr.n (R)

9

Gritty M(Duff's
Jr~ lnnuol
lirt~~OJ Ilu~i (ruiH

~
'(,ft

An Old Port Tradition
Greater Portland Magazine
Award Winner
for

83 EXCHANGE ST. • PORTLAND, ME • 773-4731

Nickelodeon

3.50; small dog: 4.50; med dog: 5.50; Ig. dog; 6.50

·797-2414

BLACK BEAR LANDSCAPING
A COMPLETE LANDSCAPING COMPANY

Jung"~(R)

1 :40, 6:50, 9:30

Soap

'*"

(PG-13)
1 :45,7:10, 9:10

La F...- Hikita (R)
1 :50,7, 9:20
Iron & Silk (NR)
1 :55,7:15,9:15
Cyrano De Be,.....ac (PG)
1 :30, 6:40, 9 :25
Ju Dou(R)
6:45
Journey of Hope (NR)
2,9

Pride'. Comer Drive-In
RoUtll 302, Weslbrook
797-3154

• Free Estimates
• Competitive Rates
• Tree Work Also Available
Jack M. Oswald. 8 Years

Service. 879-0076

Fields is an over-the-hil

soap star who is about to be written out
of the script forever. Nso Slarring Whoopi
Goldberg , Robert Downing Jr., Kevin
Kline and Elisabeth Shue.

Julia Roberts and Campbell Scon team
Temple and Midde streets,
Portland
772-9751
DaIBs effective.Al1y 19-.AJ/y 25

Supply Your Pet's Favorite Food ;
W. Provide the T.L.C.

N

The 3rd Animation

Sat-Sun 1, 7

. BUDGET BOARDING

ligates an explosion at a Washington ,
D.C. anergy plant and the caserein\lOlves
him with hisoldgirlfriend. Staning PrisciNa
Presley, Lesie Nielsen, George Kennedy
and O.J. Simpson.
Pofntar..kPatrickSwazyeplaysasurfer
who likes 10 rob banks when he's not on
his board. Gary Busey and Keanu
Reeves play FBI agents who go undercover in shorts and lans to catch the
surfboarding bank robbers. Now here's
a story.
Probl...,. Child 2 Like it says.
Regarding H.nIY Harrison Ford plays a
ruthless New York lawyer with a lousy
marriage who is forced to prioritize his
life after sullering amnesia in a near-fatal
accidenl Also stars Annene Bening.
Rock.t_ Based on the popular comic
book series, Bill Campbell assumes the
title alas In this action tale about a dar&devil pilot who, donning a streamlined
helmet to hide his identity and strapping
a rocket pack to his back, becomes an
ally 10 G-men In their battle against Nazi
agents. Story is set in 1938.
The Rocky Horror Plctu... Show Is a
cult movie extravaganza. A young
couple's car breaks down on a stormy
night and Ilay find themselves trapped
in a castle inhabited by people from the
planet Transsexual. Susan Sarandon
plays the timid Janat- eons before she
became the sex goddess she is today.
This movie Is one of only two really good
reasonsloweara ralncoat tothe theater.
Robin Hood Kevin Costner plays the legendary hero of Sherwood Forest in this
sweeping epic filmed in England. Among
the ensemble are Christian Slater as W~I
Scarlett, Morgan Freeman as AsIan and
Mary Eizabeth Mastrantonio as Maid
Marion.

772-9600

Open 7 Days A Week for Lunch & Dinner.

GREAT STEAK • FRESH SEAFOOD
COMFORTABLE ATMOSPHERE

City .tiCikers
Yor1Imen, Bitly Crystat, Bruno Kirby and
Daniet Stem, anempt 10 recapture lost
youth by going on a modem-<iay canta
drive.
Cyrano de Berg.rae Based on Edmund
DeRostand's epic of unrequited tove,
this film - the most expensive ever
produced In France - stars Gerard
Deparcieu. English subtitles were translated in verse by author Anthony Burgess (Clockwork Orange, et al).
Dutch Comedy about a man who goes 10
pick up his girlfriend's son at boarding
school to bring him back for ThanksgivIng . Stars Ed O'Neil of TV's "Married
Wnh Children:

N.kMI Gun 2

The Movie.
10 Exchange St, PortllWld

Why go anywhere else?

Best Steak • Best Late Night

Forest Ave. Portland •

Th. Third Anlm.tlon Celabratlon
Twenty-five award-winning animated
films from around the world.
Backdratt Two fire-f'9hling brothers in
Chicago come to IIIrms with the memory
of their late fireman father, flair resentment toward each other and each other's
dillerentapproach to the profession elIring on ongoing arson Investigation.
CeNiro is a firelighling Investigator, and
Sutherland plays the arsonist. With Robert CeNiro and Donald Sutherland.
Bill & TMI'. Bogu. JourMY More adventures (as If we .-dad them) in the
Ufe and times of Bill & Ted. Starring Alex
Winter and Kaanu Reeves.
Bop N the Hood Soull Cenllal Los
Angalas' mean streets are the backdrop
forthisslory about inner city kids rylng to
grow up unscathed in an environment
riddled with gangs and drugs.
By. Bye BlUM Story of a privilegadWorId
War II officer's wife whose life is 'uown
through a loop when her husband is
captured by the Japanese in Singapore
and she is forced to return to her naive
Canada to eke out a

Thelma & Lou'" (R)

Celebration (R)
July 17-23
Wed-Tues 7, 9
Sat-Sun 1,3
The Rocky Horror
PIcture Show (R)
July 19-20
Fri-Sat 11
Bye Bye BIu. . (R)
Wed-Fri 7, 9 :15

1087

101 D.lmatl.,. Dogs, dogs and more
dogs. Disney at its sponed best.

879-1511
DaIBs effrlctive .Ally 19-.AJ1y 25,
no fifth show Sun- TlxJrs
DyIng Young (R)
1,3:50, 6 :55, 9:20, 11:45
12:40,3:40,6:50,9:40,12:15
Point B ....k (R)
12:50,4,7,9:50,12:25
Terminator 2 (R)
12:30, 3 :30, 6 :45, 9:35, 12:20
Tannlnator 2 (R)
1:20,4:20,7:15,10:10
Bill & Ted'. Bogu.
Journey (PG)
1 :40, 4 :40,7:20,9 :50, 12
CIty Sllck_ (PG-13)
1:10,4:10,7:05, 9 :25, 11 :50
Bop H The Hood (R)
1,3:15,6,8:15, 10:20

~~~~

cat:

SCREEN

Hoyts Clark'. Pond

Longfellow Cruise Lines, One Long Wharf, Portland

~

a woman becomasa secret agent for her
country to escape a death sentence for
kiling a policeman. Then she falls in love
and begins 10 question the morality of
her line of worX.

333 ClarX's Rd., S. Portland

Thursday, July 25, 1991 7:30pm· 10:30pm
Music by Tall Richard & The Night Owls

~

Regarding Henry (PG-13)
12:30,2:55,5:20,7:45,10:10
Naked Qun 21/2 (PG-13)
12:40,2:50, 5:20, 7:20,9:25
Probl.m Child 2 (PG-13)
1 :10,3:20, 5:30, 7:40, 10
Dutch (PG-13)
12:15,2:35,4:50,7:10, 9 :35
Robin Hood (PG-13)
1,4,7,9:55
Rocket_ (PG)
12:20,2:40,5,7:25,9:45

cpen nightly through
Labor Day
WMt About Bob (PG)
8:30
White Fang (PG)
10:10

21

La F...,..,. Nlkftll French thriller in which

up to play an uppercrust cancer patient
and the working class woman he hires
When the pair subsequenlly fall in love, he pushes her ink> a
relationship with another man, Vincent
D'Onofrio. Directed by JoeISchumachar.
Iron & Silk Story of an American so taken
by his first martial arts movie as a 13year-old boy that he learns to speak
Chinese by washing dishes In a
Chinalown restaurant and goes on to
major in Chinese Il1erature in college. He
~.
~
eventually travels to mainland China to T..-mlnator 2 A bigger more explosive
get a job lIIaching English at a small
sequel to the 1984 hit. Arnold
college and to find the true source of
Schwarzenagger Slats as a cyborg from
Chinese culture and philosophy.
the future who does bailie this lime with
Journ.y of Hope A Turkish family deanother, even meaner Tenninator.
cld9s to emigrate to Switzerland after Thelma & Louise Two woman ieavelhalr
receiving a postcard from a relative living
crummy menfolk at horne 10 head out on
there describing It as "paradi9a behind
the road. They encounter crummy men
the mountains.'
everywhere they go. Thank God there
Ju Dou Director Zllang Yimou's (Red Sorare no cultural stereotypes in cinema
ghum) story of a peasant girl who finds
anymore. With Geena Davis and S.-,
love will the nephew of her rich old
Sarandon.
husband who has bought and abused What About Bob? BiI Murray, a peydIIher. Setagalnst the reprassive backdrop
atrIc patient (911 Munay), follows his
of pre-Cultural Revolution China,thefilm
shrfnk (Richard Dreyfus) on vacation.
explores the incivWal's inability to esWhite Fang The adventures of a young
cape her cultural heritage and her desman, who goes to staka his father's
tiny.
c:faIm In Alaska cbIng the Gold Rush,
Jungle Fewr Spike Lee's new film about
and his adopIed wolf.
Inlerraciallove. Says Lee, ·W. wanled
the two neighbottooods - that black!
italian thing:

as a co~lon .

......

"Killing Mr. Wit.,.,.· Comedy thriller
set in Death Valley at The Last Chance
Pump & Grille. Though you'll be captive
in a seedy dinar, you will be served a
sumptuous four-course dinner by a
rogue's gallery of the shadiest persuasion. Mystery Cafe, Portland's only dinAbra_ .. And.,..on Announce N_
ner theater. oilers a choice of chicken
SUrnnMr Aevu. Maine's own improvimarsala, vagetarian lasagna, sirloin steak
sational comedy duo will present their
or grilled swordfish with a smoked salmon
revue at the Portland Perlorming Arts
and pesto cream sauce. Shows every
Center July 18, 19 & 20, al8 pm. Abrams
Friday and Saturday at 8 pm, in The
& Anderson have monlkered their sumBaker's Table banquet room, 434 Fore
mar comedy spectacular "One Foot in
Stln the Old Port. Call 693-3063 or 1Reality: They are uncertain where the
800-834-3063 for reservations and info .
other foot Is. Tlx are $12; cal 774-0465.
Victor P.nov .nd the Archang.1 Th..
"AgIM. of God· John Pielmeier's pro.terstudlo present "If You Don't Like II,
vocative drama IIIlIs the story of a novice
Don't Listen," a performance of Russian
nun who has delivered a child that has
folk tales in a brigh~ active, willy and
mystariouslydied.The only person aware
participatory performance style enjoyof how this may have happened is her
able by all ages. July 18 at 7:30 pm.
Mother Superior, and the only person
Tickets:$15, $13studants, $1 children .
capable of finding outthe.truth is a psyCall 797-3338 for info or reservations.
chiatrist with her own serious doubts
"PrlYllt.
Vintage Repertory Comabout religion . Presented by The Th&pany presents Noel Coward's winy, s0ater Project (School St, Brunswick), July
phisticated comedy about the English
18, 19, 20,25,26,27 and Aug 1, 2&3 at
leisure dass, set in the 19308. July 23
8 pm. Sunday performances on July 21
&
24 and August 6, 7, 20, 21 . Perfor& 28 at 7 pm. Call the theater at 729mances held at 8 pm, at Jordan Hall ,
8584 for more info.
Temple Ave, Ocean Park, Old Orchard
"Anything Goes· Community Linle Th&Beach . Tickets are $9 adults, $6 seniors
atre of Auburn celebrates Cole Porter's
and children. For info, call 828-4654.
l00th birthday with a presenlation of his
high seas musical adventure. Aug 9, 10, "~n_· Hank Beebe's new musical at
Schoolhouse Arts Cent8{at Sebago Laka
15, 16& 17 at8 pm. There will also bea
is the story of a strong-minded woman
senior cilizenlstudent dress rehearsal
who has weathered the worst the world
Aug 8 at 7 :30 pm at the Performing Arts
can give, gives back her best as a psyCenter. Great Falls School, Auburn .
chotherapist, and finds romantic love at
Admission is$9 . Reserve:caN795-5853 .
the age mostpaople relire . Runs through
Chltd ...n'. V.udevlll. Musical Heart of
July 28. Show times are Thurs, Fri & Sat
Gold Vaudeville Company will present
at 8 pm, and Sun at 2 . Tickets: $10
"Intune," which takes a caring look at
adults, $6 seniors and children. For resgrowing up and believing in oneself. The
ervations, call 642·3743.
production features imaginative & original songs and stories that are illustrated Soto D.nc. Artl.t Margie GIIII., hailed
by The New yorlt; Times for her "angst,
wnh music. mime and the circus arts.
ecstasy and earthiness," performs diJuly 20, 8 pm. at Celebration Bam Theverse selections from her repertoire. Disater (on Stockfarm Road. just oil Route
cussion and reception to follow. August
117 North in South Paris). Tickets are $5
2, at8 pm, in Bates Collega's Schaeffer
for adul ts, $2.50 for ch ildren 12 and
Theatre
, Lewiston. Admission: $121$7.
under. Reservations may be made by
Advance reservations: 786-6161 .
calling 743-8452.
Comedy at the C..,.: Every Thursday at "Standing on F1.he." Martha Boesing's
'instructional play" explores the issues
8 pm, comedians Tim Ferrell, Joanne
and images of our environmental crises.
Chessie & Kevin Shone marvel the
"A cautionary and inspirational theatrical
masses at the Cave (29 .5 Forest Ave) .
ritual about the complex ecological interTheir no-holds-barred , two-hour c0mweaving of all beings on Earth : says the
edy slug fest will jab, jolt and jostle your
Minneapolis Star Tribune. Sponsored by
humor membranes. Ferrell, Chessie &
the Casco BayGreensand presented by
Shone serve up a different show every
The Council of All Beings Environmental
Thursday, with a diverse mix of audi Action Theater Project on July 21 , at 8
ence-suggested improvisations, new
pm, at Mad Horse Theater, 955 Forest
sketches and monologues. Serious fun
Ave. Tickets are $t5 and are available at
for only $3. For more info, call 879-0070.
the door. For info or reservations, call
"Fama Sanctltatls," a new play by Gloria
774-4599.
Howell , will be presented July 26 & 27 at

STAGE

~st.

o

U_·

the Thaxter Theatre in South Portland
(420 Cottage Rd) . The story concerns
two boyhood friends. One becomes a
priest, the other works in soma mysterious fashion in international espionage.
They come together at a small Catholic
mission in Switzerland when an attempted murder is committed. The play
wiN be presented at8 pm. Tickets are $7
general admission, $4 for seniors and
adults. Available at the door. For more
info, call 871 -0186.
Th. F. .tlv.t of C ....ttv. Youth On July
20, from 8 am-l pm, Portland will celebrate the 11th annual Festival of Cr&ative Youth at the Culinary Arts Building
of the Southern Maine Technical College. The general public is invited to
anen the mime performances, magic
shows, TV productions, dramatic presentations and dance performances.
Comeshare and celebrate with the youth
of today who w.! be tomorrow's creative
and productive leaders. For further info ,
call the University School at 799-1 950.
"The Furth.r Adv.ntur. . of M.ld.
Marlon· Schoolhouse Arts Center at
Sebago Lake (Route 114, Sebago Lake
Village) presents its children 's show
about a liberated Marion who forms her
own gang and rescues Robin Hood. Tues
& Wed eves at 7 :30 pm, through July 24.
Tix are $4; call 642-3743.
"Hello Dotly" Maine State Music Theatre
presents Jerry Herman's smash musical
chronicling the matchmaking efforts of
Mrs. Dolly Gallagher Levi in tum~f- the
century New York as she maneuvers
suitors and their prospective mates into
her final plan, saving the prize catch for
herself. Mary Ellen Ashley stars in the
title role, with Bernard Wurger playing
opposite as the rich M r. Horace
Vandergeldar. Evening performances
are nighUy at 8 pm, except Sunday and
Monday. Matinees are at2 pm on Thurs
& Sat the week of the 18th. Pickard
Theatre, Memorial Hall , Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Admission : $10-$21 .
For reserva~ns, call 725-8769.
"The Prtv.t. Ear" .nd "TIl. Public
Eye· Vintage Repertory Company pr&sents two on&-act comedies by Peter
Sllaller, author of "Amadeus: July 30,
31 and August 13, 14, 'P and 28. Performances held at 8 pm at Jordan Hall,
T emple Ave, Ocean Park. Old Orchard
Beach . Tickets: $9 adults, $6 seniors
and ch ildren. For info, call 828-4654.

most
•
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You've seen these
characters at your local
grocery store, But do you
expect them at a salad bar?
Well, a lot of the unexpected
is at Sizzler's Salad Bar.
Seafood salad. Potato sldns.
Nachos. Chicken Wings.
Com Fritters. Apple
Cobbler. And More! So
come see what makes our list
the most wanted of them all.

Juicy watt rmdotl

Sun ripe grapes

Sizzler
~

I

--------~( AlI-You-Can-Eat )1---------

The New Buffet Court & Grill

I
~
i

o

(BUFFET COURT & GRILL)

ens" bl1Kwil

Seascnal melons

So. Portland, No. Windham, Brunswick, Bangor
Maine
Mall Rd.

Roosevelt
Trail

Cook's
Comer

Bangor
MaU Blvd.

Items may vary by Sr4$(11'l.

1-800-82S-WILD,
•

"The Birches," nominated in 1989 by Fami~ Circle Magazine as
one of the best family resorts of the year!

CLUBS

~~~~t~e~v~cl~~ng:g,;~n~~~t; ~~~~~~t~t.~~~na \;r~~I~~~ ~~~~:~k~~asts

stove and shore lrontage directly on Moosehead Lake
St:~
Have dinner at the ma.n lodge then s.t on your porch
~",
\'.a tch the sunset or rela< ,n the hot tub and
~~
saJna

THURSDAY 7.18

S

~~",

Th. E. .t End Jazz Quart.t (jazz) cafe
no, 20 Danforth St, PorUand. n2-8114.

Th. Kind (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market
St, PorUand. n4-5246.
o.lII.h(rock)0IdPortTavem, 11 Mouhon
St, PorUand. n4-{)444.
Chronlcl. (R&B) Spring Point Cafe, 175
Picken St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Curt Be...t. (acoustic) Tipperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 7756161 .
Th. Chadbourn. 8ro. (acoustic) ,
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 7736886.

The cry of a 181·011 loon breaks
..
the s.lence as the sun sets
~~
over Moosehead
.£:~ " ,
Lake Tomorrow .J""9 ~'J
ca~ be restful
"l.~
or e<collng
explore
secluded
beaches enJoy
nature close-up.
phOtograph w.ldIole. Iish. h.ke.
canoe or experrence the most
Maine has to
oller Go White water
raft.ng' "

White Water
Rafting

FRIDAY 7.19
Danny Grav. . (jazz) lillie Willie's, 36
Market St, Portland. 773-4500.
Th. Ch.rlie Kolh. . . Quintet (jazz) cafe
no, 20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
Th. Sen. . (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market
St, Portland. n4-5246 .
Delll.h(rock) Old PortTavem, 11 Mouhon
St, Portland. 774-{)444.
Broken M.n (rock) Raoul's, 865 Forest
Ave, Portland. n3-6886.
The U~.tt.n (R&B) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Picken St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Curt BesHt. (acoustic) Tipperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 7756161 .
Sh.lter (classic and contemporary rock)
The Wrong Brothers Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, PorUand . 7751944.

• OmlinULd 071

~1--~"'A'"

poge 22

II s a thousand amusement fides rolled Into one
Hear the roar 01 the rap,ds
Your heart pounds the water
crashes as you slop through
The Cr'b ::ork or disappear
over IJag.c Fa'is Irs W.loerness Raltlng Ir Northe'n Ma,ne
on the Kennebec. Penobscot
and Dead Rivers
'Ne o:ler lun lor the :ihole family
Hi<e. mountain climb sWim. flsr
,;ater-sk, gall sail "h,te watRr
'aft caooe

¥1-S~'"

G 01..-

~

I
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Saturday,

Qomance.
• Qomance

AUGUST3 RD
8:30pm

LEAVITT
THEATER

Ceneral Admission

~ Special Guest

~~!I~a~ID

"

Tuesdays through
Saturdays 8 pm
July 16 to August 3
(Addl. show Saturdays at 5 pm)

"
655-3281

Thomas Playhouse
Route 302, South Casco
For dinner theatre
reservations, call The Olde
House: Restaraunt at

655-7841

Saturday
July 27, 1991
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Deering Oaks Park
Softball Field
• Gather a team of 6-10 players, any ability.
• Collect $75 or more in donations and get a free
cotton, multi-colored Volleyballathon t-shirt.
• Play one or two hours and enjoy the Deering Oaks
Family Festival.
• Great prizes for dozens of top individual fundraisers and top team will w in a catered barbeque
from Uncle Billy's Southside B-8-0 .

F", R..

CON

A MUSICAL

$15.00

__

Entertainment

Book & Lyrics by
Barry Harmon
Music ,by Keith Herrmann

Route 1,
Ogunquit, ME

Q
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"I~tion Inl""".lIon Colt

The Kidney Foundation - 772-7270

I. '
J~

-t",f' W{rrJ!!! ~
~"

Maine's ~ Authentic
Oyster Bar

OU&iel'
Mixing Good People, Good Food and
Good Drinks for 13 Years
Our Full Menu served from llAM to Midnight
Best Steamers In Town
.~~.,..,
Enjoy a view of the Marina from "'" ~""PI
the relaxing atmosphere of ().._,S_ _ .....

a

5 portland Pier

STO P and smell
IheFLOWERS

C·A·F·E

" .and have dinner afterwards!
Purchase a
$20 gift certificate

ALBERTA'S

at

Z1 Pleasant Street

",..,rn,,,,(1 • 774-0016
.. LUJd receive a
$5 gift certificate from

I
,t"'g~~~~;~i;;~;t 6 Nights
See Listings or call for info,
175 Picket St • S. Portland

L0 VE

fLOWEQ~
19 Ple6a8nt &tre e t

Portl6nd • 774-5882

CERTS

CLUBS

SATURDAY 7.20
Jennifer Porter (jazz) Little Wi_Ie '5, 36
Market St, PorUand. 773-4500.
The Ch.rlie Kohlh. . QuIntet Oazz)
cafe no, 20 Danforth St, Portland. 7728114.
The ...... (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market
St, PorUand. 774-5246.
DelIIah(rock)OIdPortTavem,ll Moulton
St, Portland. 774..()44.4 ,
Broken Men (rock) Raoul's, 865 Forest
Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
The U,..u.... (R&B) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Pickell St, S . Portland. 767-4627.
StraIghtlace (acoustic) Tipperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara HoIeI, S. Portland. 77S6161.
Shelter (classic and contemporary rock)
The Wrong Brothers Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland. 77S1944,

SUNDAY 7.21
Stnlfled, TwIfled Roota, St... C_
(rock) Father O'Hara's Public House, 45
Danforth St, Portland. 871-1579.
Jenny" Jeremy (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Market St, PorUand. 774-5246.
3 T8Iented AcOlatla PI.,.,.. (acoustic)
Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S.
PorUand. 767-4627.
KevIn Midgley (blues) Gritty McDuffs,
396 Fore S~ Portland. 772-2739.
Cats on Holiday (jazz) Old Port Tavern.
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-()444.
Sunday Brunc:h In the Ballroom (classical) Portland Regency,20 Milk St. Portland. 774-4200.
White Folk Reggae (reggae) Raoul's,
865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Big Bambu (acoustic) Wharf's End, 52
Wharf St. PorUand. 773-<lO93.

MONDAY 7.22
Monday Night at the MovIas ("Three
Men and a Little Lady") Moose Alley, 46
Market St. PorUand. 774-5246.
Cats on Holiday (jazz) Old Port Tavern,
11 Moulton St. Portland. 774-0444.
Open Mia Night with Randy Morabito
(b.y,o. jam) Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave,
PorUand. 773-6886.
Open Mlc Night with Kan Grimsley
(b.y.o. jam) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St,
PorUand. 773-<lO93.

TUESDAY 7.23
Network (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton S~ PorUand.774-{)444.
Slade Cle_ (rock) Gritty McDuffs, 396
Fore St. Portland. 772-2739.
Buckwheat Zydeco (creole music)
Raoul'sRoadside Attraction, 865 Forest
Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Open Mia Night with p.ter Gleeson
(b.y.o.jam)$pring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett
St. S. PorUand, 767-4627.
Will Turner (acoustic) Wharfs End, 52
Wharf St, PorUand. 773-0093.

WEDNESDAY 7.24
Ten Cent T.ngo (jazz) Father O'Hara's
Public House. 45 Danforth St. Portland.
671-1579.
Danny Gr.".. (rock) Gritty McDuffs. 396
Fore S~ Portland. 772-2739.
Natwork (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
Moulton S~ Portland. 774-{)444.
.JIm Lyden Trio wI IMry GIorland'.
PI_ (jazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth St.
PorUand. 772-8114.
BachelOl'll' Night (xxx) Moose Alley, 46
Market St, PorUand. 774-5246.
Zane MlahHI Raven (acoustic) Wharfs
End, 52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093.
Open Mia Night with the Cool Whlpe
(b.y.o. jam) The Wrong Brothers Pub at
Port Billiards. 39 Forest Ave, Portland.
77S-1944.
Aedlight Revue (SWing) Raoul's Roadside At1rac1ion, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.

THURSDAY 7.18
Ch.rtle Kohlha .., M.tt WIlson and Curti. H.... lbrlng of the CKQ.

CKQ at the no
The Charlie Kohlhase Quintet - CK on alto and baritone sax,
Curtis Hasselbring on trombone, Matt Langley on tenor sax, john
Turner on Bass and Matt Wilson on drums - will be hitting the
cafe no on july 19-20 and will be playing at the Railroad Square
Cinema in Waterville on the afternoon of Sunday, july 21 - this
after appearing with the Either Orchestra, the parent organization
of the CKQ in Ottawa on Thursday. That's a lot of miles, folks.
If you haven't heard, the CKQ has been killing audiences up and
down the coast this year, CKQ is that rare blend of wit and
athleticism that identifies a truly fine jazz band, a good mix of brain
and body music.
I talked to CK himself recently. Here's a little bit of that conversation:
WD: Where do you place CKQ in the gringo lingo of modern
jazz? Are you bopsters?
CK: My music comes from a lot of different periods of jazz.
Fletcher Henderson back in the 1920s, Duke Ellington from all
periods, Thelonius Monk was a big influence - some people
would call him bop, but he was really extremely unique. I tend not
to think of him as being part of a category.
WD: Don't say that to a journalist. We've got to have labels, or
all we can do is point to things and grunt. How about "acid bop"?
CK: (laughs) Yeah, acid bop is pretty apt. I also listen to a lot of
music from the 1960s - the 70s, and 80s, for that matter - Roscoe
Mitchell, Anthony Braxton, those kind of people had a big influence on me as well. I would say it's very much a little bit of
everything. I do a lot of different stuff, as you can tell from my tape.
WD: Yeah, I hear a lot of different textures and stuff. Very
eclectic,
CK: A lot of that comes from being a radio disc jockey for many
years. (CK OJ'd at University of New Hampshire from 1972 to 1980;
WBBX in Portsmouth, NH from 1982 to 1984; and WQMO in
Portsmouth from 1987 to 1989,) I wouldn't want to do just a whole
show of bop; I wouldn't want to do a whole show of avant-garde,
either.
WO: Speaking of which, I haven't heard Pharaoh Sanders on the
radio for years. It seems like all you hear these days is standards,
old chestnuts. What's going on here?
CK: Well, you know what that is. What with this current
neoconservative trend in jazz - I don' t like to point fingers, but
Wynton Marsalis comes to
mind - that has a lot to do
with it , They're just ignoring
whole periods of music. These
-guys are really into the jazz tradition up to a certain point, and that
point is right about 1960. For the most part, to a lot of these people,
the '60s is the decade that never happened.
WO: I haven't heard john Coltrane lately, either.
CK: Really?
WD: Cross my heart and hope to die. I've heard Dinah Washington every day for about a year now. Tune into radio shows that
allegedly represent all periods of jazz up here and you'll invariably
hear standard after standard. I mean, I don't know how many
versions of "Let' s Call The Whole thing Off" there are in the world,
but I think I've heard them all. It's starting to get to me.
CK: Yeah, well, that's bad. We have a lot more wealth of radio
stations here in Boston.
WO: You've got a lot more wealth of automobile traffic down
there, too, among other things. Well, what should I tell people to
get them to come in and listen to you?
CK: I would tell them just to come in and listen. You don't have
to know a lot to enjoy the music. I mean, a lot of people say, " Well,
jazz is an insider's kind of music," like you have to have a degree to
enjoy it. I found that the music I play communicates well to anyone
in the building. Does that answer your question?
WD: You bet.
The CKQ will play two sets at 9 and 11 p.m. Tickets are $6, You
can't go wrong.

music

W,D. Cutlip

SPECIALIZING IN SHORT & LONG TERM BOARDING
NUTRITION, EXERCISE & SUNBATHING AND T_ L_
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OaBO
Jane Simpson • 9 Harlow St. Scarborough 883-9611
Off Route 1, across from Dunstan School Restaurant

Chandle". Band (pops) 7:30 pm, Fort
Allen Park, S. PorUand. Free. 874-8793
or 874-8300, ext. 8791.
Mild Hone Theatre (Mother Goose to
Dr.Sauss) 12:30 pm. Deering Oaks Park,
PorUand. Free. 874-8793 or 874-8300,
ext. 8791 .
atevle &the Blackout. (rockabilly) noon·
1:30 pm, Congress Square Park, Port·
land. Free. 772-6828.

FRIDAY 7.19
Bowdoin Summer Music Fe.tlval
Mu.IaF..t concert (classicaO 8 pm.
First Parish Church. comer of Maine
Street &Bath Road, Brunswick. Soprano
Lucy Shelton will perform Mozart's
'Exultate Jubilate' and Stephen Albert's
'Flower of the Mountain." Maria
Bachmann will play Mozart's VIOlin Concerto in A Major with the Mozart Festival
Orchestra conducted by Lewis Kaplan.
Pianist Jon Klibonoff and cellist Andre
Emallanoff will perform Brahms' Sonata
for Cello and Piano in F Major. Tickets:
$12. 725-3895.
Charlie Who (silentclown&juggler) noon1:30 pm, WharflMoulton streets, Portland. Free. 772-6828.
Flreho.. (Independent. thinking, "scientist' rock 'n' roll) 9 pm, Zootz, 31 Forest
Ave. Portland. Ex-members of the Minutemen play with the Blake Babies and
Bambiland. nx: $91$8, 773-8187.

On the Waterfront
In the Old Port
84 Commercial St.
Portland, Maine

774-3550

Let the Casco Bay Weekly Talking
Menu suggest just the restaurant you've
been looking for or help you
rediscover an old favorite , The Talking
Menu offelS brief descriptions of more
than 70 great restaurants throughout the
Portland area.
Just call 1-900~-MENU from any
touch-tone phone and follow the simple
instructions. After indicating where and
what you want to eat, you'll hear brief
descriptions of several local restaurants
that meet your dining criteria.

SUNDAY 7.21
Carl Dlmow .. Keith Crook (classical
flute & gunar) 8 pm. St. Luke's Cath&-

dral, 143 Stale St. PorUand. Recital featuring the Maine premiere of Snow
Dreams, a 1983 wor\( by composer Joan
Tower, as well as works by Telemann.
Bach. Brouwer. Sainz de la Maza & the
GrandSonata by Mauro Giuliani. Admission: $4. 761-4569.
Gamper Fe.tlval of Contemporary
Mualc Concert (classical) 8 pm, Kresge
Audilorium. Visual Arts Center, Bowdoin
College, Brunswick. Haddock's Eyes by
David Tredici. composer in residence;
performed by Barbara Ann Martin .
mezzo-soprano ;and conducted by c0mposer. Program also includes the pr&miere of a new wor\( by Sebastian Currier;performed byasopranoandachamber ensemble TBA. Kresge Auditorium,
Visual Arts Center, Bowdoin College.
Brunswick. Admission : $5. 72S-3695.

MONDAY 7.22
Scott Folsom (acoustic guitar & harmonica) noon-l:30 pm. Maine National

Bank, 400 Congress S~ Portland. Free.
772-6828.

TUESDAY 7.23
p.ter Albert (acoustico(;lasslcal guitar)
noon-l :3O pm. Maine Savings Plaza.
PorUand. Free. 772-6828.
BowdoIn Summer Music Festival atudent concert (claSSical) 7:30 pm,
Kresge Auditorium, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. Donation of $2 to festival 's
scholarship fund. 72S-3895.
Frederick Swann (organ) 7:30 pm, Portland City Hall Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St,
Portland. Works of Bach, Mozart,
Bingham & Raubke. Free with donations
requested at door. 767-3297.

WEDNESDAY 7.24
Robert M. Birch (trumpet) 12:1S-1 pm.
Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception, Franklin Street & Cumberland Avenue, Portland. Trumpet soloist from the
Uniled States Navy Band with William
Picher at the organ. Free, donations
accepted. 773-7746.
stanley Morg.n (jazz) noon-l :30 pm.
Canal Plaza, PorUand. Free. 772-M28.
New Engl.nd .Jazz au.rtet (traditional
acoustic jazz) 7 pm. Mill Creek Par\(.
South Portland. Free, 767-7650.

767·4627
• eo"tmlU!d OIIl"'g~ 24

1-900-680-MENU
Take the guesswork out of dining.
Talking Menu co5t 95¢ a minute,
charged to your phone bill.
~

(jood ~ood· (jood'Drinf(
(jood Company
• aU Port's 'Best Outaoor Cafe.
• Lund" & 'Dinner
• 'Daily !Happy !J{OU1i 4 to 7
• £f4.TE 9{Jg:JfI'DlfJ{fJ{f£1?,..
Serving until llpm
• Jiwara Winning Wine List
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UPCOMING
CONCERTS

'*

JULY 19 & 20 ~ BROKEN MEN
JULY 21 ~ WHITE FOLK REGGAE
JULY 26 ~ PORT CITY ALLSTARS
JULY 27 ~ BIU CHINNOCK
JULY 28 ~ ROCKIN' VIBRATION

SeafOOd 'Emporium
- 1?gw 13ar &

Outdoor cafe -

Serving Lunch & DInner 11:30am-llpm
Lounge Hours 1l:30am-lam
425 Fore Street· Old Port, Portland' 772-7713
Credit Cards Accepted· Ample Parking· Fonnerly Blue Moon

865 Forest Avenue
ncket Info. 773-6886 • Entertainment Hotline 775-2494
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Growing
Concerns
Professional Plant Maintenance
~sidential & Commercial
Free Estimates

Lynn BarftU ' 324 Piln St, PrwtIl""I, 772-2668

An

/

Open
Invitation
to the
Community
Oil o[ Casco Bay by Margot Trout.

Endangered Spaces: Environmental Show
continues through August 11
Avey Claire
Bill Irvine

James Elliot
Charlene Engel
David Little
Margot Trout

7 days S-M

9:00-6:00
l.. oo ~

ART GALLERY
Nancy K. Davidson, curator

655-5060
Rte 302 - South Casco

Entertainment
• Contimud from page 23

CON
CERTS
UPCOMING
Ad Vlelle Que Pourra 7125191 (French
folk) 6 pm, Olin Arts Center Amphitheater, Bales College, L_islon. Breton
French folk group perbrms songs and
dance tunes featuring hurdyllurdy, bagpipes, fiddle , acx:oraan, bombarde and
more. Free. 786-6330.
Portland Symphony Orch..tra 71261
91 (classical) 7:30 pm, Fort Williams
P8II<, Cape Elizabeth. "OutofThisWortd,"
themes from famous movies. Pr&-concert enter1ainment with Maine Bones at
6. Advance tickels: $12 a(1.lIts, $10 kids,
seniors & groups of 10 or more, $30 for
family of four; same daytix $131$11/$30.
String Trio of IMwYork7126191 (jazz) 8
pm, Portland Performing Arts Center,
25AForestAve. Tickets; $13. 774-0465.
o.von.quare 7126191 (jau, pop & more)
8 pm, Centar for the AI1S at the Chocolate Church, 804 Washington Ave, Bath.
Tix : $10. 442-&455.
The Mualc of And...w Lloyd Webber 71
27191 (thea1rical concert) 8 pm, at lhe
Cumbe~and County Civic Center, Portland. Musical numbers and specially arranged orchestral suites from hits like
"The Phantom of the Opera," "Jesus
Christ Superstar,' "Evita," "Cats,' etc,
performed by 37-piece orchestra and 12
Broadway singers. Tickets: $201$25. 77530458 or 1-800-382-8080.

ART
OPENING

SeJect(xJ~ExJ'Jjbjtorsflfc..AutllejrltJcc..Ame,ncanc.Antj~
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DEERING
OAKS
FAMILY
FESTIVAL
Deering Oaks
Park, Portland

&

Arts
Crafts Show
July 26 - 28
Come see the wide
range of arts and
crafts and pick up
something for
yourself or someone
you love.

"'* ",Jp"m '"

H ....

DIJ".. PoIJo.l:

The Congr... Square Gallery, 42 Exchange St, Portland. "Robert Pollien's
Recent Oils" showing through July 27.
Gallery hours: Mon-Fri, 10:30 arn-5 pm;
Sat & Sun, noon-5 pm. 774-3369.
Danforth Gallery, 304 Danforth St, Portland. "Children Portray Adults: Adults
Portray Children' is a visual and wr~ten
exhibition helping to define'and improve
child-adult relationships. Showing
through July 28. Gallery hours: TuesSat, 11 arn-5 pm. 775-8245.
Dean Velentg. Gallery, 60 Hampshire
St, Portland. 1991 Gallery Artists Show :
Dozier Bell, Katherine Bradford, Mary
Hart, Alison Hildreth, Larry Hayden ,
Charles HewlU, Jeff Kellar, Frederick
Lynch, Betsy Meyer, Marjorie Moore ,
Dean NinYner, Duane Paluska, Greg
Parker, Alice Steinhardt, Katarina
WesNen & Robert Winchell. Showing
through July 21 . Gallery hours: Thurs
12-8, Fri & Sat 12-5, Sunday 12-4, and
by appointment at 772-2042.
Fro8t Gully Gallery, 411 Congress St,
Portland. A new group exhibition featurIng the works of all gallery artists, including ois, watercolor, pastels, and sculpture in a wide range of styles and sut>jects by Dalav Ipcar, DeWitt Hardy, Eric
Green , Laurenze Sisson , Alfred
Chadbourne, Martha Groome, Sharon
Yates, Cabot Lyford and John Laurent.
Gallery hours: Mon-Fri, 12-6 pm, or by
appointment. 77~2555.
The Good Egg, 705 Congress St, Portland. Peter Buotte's paintings through
Aug 15. 775-1514.
Gr_nhut Gallerl . ., 146 Middle St, Portland. Show of recent paintings by Alison
Goodwin, whose work is rich in color and
full of primitive, playful patterns that a-eateherown unique landscapes in acrylic,
oil stick and oil pastels. Through Aug S.
Hours: Moo-Sat, 10:31r5:30. m-2693.
The Hitchcock Gallery, 602 Congress
St, Portland. "The Benjamin Ladley
Show," a memorial exhibition and sale of
art in honor of the lale Benjamin Ladley,
wMI be held July ~27 and Aug 2-3.
Proceeds will benefit Chewonki International CaI11> Scholarship . Artists include
Tom Paiment, Sarah Cox, Tom Jones,
Sherry Miller, Rosaind FasseU. Hours:
Fridays 6-9 pm, Saturdays 1-4 pm. 27~
4132, 773-0976 or 772-0890.
J ...., Gallery, 345 Fore St, Portland.
Group showings of oils, pastels, walercolors, prints and stained glass by Bill
J_ell, Paul Black, Bert Weiss, Phyliss
Wilkins, Terry O'Maley, Sarah Elizabeth
Look , Rebecca Cuming , Joyce
Richardson and Joseph Cousins. Estale
and custom jewelry and antiques, as
well. Showing through July. Hours: MonSat, 10 am-S:3O pm; eves and Sundays
by appointment. 77~3334 .
Johnny 0'. Seafood Emporium, 425
Fore St, Portland. Works of Iver LoMng,
Andres Verzosa, KathleenSweeney, Lori
Austill, Elizabeth Jabar, Tanya Fletcher,
Jamie Salomon and Toni Wolf. Showing
through July. 775-1514.
Lewia Gallery, Portland Public Library,
Five Monument Square, Portland. "PaintIngs by Wilard Goodman," an exhibit of
acrylics and watercolors 01 the Old Port,
Portland's walerfront, and Casco Bay

·Photograph. from a Lo8t Frontier:
M, Marvin Brecklnrldge An exhibition
of early historic American photography
featuring 29 black and wMe photographs
by M. Marvin Breckinridge Patterson, a
first lady of the diplomatic corps, war
correspondent, linguist, pilot, writer and
photographer. Taken while she was a
member of the Frontier Nursing Service
in Kentucky during the 19305, the phote>graphs provide Insight into the dignity
and character of the Appalachian people.
The story of how Mrs. PaHerson forded
rivers rivers in Appalachian Kentucky in
every season on horseback in order to
take tlese photographs is a story about
a courageous group of health-eare pioneers, The Frontier Nursing Service. A
1930s film shot by Mrs. Patterson and
documenting the Frontier Nursing Service will be shown throughout the exhibition, which runs July 21-Sept15.
·Doa lal.: Worka of Elena Jahn A
robust use of color and strong emotion
pervade the paintings and paslels by
Jahn , who avides her time between
Monhegan Island and Puerto Rico, two
very afferent islands that inspire a dialogue of opposiles In her work. Despite
the duality of the artist's Nfestyle, her
paintings and pastels are unified by a
S1rong graphic quaitywhere the drawing
appears very gestural and emphatic.
Says Jahn, "In both the work in Maine
and Puerlo Rico, I am after strong emotion : I want movement, shock, change,
asruption,and passion.' On view through
Sept 22.
·Rlchard E.t. .: Urban Landacap. .
Realist Estas' work describes a world
more visually complex than that the camera can capture; his contemporary urban landscapes contain much more detail than the eye can actually perceive.
Working from several photographs at
once , Estes adds and subtracts elements, shifts position and perspective ,
and manipulates the focus within his
images to control the viewer's experience and 10 give the finished piece an
aura of reality beyond what is possible in
a photograph: superreality. Showing
through July 21 .
Rattle. Cafe Bookat_, 555 Congress
St, Portland. Scoll Redfern's paintings
through July. Colorful abs1ract figurative
gouache on paper. 761 -3930.
R,N, Cohen Gallery, 79 Oak St, Portland. Recent watercolors and limited
edition prints by Portland artist R.N .
Cohen. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri, 10 am-5
pm. 772-0633.
The Stein Gallery, 20 Milk St, PorUand.
Group sculpture by gallery artists, featu~ng a wide variety 01 techniques, textures and styles. Blown, casl, sandblasted, constructed, etc. A spectacular
display of form, shape and color. Through
Aug 31 . Gallery Hours: Mon-Sat, 11 arn6 pm; Sun, 12-5 pm. 772-9072.
Sun Gallery, 496 Congress St, Portland.
Paintings and drawings by Lauri
Twitchell. Through Aug2S. Gallery hours:
Wed-Sat, 11 am-6 pm. 773-8816.
The West Side Aeataurant, 58 Pine St,
PorUand. "Home Woods,' paintings by
Louisa Boehmer, thru Aug 21 . 77~8223 .

Abac:ua,« Exchange St, Portland. Opening celebration for the contemporary
handcrafted jewelry of Gabriel Ofiesh,
July 18 from 5-9 pm. Thru Sept 2. Hours:
Sun, 11 -5; Mon-Sat, l1r9. 772-4880.
Ablleua, 8 McKown St, Boothbay Harbor.
Opening reception July 20 from 5-9 pm
for the phantasmagorical watercolors of
and Its Islands. On view thru August 15.
Library hours : Mon, Wed & Fri, 9-8; Tue
Daniel Merriam, whose work has been
& Thurs, noon-9; Sat, 9-5. 871-1710.
compared to Hieronyroos Bosch and
Escher. Through Sept 30 . Hours: Mon- The Maine Emporium Up.tal,.. Gal"
Iery, 85 York St, Portland. Works by B.H, Bartol Ubrary, 51 Main St, Freeport.
Sat, 9:31r9:30; Sun, 9:30-6. 633-2166 .
Local "Art and Artisans' will be showPortland artist Michael Waterman
An Art Space, 273 Presumpsoon St,
cased during the months of July and
through
Aug
25.
Lectures
and
painting
Porland. Reception for"Photographs by
August. Rug hooking, wood carving,
demonstrations
by
Waterman
July
18
John C. Ferris,' July 19from6-9pm. Live
basketry, papier-mache, jewelry, paintand Aug 15at5pm. Hours: Mon-Sat, 11 entertainment from 9 on w~h Marvin
ings, photography, weaving , quilting and
6; Sun, n00n-5. 871-0112.
Boone and In Transition. Showing
other handwork wi! ba exhibited. WildMaine
Potte,..
MarXet,
376
Fore
St,
through Aug 18. Hours: Mon-Fri, 1-8.
life artist Chris Haines will have folk art,
Portland. Pastel landscape pottery by
871-828}.
decoys and bird carvings on display the
Gail Kass showing through July 26. Open
The Corporation Art Gallery, Eye Care
month of July. Library hours: Monday &
10-8daily,till9onThurs, Fri& Satduring
and Surgery Centar of Maine, 53 Sewall
Wed, l l :30-8, Tues, 9 :30-5; Thurs & Fri,
June.
774-1633.
St, Portland. "The Eye Care and Surgery
11 :3O-S. 865-3307.
Center of Maine 1991 Art Show," works
BowdoIn College Bookstore, Bowdoin
of representational artists lrom allover
College, Brunswick. Harpswell Craft
Maine. Exhibiting July 18, from 5-7 pm.
Guild members will display their· work
',:" :-: :.: :.
883-5689.
wring the month of July. The guild Is a
group of working artists, studio showrooms and galleries of fine arts anda-afts.
Members of the Harpswell Craft Guild
Nancy M.-go". Gallery, 367 Fore St,
Portland. Summer exhibit with ceramiinclud Ceramic Choreography, Widgeon
cists Carole Aiki, Marvin Sweet, Dennis
Cove
Studios,
Summersweet
Albert8'a,21 PleasantSt, Portland. Marth
Maust, Joy Brown , Barbara Diduk,
Handcraflers Gallery, Ma Culley's Old
Nickles' pholographsandselectedother
JoeIlyn Rock, James Wa1ral, Susanne
Softies, Ash Cove Pottery, My Sister·s
woriul by others thu Aug 15. 775-1514.
Stephenson, David Wright, Patrick
Place and woodlumer Dale Boyce. The
The Baxter Gallery, Portland Sdlool of
Terjak; and furniture designers Richard
guild wiN hold a MidsumrnerOpen House
Art, 619 Congress St, Portland. "Point of
Judd, Daniel Hale, Robert Adams, Lauren
and sale on July 20 & 21 , from 10-5. Info
View: Con\enllOfary Dutch Jewelry." The
Cole. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat, 10-9, Sun
and a map to guild member locations
collection includes 125 pieces executed
10-8. 775-3822.
may be obtained by calling 833-8081 .
primarly in non-precious metals, wood ,
Marin"'. Church Bakery, 366 Fore St, The Canter for the Alta, Chocol8te
fabric, rubber and paper and reflects
Portland. Inlerior landscapes in oil and
Church, 804 Washington St, Bath .
aesthetic distinctions betwaen linear
pastel by Portland artist & musician Lisa
Woriul of "Three photographers from
design notions of the 1960s and a more
Dombec. Showing through July 30.
Maine": Maggie Foskenof Camden, Dan
personal expression of form, scale and
Rossborough of Spruce Head, and
Hours: Mon-5at, e am-4 pm. 773-2253.
w_ability that characterized the 70s.
Brunswick's John Dice. Foskelfs large,
Showing flrough Aug 1. Also: "1991 The Pine T.... Shop and Ba)'Vlew Galmeticulously crafted Cibachrome color
lery, 75 Market St, Portland. Carol
Watershed Artists," a selection of woriul
prints of primitive masks forcefully reHayes-Conti's recent watercolors of
from residents at Walershed Center for
mind us of our close ties to primitive
Maine landscapes through July 31.
the Ceramics AI1S, located in North
Hours: Mon-Sat. 10 am-6 pm. 773-3007. peoples and their cunures. Rossborough
Edgecomb, ME. This two-part Installaconcen1rates on unusual, semi-abs1ract
Portland
Muaeum of Art, Seven Contion will be presented by 1990-91 resiimages which evoke the scene rather
gressSquare, Portland. Hours:Tue-Sat,
dents and the four artists who will ba
than depicting it literally. Dice's black
10 am-S pm; Sun 12-5 pm; open Thu till
artists In residence this summer: Joe
and while prints document life on an
9
pm.
Admission
:
adults
$3.50,
senior
Bova,BrunoLaVerdiere, Michael Lucero
Isolated island, Isle au Haut, in Penobscot
citizens and slldents with 10 $2.50, chiland Farley Tobin. Through August 16.
Bay. Through Aug 2. Gallery hours:Tuesdren under 18 $1 , group rate $3. Free
Summer gallery hours are Mon-Fri, 10
Fri, 9-4; Sa~ 12-4. 442-8455.
admission Thu from 5-9 pm. 77~2787 .
am-51l!Tl.775-5152.
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DavId Drbkell: "Autumn Forest, H encaustic/collage, 11" .14",

Art In Brunswick
• HoM Sound Gallery, 58 Maine St.
• Elements Gallery, 56 Maine St.
• O'Farrell Gallery, 46 Maine St. (all through Aug, 17)
Maine Street was afI00d with form, color, vegetables and dip,
white wine, and lots of people on the evening of July 10, as three
galleries held simultaneous openings. The people came as people and
the vegetables came as themselves too, but the color and form came
in transformations of oil, gouache, watercolor, egg tempera, encaustic, coUage, wood, steel, and good old stately Maine granite.
The Elements Gallery is showing the painted wood carvings of
Robert Stebleton_ These pieces of contemporary folk art are about
cultural icons such as Santa Oaus, Uncle Sam and the Maine
lobsterman. Stebleton also does traditional folk figures and signs. The
carvings have a clean line and the distinctive feeling of Scandinavia.
The O'Farrell GaUery has a one-person exhibition of Eileen
Gillespie's paintings. The subject matter is the minutiae of nature. If
infinity is contained in a grain of sand, then Gillespie's version of that
microcosm is the humble and maligned snail. And whereas the idea
has a certain merit, these paintings are too loud. There's no resting
place in them, as if the artist were afraid of being static. There's so
much activity that the snails take on a certain monstrous quality.
Gillespie says, "My paintings are .. , about the soul and guts of a
form _.. (they're) alive, and I fight with them every day." The fight is
apparent, and gives rise to the
gruesome speculation that the
snails apparently won.
Gillespie's work is reminiscent
of Marsden Hartley and early Gregory Amenoff in its thick and
energetic brush work, as well as its references to organic nature.
Hobe Sound is showing the works of three artists, each with a
strong voice. Although the range of expression is wide, it has a
unified feeling of both sweep and seriousness.
Ron Cross's steel and rock sculptures have the stately feel of
ancient temples. They seem to be portals to civilizations throughout
the ages. Roman arches, Greek columns, aqueducts, heavy pendulums, and enigmatic monoliths all bespeak man's drive both to
worship and to erect edifices defining his culture_They are also
merely about form and balance. They're elegant, serene and meditative.
Abby Shahn' s paintings and collages, on the other hand, are
outspoken and political. They're angry outcries against the atrocities
of human history. "Surgical Strike," for example, is an ironic and
bitter criticism of the United States' self-excusing lies about the
accuracy of the "smart" bombs used in Iraq. Shahn shows that these
bomb were, in fact, explosions like those of any other bombs, causing
hell on earth. In egg tempera and encaustic, it's a painting of a huge,
fiery explOSion against the infinite, midnight blue of the Iraqi sky.
Shahn also delves into the realm of man's inner life with subjects
such as " Ambivalence," "Argument," and "Two Ghosts Conferring,"
which imaginatively and colorfully capture these inner goings-on
with a combination of abstraction and figurative symbolism.
David Driskell derives the subject matter of his intricately
beautiful mixed-media works (encaustic and collage) from the
unlikely combination of African culture and Shaker craftsmanship.
His works are like pieces of woven fabric that tell stories. With
subjects like "King Snake Dance" and ~ Ancient Masks," Driskell
portrays symbols of African religious and cultural life. Then there are
renditions of Shaker quilts, as well as abstracted and symboliC
natural landscapes.
Driskell's pieces have a textured surface quality like a loosely
woven basket or miniature rug. They're reminiscent of some of Paul
I<lee's earlier paintings (K1ee also worked in encaustic) in that they're
also color-field paintings, except that representational figures emerge
delicately, mysteriously, from them. With a quality of being lighted
by a solid source from within, these are meticulous, intricate,
balanced paintings.
Maine Street is well worth a visit; it's an almost color-field street.

Mmgot McWilliams

Bowdoin College Mu.eum of Art,
Walker Art Building, Bowdoin College,
Brunwick. "Trees,' an exhibition c0mprised of works In a variety of media
including drawings, prints, photographs
and illustrated books dating from the
19th century 10 the present, presents an
opportunity to view works that concenIrate on the rich symbolic Image of the
tree. Highlightsoflhe show include drawings by Rockwell Kent and James Hart;
prints by Camille Pissarro, Odilon Redon
and Theodore Rousseau; and photographs by Eliot PorterandJean-EugeneAugusle Atget. Exhibit opens July 23
and runs through Sept 29. "Leonard
Baskin: Prints, Drawings, and Sculpture'
wi. run through Aug 18. The museum is
open 10 the public Iree of charge. Hours:
Tuesday-Saturday, 10 arn-5 pm; Sunday, 2-5 pm. Summer guided tours are
also available through August 24: Tuesdays & Thursdays at2 pm, and Wednesdays & Fridays at 12:30 pm. For further
Information, call 725-3275.
Cry of the Loon Art Gallery, Route 302,
S. Casco. "Endangered Species,' an
environmental show with work of six
accomplished artists showing scenes of
Maine: James Elliot, Charlene Engel,
Margo Trout, David Little, Avey Claire
and Bill Irvine. Through Aug 12. Hours:
daily 9-6. 655-5060.
Element. Gallery, 56 Maine St,
Brunswick. Robert Stebleton's contemporary folk wood carving and painting :
authentic cilck decoys to witty interpr&lations offamiliar imagery. Through Aug
17. Gallery hours: Tues-5at, 10 am-5
pm. 729-1108.
The Gallery at Biddeford Pool, Lester
Orcun Blvd, Biddeford Pool (09)(\ to the
postofftce). Group show featuring handpainted, hand-quilted wail quilts by Mary
Ellen Chaisson, metaphysical portraits
by Jacqueiyne LOll, drawings by Gina
Greeley, sculpture by Judith Coggeshall,
paintings by Dyan BerII, Jack Sinclair
and Lynne Carr, photography by Margaret Lawrence, John Hammond and
Roger Lambert, rugs by Thomas PaUon,
and stained glass by Elizabetl Neathery.
Hours: Tues-Sat, 9-1 & 3-5. 282-0088.
Glea.on Fine Art, 27 McKown St,
Boothbay Harbor. Recent work by
Kathleen Billis, showing through July20.
Gallery hours: Tues-Sat, 10 arn-5 pm;
Sun, 11 am-4 pm. 63~6&49 or 63~
2336.
Gold/Smith Gallery, 7 McKown St,
Boothbay Harbor. Two-person exhibit of
new paintings in gouache on paper by
Fraas-Slade. Showing through July 31 .
Upstairs at the gallery are four on&person shows on exhibit. Mixed media
by John Kimball, new acrylics on rice
paper by John Vander, figure studies in
ink and watercolor by alblnas Elskus,
and "Maine Views,' acrylics by Priscilla
Hayes. Hours: llrl0 daily. 633-8252.
Hobe Sound Gallen. . North, 58 Maine
St, Brunswick. Rich, powertul works by
Abby Shahn in tempera on paper, muhifaceted encaustic collage based on nature by David DriskeH, and site-specifIC
sleet and slone sculpture by Ron Cross.
Gallery hours: Thurs-5a~ 10 am-5 pm.
725-4191 .
Icon Contemporary Art, 19 Mason St,
Brunswick . Distant islands, tangled
woods, boulders, clouds and tidal IIats
are the subjects of Robert Andriulli's
work,done frequenlly on site in the South
Freeport, Wolfe Neck region. The show's
20 paintings are divided into oils on paper, and larger oils on canvas. Through
July 26. Gallery hours: weekdays, 1-5;
weekends by chance or appointment.
725-8157.
O'Farrell Gallery,46 Maine S~ Brunswick.
New paintings by Eileen Gillespie, whose
work is organic In nature and focuses on
minutiae, of which the artist says: "II is
that which to me is sublime that I take
notice. It may be the in1ricale substructure of a leaf, the exoskeleton of a shell,
the strange light of dawn flecking through
the air, an odd passage: Showing
through Aug 17. Galleryhours:Mon-Sat,
10 am-S pm. 729-8228.
South Portland Library, 482 Broadway.
Exhibition of paintings by the Hayton Art
Society through July. 878-2613.
The York In8tltute Munum of Maine,
371 Main S~ Saco. "My Best Wearing
Apparel : Maine Women and Fashion ,
1800-1840,' on exhibit through Sept 8.
The show highlights the exquisile but
little-known collections of the Maine Historical Society. Assembly dresses, silk
ball gowns, traveling garb, wedding
dresses and mourning clothing are featured. Made, owned and wom by Maine
women, these garments reflect the style
of Oowneast ladies during the years between tie Revoutionary and CivW wars.
Museum hours:Tues-Fri, 1-4 pm; Thurs,
1-8pm. Hours:Tues-Sat, 1-4 pm; Thurs,
1-8 pm. For Information, call 282-3031 .
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Mondays
Restaurant Employees:
1/2 Off Regular Drink
Ust with check stub
Sun July 21
Stygifled,
Twisted Roots &
Steel Cow
Wed July 24
Ten Cent Tango

Fri at Sat
July 26 at 27
Broken men
Sun July 28
Sean Sheering
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Wed July 31
Lost Dog

Tuesdays
Neighborhood Night
75¢ Draft
Wednesdays
Uve Entertainment
Drink Specials
Thursdays
Ladies Night

Fri at Sat
Uve Entertainment
Sundays
Irish Night
Uve Entertainment
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NEED A CAR?
I

•

Entertainment

DO YOU HAVE PAST CREDIT
PROBLEMS OR NO CREDIT?

NEED AN ALTERNATIVE?

• Conlinwd from 1"'gt 25

Bec~ Of. tig.ht credit policies by banks and othe r

IendIl1Q .tnStltuttOl1S, you may not be able to purchase
the vetllC~ you need. Lee Dodge can help. We have
new credit sources not available to anyone else

*
*
*

YOUR JOB IS YOUR CREDIT!
LOW WEEKLY PAYMENTS!
REESTABLISH YOUR CREDIT!

LEE DODGE I HYUNDAI

200 Main Street, Westbrook
856-6685
ext. 2720

o University of Southern Maine
DEADLINE
.

for completing fall semester
admission applications
has been extended to

,

AUGUST

1

ART
OTHER
ArtIfl EIen8 ...hn will give a gallery talk
In conjunction with her 'PllfSpectiveS'
exhibition on July 18. at 5 :15 pm. at the
Portland Museum of Art. Jahn will discuss how the islands of Monhegan and
Puerto Rico inspire her work. The talk is
free. Jahn wiN also give the same lecture
July 19, at 12:30 pm. when it will be free
with museum admission. The museum
is located at 7 Congress Square. For
more IOfo, can 775-6148.
Choc:oI8te Church Jurled Show The
Gallery at The Chocolate Church will
exhibit a juried show 01 paintings and
sculpture titIed-Maine ' A Summer Place '
from Aug 2-31. En~ should be submitted ready for hanging or displaying on
Tuesday • .JuIy 30 from 9 :30 am-4 pm.
Entry fee IS $10 for three submissions
$8 for two and $5 for one. There is ~
entry fee for members. A reception for
the public will be hetd Aug 2 from 5-7 pm.
Gallery hours: Tues-Fri. 9-4; Sat. noon4. For more info call 443-4090.
C I'8ft Md F..-rn F., M.O.M.I" Inc.
(Roule 1. Orland) has scheduled their
~annuaifairforAug24. Allaafters.

If you are interested in attending USM this September,
please contact:

. ,

Office of Admissions
University of Southern Maine
96 Falmouth Street, Portland, ME 04103

or call (207) 780-4970

FLICK GEHRIG

artis!S. authors, organic gardening enthUSIaSts. etc. are _Ieome 10 come
cisplay and sell your products. Booth
fees for H.O.M .E. co~ members $10.
non-members $20. For further Info, call
469-7961 . or write for an application 10
P.O. Box 10. Orland 04472.
DIIvId Drlakell, prominent art historian
and painler from the University of MaryIand •. CoI~e Park. will be spaaking on
,
David Driskell : The Btack Experience in
Art' at lhe Portland School of Art auditori um. 619 Congress St, Portland, on July
18 al7 pm. The lecture is free and open
1o the public. Call 775-3052 for more
i nformation.
Schoolhou. . Ana Conter at Sebago
Lake wiN hold its second annual craft
show on Aug 24, from 10 am-4 pm, on
t he arts center grounds. Maine artisans
are invited to exhibit their crafts. For
more info, call Donna Stone at 8923736. Glenne Gray at 657-2183 or 6423743.
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NE\N ENGlAND'S PREMIER: COLLEctION Of
VINTAGE AND CONTEMPORARY COSTUME
JE\NElRY, GIFTS AND DECORATIVE ACCESSORIES - - FOtJND ONLY AT CONCEITS.

7 MOULTON STREET

MAY 25-SEPTEMBER 2
191 Riverside SI. at Exit 8, Portland
$3.50 per person
children under 1, FREE

The Children's Museum
of Maine
Open year-round
746 Stevens Ave. , Portland
Call 797·KITE (54831
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PORTLAND'S OLD PORT

Watch prehistoric sea
creatures come to life through
the amazing robotics of
Oinamation International

,-.'.'\
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761-4681

OF THE

Cl'llft of FIction with DIM,. Benedict
This weekend workshop wilt focus intensely both on the craft and process of
writing fiction. The work will be divided
into 5 two-hour sessions. beginning the
morning of Saturday, Aug 3 with an intensIVe workshop directly into the fundamental elements of fICtion, and ending
Sunday evening with a discussion of
problems that impede the creative flow
of writing. and how to overcome them.
The course is not designed 10 cover
writing already in progress, but seen&writing directives wilt be given during the
first session, designed to enrich and
~ each writer's work by channelIng herihim inlo the deeper levels of the
creative seH. Work generated by these
direcUves will be wortlshopped on the
second day. Open to writers of all levels
of experience. Cost is $50 members of
Maine Wrilers& Publishers Alliance . $60
non-members. limited to 15. Pre-registration reqUired. Mail checks to the alliance at 19 Mason Strae~ Brunswick. or
call 729~33 .
Desktop Publlahlng with N.ney GrIf,
fin This tutorial, conducted on three
Macintosh computersand the laserwriter
II printer. Is a hands-on introduction 10
PageMaker desklop publishing software.
Nancy .Griffin. owner 01 a desktop design
firm. Will teach participants the basics of
typography. cutting and pasting . page
iayoutand more. Participants should be
familiar with word processing. July20, 94. at the Maine Writers Center_Members
$~. others $110. Pre-registration required. Send payment 10 Maine Wr~ers
and Publishers Alliance. 19 Mason St,
Brunswick 04011 . tel. 729~333 .
"The Invialbility of GIIy., L. .blll. .,
.net Blacu In Amerfc8n History"
The Matlovich Society Presents Speaker
Geny Tat>ot. the fl'St blacj( member of
the Maine Legislature. frst sponsor of a
gay civil rights bill in Maine. president ot
Black Education and History. Inc. wltl
speak July 25. from 7 :30-9 pm, on the
second floor of the People's Building
155 Bracllett St, Portland. The Matlovk:h
Society is an eclJcational ..,d cultural
organization of gays and lesbians commi~ to sharing their history as well as
providing person-affrming presentations
and dISCussions in a supportive social
enVIronment. Meets seoond and fourth
Thursdays of the month at above time.
Call 774-0775 for more Info.
Outl'llgeoua Acta .net Everyd8y A..
boiltonaGreater Portland NOWwHI hold
its next open meeting on July 23 at 7 :30
pm. Barbara West from the Coalition
Against Intervenlion in lhe Middle East
wil talk about women and war.' At the
YWCA. 87 Spring St. Portland. NOW
rooets there every fourth Tuesday of the
month. Cal Jennifer at 871-0618 for
more info.

'
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SEN SE

~ac:o 1liiy G.-ns monthly rooeting wil be held this Sunday. July 21 at
6:30 pm on the second floor of the
Peo pIe'sBuilding, 155 Brackett St. Portland. The public is invited. Meetings are
every . third Sunday of the month . For
more Info. call 774-4599.
kolau Worbhop As part of this
yeat's Clean Lakes Week Celebration
the Portland Waler District will be offer:
inga CoY8 Ecotogy Wortcshopon Sebago
Lake Monday, July 22, starting at 9 :45
am. The PW.o believes that H people
un derstand lake ecofogy , they will better
un derstand the role they play In maintainin g the exceflent water quality found
In Sebago Lake. A knowledge 01 lake
ecofogy wilt also enable people to understand beller the districrs watershed protectio n plan for Sebago Lake. Meet at
Point Sabago. Free and open 10 the
public . For additional details and to reS9fVe space on the boat (which is limited), call the PWD's Elaine Purington at
774-5961,

The
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The

a.rron Center needs volunteer er-

rand drivers to run personal errands for
the residents. Volunteer would use their
own car to pick up dentures or ey&glasses, medical reports. etc. Must have
a valid driver's license and the ability to
relate Io!'wide vanety of receptionists. A
general idea of local streets is also helplui but not imperative. Flexible daytime
hours available. For more info, call the
Center for Voluntary Action at 874-1015.

c~=~t!~':!~~:~r:':':

Gardeners Association Is looking for hetp
to create the 1991 fair. Volunteers are
needed for set-up starting Sept 14 the
fair (which runs Sap 20-22). and dean
uP. running through Oct 4. Hundreds of
volunteers are also needed during the
th~ days of the fair for selling tickets.
partung cars. assisting with juggling and
stlnng wor1Ishops, recycingand~
ing questions. among other activities.
Volunteers are expected to work a minimum of four hours. In return they earn a
rruch sought-aller volunteer T-shirt and
a free pass to the fair. To receive info and
a registration pacllet, contact the Common Ground Country Fair at P.O. Box
2176. Augusla 04338, tel. 623-5115.
South Portt.nd Nu"'ng Home would
like a visitorifriend to visit w~h a male
resident and occasionally take him out
for a ride. This elderly gentleman is surrounded mostly by females and often
states he would like to talk to a man for a
change. Volunleershould have patience
understanding. a good sense of hu~
and preferably be male. Free parking
and meals are provided while )IOU enhance the quality of life for this gentl&man . To volunteer your services. call the
Center for Voluntary Action at 874-1015.

HELP

A.R.T oS. Anonymous is a group of local
artists recovering through the 12 Sleps.
who have come together to form a support group that meets every Mon at 7 pm
at Sl Luke's Cathedral, State St. Ptld.
A BrIIIn Tumor Support Group rooe~ng
at New England Rehabilitation Hospital
ofPorIand(NERH-Portiand). 13 Charies
St. This group has been designed by
NERH-Portland and the American cancer Society to meet the special needs of
adults with brain tumors and their fanilies. The group mee1s the seoond and
fourth Thursdays of the month. Interested participants should contact Rev
Wis!l ~rior to their first meeting for a
prelmnary Interview. People are encouraged to join any time by calling Wish
at 775-4000. ext. 542.
Cancer Support Group The Visiting
Nurse Service of Southern Maine hold
this monthlysupportand education group
enabing those affected by cancer to
help others, providing information about
resources and helping to deaease the
anxieties felt by those ciagnosad and
their families. Info and support is facilitated by social workers nu rses
oncologists. nutritionists "'d~cer sur:
vivors. All meetings are held at the VNS
Saco Office at 15 Industrial Park Rd. at
no cost. Call 284-4566 or l.aoo-6604VNS for more info.
DI.bet. . Support Group Sponsored by
the Visiting Nurse Service of Southem
Maine. this monthly support and educatlOO group for ciabetics and other Inter~ted persons provides a place forsharIng and probiemsolving around the many
facets of ciabetes. Information and education is provided by a registered nurse
anda variety ofguestspaakers_All rooetingsareheldattheVNS'SacoOffIce 15
Industrial Road. Free. For more inforination. call 284-4566 or 1-800-660-4VNS.
DIvorced Penpec:tIwa isa weekly rooetIng held Wednesdays at 7 pm. at
Woodfords Congregational Church, 202
Woodford St, Portland. For further information . call 774-HELP.
DMD (Depressed-Manic Depressed) Portland Confidential support group meeting
Monday nights in room 12 at the Dana
Health Cenler. Maine Medical Center
Portland. For more info, call 774-4357.Grieving Support Group for bereaved
persons healing from the death of a
loved one. Meets In Portland Tuesday
eves from 7-8:30 pm. Donation. Call
Kristine Watson . M .A .• at 775-0366.
H.O.P.E. self-supportgroups with facilitator rooet weekly 10 help heal the emotional pain associated with chronic or
serious diseases. injury. life, death and
chil<t100d issues. Group rooetsat Mercy
Hospital on Tuesdays from 5 :30-7:30
pm. and at the Unity Church. 16 Columbia Rd. Portland, on Thursdays from 1012 noon. There's also a support group
for the family and friends of the ill that
rooets every other Thursday from 7-9
pm; and a Next Slep Group for 12-Stepperswho want logo deeper into feelings.
that meets every Monday at Unity from
7-9 pm. For more information. call 1800-339-HOPE.
Ingl'llh.m Volunt",. Help available by
phone 24 hours a day. Cal 774- HElP.
Injured Woril.... M"tlng for WOrkllfS
having diffICUlty with workers' romp system. 7:30 pm every Wed at Goodall Hall
next 10 Sanford Unitarian Church. comer
of lebanon and Maine streets. Sanford.
It' s P.O.S.LI.B.L.E. (Partners of Survivors Stop Incest by Leaming and Educating) offers phonesupport. workshops
and seH-heip support groups. Portland
group meets bimonthly. For more info.
call 1-547-3532.
O.C:D. Support Qroup rooets weekly on
Fridays at 6:30 pm, Williston West
Church . 32 Thomas St. Poriand. Free.
For more information. caIt 773-0976.
Opportunities for Support In ....lInl
(two groups) : Them&-centered support
~roup for adults in recovery from addic!IOO. and a men's support group. Use of
JOUmals, art. role plays. humor. metaphors, anecdotes. assignments, exercises and literature encouraged. For Information . fees and interview. call Rick
Bouchard, LMSW. at 828-2031 .
Outright, the Portland Alliance of Gay
and Lesbian, Bisexual and Questioning
Youth. offers support and information for
young people 22 and under, In a safe
environment. every Friday from 7:309 :30 pm at the Preble Street Chapel,
comer of Preble and Cumberland avenues. For information, write or call :
Outright, P.O . Box 5028. Station A, Portland 04101 . tei. 774-HELP.
Parent Support Group sponsored by
Parents Anonymous and the Family R&~Jrce Center Is hetd weekly at the FamIly Resource Center on Fridays from lOIl :3Oam. Parents areglven an opportunity to meet w~h others and discuss
parenting issuesand concerns. No fees
no waiting lists. For info, call 87t -7445:

briei

The Path of Aecovory PortIMd Sufi
Orde~ offers a series of small rooetings
InvolVing meditation based on the Sufi
teachings of Hazrat lnayat Khan and
~haring focused on bringing spirituality
Into our lives. Meetings are modeted
after 1.2-slep groups and welcome anyone With a desire to recover from addictions or codependency. Meetings are
Tuesdays. 7 :30-8:45 pm. at Woodfords
Congregational Church. 202 Woodfords
St, Portland. Open 10 the pUblic. Donations are _leoma. For more info, caM
Jan at 878-2263 or Eli at 774-1203.
Senior Outroach ServIces In response
to t.h e needs of older paople. Southem
Mame Area Iv;}ency on Aging is providIng Senior Outreach Services to the following locations: Agency'sofficesat237
Oxford St, Portland. every Friday from
10 am-l pm; Pride's Comer Congregational Church. 235 Pride St. Westbrook.
first Thursday of each month. for residents of Westbrook and Gorham. from
10 am-I; Ross Center, 36 Washington
St. Biddeford, second Tuesday of each
month. for residents of Biddeford. Saco
& 008. from 10 am-l pm. An Elder
Advocate will be available to assist residents with their aging-related issues and
concerns. such as Medicare insurance
housing. social security. ek:. This ser:
vice is provided free of charge. 775-6503
or HI00-427-7411 .
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Sorrento Music Boxes
Handcrafred in Italy using the intricate art of in1ay.
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Bal.nelng You, Body Patricia Voyer will
teach participants how 10 restore the
natural , upward rippling motion of the
spine which has been stopped by 'culprits' ~~h as sitting at desks. driving
cars. IIfung and other daily movements.
This rippling motion . when activated.
releases muscle tension and reconditions naturally while lengthening the spine
and realigning the body. Workshop July
20-21 , from 9 :30 am-l pm creales a
clean break in habitual movement patterns and gIVes the individual instruction
needed 10 creale a powerful change .
Because of this. enrollment is limited .
For Info and registration , call 663-8250.

A Dey of Aftlrmfllon with Women
Share struggles and successes create

affirmations. makecollagesand~sup

portive, nourishing group activities for
empowerment. July 20 from 10-3. Cost
is ~2O . To reserve you place. call Jane
Galr, MSW, at 774-8633.
GrIevIng Our Fet ...... This two-day expanence. sponsored by Southern Maine
Counseling , provides a safe ptace where
I1'l9!l can openly leam, share and grieve
their lost dreams. By receiving support
and nurturing from other men on their
joumey toward healthier relating and
recovery , we perm~ the healing of the
father/son wound and rediscovery w"h
one another of our "deep masculine.'
For more Info call 772-2404.
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Tliza6etli S

Parfor & Pantry

!ir.rra4ilimuJ!?fgme kassorits - 1'111' Iiil ?(putiu.

'We are alw~s home, 7 Days A Week."

.0

Rte 77, Ca
(between Two Lights &: Crescent

Elizabeth • 767-5668

B~tate Park on Scenic Route 77)
PORTLAND
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

1lpec1.lnt~AA Meeting for PoopIe

Llvtng WIth AIDS rooets weekly on
Tuesdays at 8 pm at the PWA Coal~ion
377 Cumberiand Ave. Portland. Meetin9
designed .10 provide a safe space in
which to discuss HIV issues. while living
POSitIVely sober. This rooeting is open
only 10 those who have tested HIVIPositive or have been diagnosed with AIDS.
For more information , call 871 -9211 .
Tr_plllnt Support Group H.O.P.E.
(Healing of Persons Exceptional) is a
statewide system of support for persons
With Iiness or injury that prevents them
from living life in the manner to which
they had been IIccustomed. If you are
v.:aiting or have had a transplant of any
kind, we would like you to join us every
WeOlesday from 6-8 pm. at United MethodistChurch, 618Washingion Ave , Portland. Handicapped accessible. For further Information, call 1-600-339-4673.
WINGS, a non-profit organization dedicated to providing support for low-income single parents announces The
Kids' Place. providing day care for children from in fancy to eig ht years In South
PorUand. Reasonable rates and nurturing environment. For more information
call 767-201 O. Also. weeklysuppOrtgroup
helps set goals that lead to self-sufficiency and 10 facilitate discussion of problems single parents encounter. Tuesdays, 7-9 pm at 139 Ocean St, S. Portland and Thursdays. 7-9 pm at 1 t Day
St. Westbrook. Also : WINGS now sponsors an Aceschapterin Maine. for single
parents who are seeking to get the state
to collect child support payments.
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THE KATAHDIN

$169.95

Gly Hall Aud .

Your ChOice:
King

~es:n

6 pm Moine Bones
Rain site: Portland
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OUT OF THIS WORLD
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Friday, July 26 7:30 pm

Fort Williams Pork, Cope Elizabelh

BEDWORKS
WATERBED & MATTRESS CO.

299 FOREST AVENUE
773-5762

---

(Formerly at Comer Brook Mall)

773-8191
1Id_
·800-639-2309
..d by t.onv 0..'01'(. North\

REEL IN YOUR
SUMMER SAVINGS

20o/() to 50% Ofr
Swnmer Clothing

If You're
Single,

Open Sunday8
12 - 5
lbrough December

II
Mon-Sat 9-5,

Thurs 9-8

191 Main st.,

We're
Free
Trying to meet someone new? Try Casco Bay
Weekly's Personal Call~. On FAX FREE
THURSDAY fax your ad of 30 words or less
to 775-1615 between 9am and 4pm and get
your, Personal Call~ ad absolutely FREE.
Don t forget to include your name, address &
phone number so we can send you your
Personal Call~ number.
For more information
about Casco Bay
Weekly personal ads,
Personal Call qp and FAX
FREE THURSDAY call
us at 775-6601 .

Fall Clothing Arriving Daily/
The New! Geiger Line ia a
nuut see/

Saco

283-1400
"Traditional outfitters
for men and women."
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'Tha TaanlYounll Adun Clinic is a place Har ~Id Song:

Entertainment
• ContillUbl from "..ge 27

AWNINGS
CustDm designed awningS unique alternative tD signS.

Leavitt & Parris Inc.

free estimates, installation & delivery
883-4184 • 448 Payne Rd. Scarborough
We're in the NYNEX Yellow

Casco Computer
Education Center
Gettmg an Edge Today to Succeed m the Future

Portland's most
comprehensive
computer courses [or
children and adults.
Enron your child now
to explore the exciting
world o[ computers!
Instruction is provided by fully certified,
experienced professionals.
Call for further infonnation on fees and class schedules.

99 1/2 Congress Street, Portland • 772-3506
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Summer Clearance
COTTON SWEATERS $12-$29
UNITED COLORS
OF BENETTON.
56 main st· freeport . me·865-6369 . open dolly

What'. the Gulf of Maine Bioregion?
Where can you find good white water rafting?
Uama Treking?!
What'. happenine to our forests?
,

Find Out! Take a look at
:

NORTHERN EXPOSURE

,

~~

r,

,•
,
"

I

." . .K . . -.- K·..;.·;.

Cueo Bay Weekly'. biannual Journal on environmental"
outdoor news avaUable at the. . locations and more:
• Portland Intemational
Jetport, South Portland
• Casco Bay Ferry Terminal,
Portland
• 10 Exchange St.• Portland
• Yannouth Tourist Center,
Yarmouth
• Green Mountain Coffee
Roasters, Portland

• Cyclemania, Portland
• Harrasseket Inn. Freeport
• Sam Dipietros, South
Portland
• Tommy's, Portland
• Ocean Fanns, Freeport
• Crabby Lobster, Freeport
• Videoport. Portland
• Hotshots, PortI and

WELL
NESS
Haanhy Baglnnlnp oilers classes for
expectant and new parents to assist you
In making your birth and parenting a
joyful and luHilling experience. Upcoming classes indude Breasleeding, July
29. lrom 7-9:30 pm; and Early Preg·
nancy Aug 12. lrom 7-9:30 pm. There is
also a new parents support group formIng this summerlfall. For info or to register. call Mary Taylor, ICCE. at 829-3362.
Incast 8urYIYor Groue- lOr women sur·
viVOfSOI sexual abuseflllCeSt held weekly
at Womenspace Counseling Center in
Portland: Mon 1()-11 :3O am. Connections I drop-in support groups $7· $1 0 per
rooeting; Monday 6:30-8 pm. Connections II drop-ln support group $7·$10 per
rooeting ; Thu 6:30-8 :30 pm, survivo~s
sharing counseling group $20-$30 per
session. All groups are lacilita1ed and
s.-ictly confidential. For more info. cal
Vivian Wadas. MA. at 871 -03n .
Uvlns Ullhtly Want to ~ve the way
we <XHtxist with creation? Ready to give
up pursuing the material dream and begin birthing aearlng reality? Now there is
a place to exchange Ideas and support.
A bunch 01 foills will be gathering at the
Swedenborgian chlJ(ch for a potluck dinner and free·for-aU discussion. Join us
July 20 at 6 pm. 302 Stevens Ave. Portland. For more info. call 772·82n.
Your Beck USM Ufellne's next
session begins Aug 5 at 5 pm at the
Portland campus gym on Falmouth
Street. Sessions run for four Monday
eves and indude exercise sessions and
updated educational components. Love
Your Back is designed for individuals
who have a history 01 back problems.
Medical clearance Is required. Pre-registration is encouraged as dass size Is
limited. For more info, call 780-4170.
Portland 8uft Ordar offers meditation
sessions with creative visualization ,
breath . sound. light. and divine qualities.
Structure and content are based on the
teachings 01 Hazrat lnayat Khan and Pir
Vilayat lnayat Khan. Open to all, no
experience necessary. at 232 St. John
St, Portland. This summer the order is
also offering a healing class, a universal
workshop,and healing retreats. For more
infomlation about the order. call Rosanne
Jalbert at 846-6039.
Portl.nd Yoga studio Summar ott_
Ing. Four separate sessions 01 Iyengar
yoga will be offered beginning July 23,
25 &26 (all from 5:30-7 pm). and on July
24 (10:3O·noon). Cost for six weeks is
$54. Friday's five-week session is $45.
All of above are ollered at 61 6 Congress
St. Hatha Yoga for People With Ai OS wIN
also continue through Aug 28 from 12:402 pm every Wednesday. at 22 Monument Square (taka the elevator to the
fifth floor) . The cost is $1 per class for
those who can allord It. Call the studio at
797·5684 for more into.
Prevantlng Child AbIlN Join the caring
team at Parents Anonymous of Maine
and help families grow stronger and
healthier. Volunteers are needed lor
parent heipline. parent support groups
and children's groups. The next volun·
teer training program will be In June. For
information. call 871·7445.
BeIf-Re.llzatlon I. Your Birthright Dis·
cover Sahaja Yoga : the meditation that
awakens your own mechanism for transformation. MeemgseveryTuesday. from
7-8:30 pm. In tie USM Portland Faculty
Lounge, CarJ1)USCenter, Bedford Street.
Free of charge. For info. call 767-4819.
Stretchlnll the Splrtt, a yoga ctass 01
gentle breatllng and netchlng ending
In deep relaxation . All are _Ieome to
this creative approach to body. mind and
spiritual well-being . Wemesdays lrom
5 :3CHI:30 pm. Saturdays from &-10 am
at the Swedenborglan Church, 302
Stev_ Ave. Portland. $3 donation. For
more Information. call 772·82n.
Summar Aaroblc. with Ja. .lca
Lockhart, ongoing through August.
Tues & Thurs from 6-7 pm, At the
Swedenborglan Church, 302 Stevens
Ave, Portland. For inlo. call n2~ .

a.-

~ldam... Journeys
for Woman Maine's ne_st wilderness
guide service is offering live trips lor
women this summer. Founded by wil·
demess guide Anne Dellenbaugh, Her
Wid Song has planned canoeing and
backpacking journeys that are appropriate lor novices and experienced out·
doors women . Next trip is an herbal
study retreat with herbalist Deb Soule 01
~8hc~aenwwwk.SupportGroup
Avena Botanicals, July 21·28. For more
This is a team 01 motivated people who
inlo, call 773-4969, or write to P.O. Box
want to make things happen. By the
6793. Portland 04101 .
giving 01 support. Ideas. accurate steps
and the faith in one anothers' ability to HI.tory of DuMtan M ....h . . Travel
back in timel Leam about local history.
succeed. we won't let you quit. For more
shipbuilding, saltwater larming, and trade
inlormation. call Brian at n3-6226.
& transportation by ship and rail. Friday,
July 19.1rom9:30-11 am. at Scarborough
Marsh Nature Center (tails Route 1 to
Scarboroug h and turn east onto Pine
Point toward Pine Point Beach - also
marked Route 9 West. SM NC Is hall a
mile down on the left) . Cost is $2 member, $3non -member. lnlo, call 883·51 00.
Innar& Outar Ecology: Bac:omlng Ona
with the Nlltural & Built Environment. Co-led by Cindy Krum. environ·
mental educator, and Terry Cline, archi,
tec~ Irom 5 pm July 26 through 4 pm July
27 . at Horseshoe Island on Lake
Cobbosseecontee, Me. We invite you 10 participate in an exploration and practice
of oneness thal encourages movement
into a deeper sense 01 health and well·
being. We will discover our relationship
to built and natural environments through
guided experiences. discussions and
readings. This course will be housed in a
lakeside cabin where we may move easily lrom indoor to ouldoor environ ments.
Cost of retreat is $150 ($105 paid two
weeks in advance). Call Cindy at
4·
2441 or Terry at n4· 1025 for info or
Blka & PIne R1dn Bike for one to two
registration .
hours along the beautiful coast and M.lne Audubon otters PuffIn Crul_
marshes 01 Cape Elizabeth and
end Whala W.tc"" Pufflll lovers can
Scarborough with the Casco Bay Bisee the puffins at Eastern Egg Rock in
cycle Club. every Thursday at 6 pm. All
Muscongus Bay Saturday. July27. Trips
abilities wetcome. Meet at Pat's Pizza.
wil begin at Pier One, Boothbay Harbor
Route 1 (near Oak Hill). Scarborough.
and will run from 9 am-l pm. On this
Park in rear of restaurant. AIt_ards.
cruise along mid-coastal Maine, great
join the group for pizza and socializing .
blue herons, tems. osprey, eider cllcks
For more info, call Keith at 799·1085.
and seals may also be seen. Cost is $20
Bird Bllndlns Programwith June Ficker.
per person. Three whale watches are
Wells Reserve at Laudholm Farm. every
scheduled for Saturdays. July 20, Aug
Wednesday at 8 am, June through Au·
17 and Sept 14. lrom9 :30 ~ pm. from
gust. Welis R9SBIVe is located 011 Route
Kennebunkport. Cost is $26 per person
1 north of Wells. Licensed bird·bander
($24 for members of Maine Aucllbon) .
Ficker invites public to watch as birds fly
R9SBIVations are required. For inlo on
into invisible net and she bands them,
these and otherfoetd trips, including trips
after Identifying where they're coming
abroad ,call thef..1d trip offlCB 01 Audubon
lrom and gathered other inlormation she
at781-2330.orwriteto Field Trips. Maine
• needs Irom birds. II you're very lucky.
Audubon Society, 118 US Route 1.
you may be allowed to hold a banded
Falmouth 04105.
bird before it is released again. No charge; Mllina Audubon Seak. Volunteer
but there's a parking lee in July and
Naturalist. The society offers guided
August 01 $5, unless you 're a member.
natural history walks through the sumThe truly dedicated can ride their bikes,
mer for the public and seeks salt marsh
lor which there's no parking lee. For
and nature enthusiasts to be trained as
more inlormation. cali 646-1555.
naturalists for the walks. Increase your
Casco Bay Blka Club rooets the third
own knowledge of the natural history 01
Tuesday of every month . at 7 pm in the
our local environment while sharing your
Portland Safety Building (police station)
own enthusiasm and wonder with chil·
on Middle Street. The public is welcome.
dren . For more inlormation . call Heidi
The dub also has the foilowing rides
Paloia at 781 ·2330.
scheduled: July 20. Sebago Lake Loop. Maine Woman Outdoo... sponsors hik40 miles, meet at Shaw's in North
ing. biking and camping trips for women
Windham at 9 am, for more info call
18 years 01 age and older. Upcoming
Craig Moore at 892·5049 ; July 21 ,
events : July 1 &-2t. White Mt camping
. Islesboro Ride with Penobscot!
trip. cal Leann at 547·3919 or Mary at
Wheeimen, meet at lerrytenninal, Route
872·6891; July24at7 pm, planning and
1 in Lincolnville at 9 am, $7 .75 lor lerry &
informational meeting at the Village
parking , lor more inlo call Jan McMahon
Green , 4n Congress St. Portland; July
at 594·7640 or Jell Nadeau at 685·9216 ;
27 . easy day hike to Monis Mountain,
July 21 , Breakfast Ride, 40 miles, rooet
call Sandra at 865·4802. Aug 4. mounat Yudy's at 8:30 am. for more info call
tain biking at Sunday River, call Sandy at
Evelyn Cookson at 854·5029; July 27,
657-5134. For info on MWO call Sandy
family ride of seven miles, meet at play·
at 657· 5134 or Karen at 797·3006 .
ground, Tuttle Road. Cumberland , for
MOAC (Maine Outdoor Adventure Club)
more info cal Rick or Nola at 871 ·9021 ;
offers the following events: July 20 . day
July 27 . Gorham Gallop, 30 miles, rooet
hike (easy) to Linle Sugarloaf, call 657·
at Gorham Municipal Center. Route 25
4418 ; July 28. day hike (moderate) to
in Gorham, 9 am, for more info call Steve
Tumbledown Mt. call 773-1788 ; Aug 17.
Rines at 839·2383; July 28, Shaker Vii·
second annual MOAC Summarlest at
lage Ride, 35 miles. meet at Shaw's
Camp Ketcha, Scarboro. volunteers
North Windham. 9 am. for more info cal
needed, caN Tony at n3·1768 ; Aug 23,
Gary Davis at 892·8257 ; Call the 24·
canoe trip to Umbagog , call 846-3036 ;
hourhotline at n4· 1118. Bob Murray at
evening walks around the Back Cove ,
892·7029 or Gary Davis at 892· 8257 for
~t at Payson Park Tuesdays at 6 :30
moreinlo.
pm and Thursdays at 6 pm, cal 829Casco Bay Blcycla Club offers evening
4124 ;surflllg at Higgins Beach, call 871 rides every Wednesday at 6 pm, in the
1216 ; Frisbee at Scarborough Beach
YarmouthiFreeportarea. Leisurely paced
Tuesday eves. call n5-2563;spontane15·20 miles. low traffic . Dinner after at a
ous rock cWmbing trips, call 766-4457;
local eatery. Helmets recornmet !dedi Cal
outing to Rangeley Lakes area July 12·
Charley at 865· 3636 or Ketra at 82&14, call 828·1532.
4402 for dates and locations.
MOFGAF.rm &Gardan Tou... Whether
Full Moon Canoe Tou... Experience the
you're interested in animal agriculture or
sights and sounds 01 the marsh at night
a vegetarian. self·reliant lilestyle,
under full moon (weather permining).
MOFGA's t991 Farm and Garden Tours
Bring a nashlightandwarmclothing . July
have something to offer. From Beth and
26 & 27 and Aug 24 & 251rom 8·9:30 pm.
Art Tracy's efficient hand tools to the
At Scarborough Nature Center (take
Pea~man's 50 varieties 01 apples and 58
Route 1 to Scarborough and tum east
varieties of potatoes, taka the time to
onto Pine Point toward Pine Point Beach
enjoy and leam from some exemplary
- also marked Route 9 West. SMNC is
farms. Hosts have scheduled a specifIC
half a mile down on the left). Cost is $8
day for visits on all the farms. Most are
member edun, $6 child; $9 non-member
MOFGA~fted organic or Bre larmed
adult. $7 child. Deduct $ 1 . 50~son If
organically by MOFGA members. For a
providing your own canoe. Call 883list of fann tour dates, directions and a
5tOO for more info.
description for each. see the July/Aug
Get Your Peddla Wat II Bring your
issue 01 the Maine Organic Farmer and
kayak and the wiiHng ness to rooet new
Gardener,availabieatnewstandsorfrom
lriends to Portland's East End Beach at
the Maine Organic Farmers and Gar·
6 pm every Thursday evening through
deners Asstx;. Box 2176. Augusta 04338,
Labor Day. AI levels are wetcomed and
tel. 622-3118.
encouraged to join in the lun . For more
• CtmlilWLd on "..ge 30
inlormation , call n2·5357.

to go il you have a health concern or
medical problem, need a sports/school
physical done, or have birth control is,
sues to deal with. Open to anyone 13·21 ,
every Monday lrom 4·8 pm. at Maine
Medical Center, 22 Bramhall St, Portland. Call 871-2763 lor an appointment.
Walk-ins seen il they arrive by 7 pm.

When Maine writers travel
• "Sitka Spring" by Gary Lawless, Blackberry Books, 1991
The human tie to landscape is, undeniably, the oldest tie we
know; wherever we go, it remains coiled beneath the surface,
written like a scroll in the heart.
When Maine poets travel, for instance, they take something of
this place with them, in the bones. It might be as simple as a longheld regard for the line of a shorebird as it stabs suddenly down
into the sea while fishing; or the patience which grows after years
of sloughing off a Monhegan Island winter, of watching your
friends rake blueberries in the flat country west of Mars Hill. Or it
might grow out of a year spent alone at Tenants Harbor, allowing
the talk of the fishermen, the hesitation and then pull of the tides,
and the particular, beautiful Atlantic light in that place, soak into
you.
But whatever is discovered while traveling will spring (at least
partly) from the tension between your familiar home landscape and
the freshness of a new one - even if it is simply a confinnation of a
deep belief in the beauty and power of the natural landscape. Cary
Lawless seems to have experienced just such a confirmation during
his recent trip to Sitka, Alaska.
Invited to spend several weeks in Sitka reading and thinking
about his poems and the landscape, Lawless not only exchanged
poetry readings with the local native children - gifts directly from
(and of) the human heart, which are among the best kind anywhere
_ and exchanged greetings with a land primming over with
wildlife. He came back with new work as spirited and fresh as that
in his previous book, the luminous "First Sight of Land."
"Sitka Spring" is a brief but Iife-affinning book, one that
registers long after you have put it down - flickering in memory,
like starlight. The overpowering image is of life, and a deep awe in
the face of that life. Lawless'
Alaska fairly teems with a quilt
of migrating birds, perching
bald eagles, hell-bent, spawning fish, pods of breathtaking humpbacked whales, and sea lions.
In the face of all this wonder, the man at the center - the poet almost seems to dissolve: absorbed, finally, into that wheeling,
dazzling patch of earth and ice where the pure energy of the wild
has not yet been eradicated by the hand of man. Constantly
stunned by the diversity, quantity and vibrancy of what is there, his
poems testify to something which is, in a very real sense, religiOUS.
After days of sitting on
driftwood beach rock,
birds too numerous to count,
watching for eagle,
listening for raven.
now, even though it is cold,
now, even though the wind is wet,
I begin to leave the ground.
Readers of Lawless' work will recognize this as the language
of "First Sight of Land." But where "First Sight" transmuted a
seemingly basic vocabulary of salt and stone into something like
pure gold, this time Lawless has traveled to a place where the sheer
volume and presence of life is more immediately felt than it ever
would be on the Maine coast. And the poet is seized by this pure
expression of nature, just as he is seized by the deeply spiritual
people and religions which grew up around such a stunningly
beautiful place,

I think how pleasant it would be
to die here and become bear fat,
to climb back up the avalanche chute,
look back across the muskeg
to the volcano, where the ducks
go ...
.. . All alone in sunlight, in snow,
in fur.
It's as though Lawless had waited a lifetime for this much
natural beauty to appear in the same place at one time, and having
gone away from Maine to find it, suddenly recognizes the two as
kin . Maine and Alaska, while different, are suddenly both seen by
poet and reader as extraordinarily special places on this earth,
worthy of our full attention, protection, contemplation, and
reverent moments of thanks. The landscapes evoke those qualities
most like them; taciturnity, compactness, sudden drama; and then,
perhaps, a return to meditative waiting. The captivating, if mysteri·
ous, ink drawings by Chinese artist Li Ching (like Lawless, a
resident at Sitka last spring) add a haunting, somewhat inscrutable
power to Lawless' spare narrative. But they are whimsical, too, and
full of the energy of life which informs both the breathtaking sweep
of animals in Sitka, and the stolid northern forests of Maine.
Paul Kim
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STRING TRIO
of NEW YORK
The pinnacle of collective
jazz creativity

Friday, July 26
Tickets $13

JIM
HALL

FRANK
MORGAN
Jazz's finest alto player
teams with pianist
George Cables

-Saturday, Aug. 10
Tickets $15

KATIE
WEBSTER '

The most influential
jazz guitarist of the past
quarter century

The swamp boogie queen and
her two fisted piano blues

Saturday, Sept. 7

Tickets $15

Saturday, Oct. 5

Tickets $15

Concert time: 8:00 PM
Portland Performing
Arts Center
25A Forest Ave.
For tickets call 774-0465
Also available at Amadeus &
Gallery Music.
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Join Saco River Outfitters at the Yarmouth Clam
Festival ror the Sixth Annual Great Royall
River Six Mile Canoe Race.
Sat., July 20th

Entertainment

Callfor registration information!
• Omlinued from P"~ 29

127 MARGINAL WAY, PORTLAND· 773-0910 • OPEN 7 DAYS

Don't Go Kiteless This Summer ...
The Winds Are Up!
Take advantage of this low cost, environmentally
soundfuel source. ~ .
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Family festivities in the park

Outdoor Hotline Call 77 4-1118 for a lisl·
Ing of bicycling, hiking, cross counlry
skiing, canoeing and othOr ouldoor aolivilies sponsored by the Maine Ouldoor
AdvenlUre Club and the Cesco Bay Bicycle Club.

ScartlorouVh M...h ...... c.nter
Weekly programs inckJde thO following :
Canoe Tours - disooIIIIr thO vast array

~..

~/ ~ '"

U.Y. Protection
with tlt.Alt.!!

HATS • lNELt..'( • <tOrHIN~
Handmade, Vintage and Recycled Wearables ~~~~iii1:l4b..
57. CONGRESS ST. PTLD. ME 771-' ....

of wlklife and plants, as well as the
fasclnaling history of Scarborough MIIISh
as you paddle along the meandering
Dunstan River. Times: dally from 1()11 :30am;Tues& Thurs from 8·7:30 pm.
Coat $6 adull member, $5 child of member, 57 adull non-member, $6 child nonmember (deduct 51.SO nproviding your
own canoe) . SaIl MIIISh Advenlure (for
all ages) - using at of your senses,
explore the unique ecology of the saI1
I118ISh and <iscoverthe interdependency
and adaplalions of planls and animals
living !here. Times: Tues & Thursfrom2·
3:30 pm. Cost $2 member, $3 nonmember. Dawn Blrdng-the beslbirding
Is often In !he early morning when birds
are moslactive. Lookand listen for egrets,
glossy ibises, herons, ducks, willets ,
sparrows, swallows and more. Times:
!Nary Wed from 7-8:30 am. Cost $2
member,$3non-member. For more info,
call the cenler al883-5100.
Senior SundIIya Reawaken your sense
of wonder during this nalUre presentation and leisurely walk especialy for 118niors ages SO and over. July 21 &28and
Aug 11 & 25, from 2· 3:30 pm. At
Scarborough Marsh NalUre Cenler (lake
Roule 1 10 Scarborough and lurn easl
onlO Pine Poinltoward Pine Poinl Beach
_ also marked Route 9 West SMNC is
half a mile down on lhe left). Cosl is $2
members, $3 non·members.

The 10th Anniversary Deering Oaks Family Festival runs from
Tuesday, July 23, through Sunday, July 28, in Portland's Deering
Oaks Park. The theme of this year's festival is the environment, and
there will be an area featuring displays of alternative environmental technologies, as well as environmental activities for children,
Other highlights include a carnival with many rides Portland
has never seen (including the largest ferris wheel in New England),
a petting zoo, elephant rides &:
international food . Holistic
health, arts &: crafts and
business exhibits will also
feature prominently. Children's activities offered daily will include
face painting, story telling, clay pot-making, cookie and ice creameating contests. And finally, MCl will offer one free phone call per
person to anywhere in the world.
Admission to the festival is free, as is all entertainment, For
further information, call the Greater Portland Chamber of Commerce at 772-2811.

FESTIVAL

Entertainment schedule:
Tuesday, July 2J
12 noon: opening ceremonies with Soviet &: American teenagers
and simultaneous tree-plantings in America and the U.S.s.R.
3-5:30 p ,m.: blues jam by the Southern Maine Blues Society
6 p.m.: Bellamy Jazz Band, Maine's favorite Dixieland band
8 p .m.: Tony Boffa show band, Maine's largest band (11 members), playing jazz to rock 'n'roll

Wednesday, July 24
11:45 a,m.: Phil Verrill's Jazz Fusion Band
4:30 p .m .: Swinging Hut, a jazz band with vocalists
6 p.m.: The Sense, rock 'n' roll
8 p.m .: Broken Men, a Grateful Dead clone band

Thursday, July 25
11 :45 a,m.-l p.m.: jazz/folk band TBA
6 p .m.: The Waiters, rock 'n' roll
8 p ,m.: Poppa Loves Mambo, Caribbean to rock 'n' roll

FrIday, July 26
11:45 a.m,: Knots and Crosses, folk music
1:30 p .m.: Jenny and the Woodmen, rock 'n' roll
3-4 p.m.: rock 'n' roll band TBA
4:30-5:30 p.m.: Altitude Lou &: the Tropical Depressions,
rock 'n' roll
6 p .m.: Port City All-Stars, rip roarin' rock
8 p.m.: Eight to the Bar, hip-hop bluesy rock 'n' roll, music from
the' 40s to the '90s. Mid-show fireworks spectacular: horizontal
fireworks that make musical noises will be shot off over the
duck pond in Deering Oaks,

FOR

Saturday, July 27
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10 a .m .: Northeast Trick Stars, bicycle tricksters
12 noon: Atlantic Clarion Steel Band, Calypso &: rock played on
steel drums
2 p.m.: The Van Go-Gos, classic rock
3:30 p.m .: L'il Jimmy &: the Soul Cats, R&:B
5 p.m.: rock band TBA
6:30 p.m.: Wicked Good Band (ayuh)
8 p.m.: Silver Dollar Band, country
9:30 p .m,: Hal Ketchum, Nashville's hottest rising star

Summer Classes Include Production
Class, Aug 1>-18, 18 forsludents enlering
grades 5-8. Meets Moo-FrI, ~2 :30, and
Sunday, July 28
develops thea.lcal skills. There will be a
10 a.m.: Casco Bay Tummlers, klezmer band <Jewish jazz)
production thai will move lhrough cast·
11:30 a .m.: Rick Marsters Big Band, jazz &: swing
Ing and rehearsal process. Slory Th&1:30 p,m.: Jon Svetky, folk music
ater Classes July 22·26 and Aug 1>-9, are
for students enlerlng grades 1-3. Hours
3-4 p.m,: folk concert TBA
are 1 :3<>-3 :30. SlUdents leam 10 wor\(
4:30 p,m.: Christine Lavin &: Friends
together improvisationally 10 lum stories
6:30 p .m.: Schooner Fare, Maine's favorite folk band
Into mini-plays. Classes emphasize
lmaglnallon, slOry·telllng, oooperation
and concenlration. Sludents may enroll
In 88 many sessions they wish. Each
Mummlchog• •nd M.rsh Muck A
session Is different I For Information and Interpreting the Salt Marsh through
chance for children 10 explore lhe plants
Pott.ry
Search
Iornalural
artifacts
from
regislration, call 729-8584, Tues-Sal,
and animals of the mrush by using all five
the
saI1
marsh and incorporate lhem in
between 11 & 3, or write to The Young
senses through discovery-orlented, funyour
own
handmade
ponery.
July
24
&
People's Theater alBox817, Brunswick
filled aclivities . Sponsored by
Augusl 14 , from 10- 12 noon . Al
04011 .
Scarborough Marsh Nature Cenler on
Scarborough Marsh Nature Center on
C~1k PIIlntlng FoMI Sculpture The
Route 9 West. Times: Wednesdays &
Route 9 West Coat Is $3 member, $4
Children's Resource Cenleroffers these
Fridaysfrom9:30-11 am. Cost$2memnon· member, plus a $2 lee for supplies.
aclivilies at the following times: Chalk
ber, $3 non-member (including adults).
Call 883·5100 for more Inlo.
palnling, for ages 3-5 - July 18, 23, 24,
Call 883-5100 for more info.
25,30&31, from 10:30-11 :15am. Foam M.t LIIndIng Nature u.yCamp Maine
Audubon
SocIely's
Masl
Landing
Nalure
sculplure, for ages 8-10 - July 18, 23,
Day CaIr9 In Freeport has openings In
24, 25, 30, 31, from 1-1:45 pm. Cost of
Session V, Aug 1>-18, WondersofWaler
botl activities Is $1 per child. Thecenler
for 3rd-5th graders. Partial schoIaIlIItipe
is located on Thomp9on's Poin~ Buildare available, Call 781 -2330 for Info and
ing 1A, Portland. Reservalions are r&regis.alion.
quired; call n3-3045 10 make them.

as

a

The Portland Public Library'. Exchange Student Need. Home In
Maine The Academic Year in America
Children'. Room Schedule for the
high school exchange program is inler·
weekofJuly18: July 19, 10:30am, Tales
viewing families in this part of Maine to
for Twos; July 22,10:30 am, Preschool
host Emir Cehajic, a slUdenl from YugoSloryTIme; July 24, 9 :30am, Finger Fun
slavia. All a family needs to provide is a
for Babies; July 24, 10:30 am, Special
bed and place 10 study. two meals a day,
Summer Reading Program for those
and an open heart for a son from another
signed up for Moose Mainea
country. Sludents have lhairown spend(SaccarappadogobediencedernonstraIng money. Their insurance, visa and
lion) : July 26, 10:30 am, Tales for Twos.
flighl arrangements are provided by the
All programs are free and open 10 lhe
sponsoring organizalion. You also don'l
public. Five Monumenl Square, Portneed 10 have teenagers of your own to
land. For more info, call 871-1700.
hosl; single parenls, relirees and young
Science Camp The STAR Science Cen·
marrieds are all eligible. To learn more
ler would like 10 invile children ages 8-12
aboul Emir or other slUdents selecled for
10 come and reveal the engineer within
placemenl in this area, Inlerested farrithem.Thisfour-ilay woIkshop is designed
lies cal Francis Parkman al 87H)682.
10 sparklnleresl, curiosity and a sense of
advenlure in design technology. Dales Flea Market Antlquea, household ilerns,
lrash and treasures, baked goods and
are July 22-25 or Aug 12·1S, from 9 a~
snack bar. July20from8·2, rain orshine.
noon. The fee Is $65. For more informaCenlral Square Baplisl Church, 488
lion, call 771>-7362.
SI!Nens Ave. Portland. For more info.
Summer Program. for Children at
call 878-3170.
Riverton Public LIbrary On Wednes·
days: Toddler Slory Hour al 10:30 am: FrI.nd.hlp Sloop Daya July 21).21 at
Maine Maritime Mu••um As many as
Summer Crall Fun (all ages) , led by
20 graceful Friendship sloops wi. sail 10
Phyllis Forward through Aug 14 all pm.
Maine Marilime Museum July 20 to eel·
On Fridays: Finger Fun for Babies, 9 :3()ebrale Friendship Sloop Days weekend.
9:45 am; Preschool Slory Hour (3 to I>The boals will arrive lale afternoon Sat·
year-olds), 10:30am. Students 1>-13 are
urday. A parade of Friendship Sloops
inviled 10 sign up lor lhe summer reading
beginsal Maine Maritime Museum'sdock
program. Prizes will be given for children
all0 am Salurday. Al 12:30 pm Class A
who reach lheir reading goals for lhe
slOOps, or original boats bu~l in 1920 or
program. Sign up through July 5 during
earlier, wiN be on view al lhe dock. and
norrnailibrary hours: Wednesdays 9-6,
rroseum visilors will be able 10 board the
Thursdays 12·8, Fridays9·12. 1800 Forvessels and laIk wilh the caplains and
esl Ave. For mora info, call 797-2915.
crews. The origin oflhe Friendship sloop
is said to have been influenced by lhe
Gioucesler fishing schooners of lhe Ite
19th and early 20th cenlUries, and later
by lhe Gioucesler sloop boalS. These
ships _e originally called · sloop boalS'
by their owners; they later became known
as ·Friendship Sloops· because so many
were buih In Friendship. For more info,
call the museum al 443-1316.
Living Ughtly Wanl 10 improve 100 way
Senior FItnHa for Men Women IJIII
we co-exisl wilh the rest of aeation?
and Over USM LWe~ne oilers classes
Ready to give up pursuing lhe malerial
Mondays, Wednesdays & Fridays from
dream and begin birthing a caring real·
10 :3()-11 :15 am al lhe USM Portland
ity? Now lhere is a place 10 exchange
campus gym on Falmoulh Slreet. Proideas and support. A bunch of folks wil
gram consists of progressive exercises.
be gathering al the Swedenborglan
Regislralion is ongoing. Call 780-4170
Church for a poduck dinner and free-for·
for more info.
all discussion. Join us July 20 al6 pm, al
Summer SWImming Leaaona Portland
302 Slevens Ave, Portland . For more
Recreation's Aqualic Division will begin
info, call 772-82n.
accepling registrations for its second
Making Herbal Preparatlona A wor\(·
session of swimming lessons al the
shop al Sabbalhday Lake Shaker VilRiver10n PooIaI 12 :1SonJuly8. Classes
lage, NewGIoucesler, on July 20 from ~
begin July 19. Classes are held Mon ,
4 , will be led by Corinne Martin. Partido
Wed & Fri morn ings for 10lessons. They
pantswUI make a variety of OOrbal prepaare OOId for infallts , toddlers , preschool
rations, both medicinal and cosmetic,
and beginners through swimmers. Regusing locally available plants. Cost: $40.
istralions by phone or in person are
Call 926-4597 for mora info.
accepled on a firsl' come, firsl·served
basis. For addilional info, call 874-8456 Th. Nam" Project, Maine, a chapter
oftheNalionalAIDSOuil~ will be holding
daily after noon.
panel-sewing workshops al Too Sewing
Thirtysomething SoCcer A group of in·
Shop, 461 Slevens Ave (atlhe corner of
dvlduals from the PorUand area, ages
Pleasanl and Stevens) from 2-S pm on
30 and over, IM8110 play soccer Sunday
Sundays, July 21 and Aug 14& 18. If you
evesal6 pm on lhelowerfield behind lhe
have any queslions, cal
4·2198.
high school in Cape Ellzabelh. Events
N_BegIMlnga
New
singles
group forrni nclude plck· up games , challenge
Ing lor men & women, single, divorced &
malches wllh other area dubs and occawidowed. Join us in making new friends
sionalloumamenlS. For more info, call
and IM8ting new people. This is not a
767·7122.
dating service. If inlerested, call Dave al
883-1411 during lhe day, or Ruth a1892·
4407 between 7-11 pm, weekends, oron
lhe malchine.
OId·Faahloned Democratic Picnic The
Portland Democralic Comminee will hold
its annual picnic this year al Fort WlI·
Iiams Parkin Cape Elizabeth on Sunday,
July 21, from noon till 4 . All are invtted 10
come and enjoy good food, fun games,
swimming, and a speech by Governor
Bill Ctinlon of Arkansas, a polential
Democratic candidala for presidenl in
1992. Tickel prices are $S adullS. $2
Cooking .nd DoIng with Herb. Learn
children, $3 seniors. For more info, call
how 10 use herbs 10 make leas, vinegars,
772· 1323.
oils and various disOOs on July 21 , from
P.A.U, •• I.C,A. FI"tal On July 18 al 8
1-4 pm, lor $30. Or on July 28, follow
pm, Portlanders Againsl U.S. Interven·
"The Palh of the Herbs' and learn aboul
tion in Cenlral America wiN hold their
100 wild edibles & medicinals thai are
eighlh annual celebralion al lhe
free from nalure's pantry by laking a
Wherehouse, 31 Foresl Ave, Portland
planl identification walk through the coun·
(nexllo ZOOlz). The Fiesla! wil fealUre
Iryside. from 2-4:30 pm, for $20. Both
100 live dance music of Papa Loves
courses are offered by CryslaiSprings, a
Mambo, wilh its hoi Latin beal. Proceeds
4O-aae, MOFGA~fl8d organic herb
fromthisevenl , whichw~lInclude asilent
& vegelable farm in DaylOn, Me, thai
auction, wilgo lo benefitthO Farmworiler
also servesasa leaching cenler. 1l offers
Childcare Projecl In Nicaragua and
a variety of herbal & educalional worl<P.A.U .S .I.CA. Admission Is $5 and is
shops, plantwalks,galherings& ratrealS .
open to !he public. For more Info aboul
All classes this season are prasenled by
lhis event or organizalion , call n3·7873 .
Pol Hermes, ownerlherbalisVorganic
Used Book Sal. Friends of Salmon Falls
farmer/wlldcrafler/leacher. Cryslal
Library are having a sale on July 20 from
Springs Is Iocaled at 70 Hollis & Buds
~2 on lhe lawn of the library, located on
Rd, Dayton 04005. Please register in
Roule 202 in Hollis across the bridge
advance if possible by sending a nonover l he Saco River. Home-<:ooked food
refundabledeposilof510 . For more Inlo,
wi. also be available. For mora info, call
call 499·7040.
929-8453.
The Enrk:IIed Golden Age Cent., invileS men and women 80 and over 10
Wednesday luncheons. There is a dona·
lion of 52 and programs are as follows:
Aug 7 - Dave Moody and ·Jug Band" ;
Aug 14 - Ray Hilton wilh a Sunsel
Squares demonstration; Aug 21 Rhoda Mile of the Peace Corps speakIng on Swaziland ; Aug 28 - Beau &
Dave McMakin's rrosic program. Too
center is Iocaled on tie ground level of
the Salva lion Army building . 297
Cumbel1and Ave, Portland. Reservations
muslbemade inadvance:calln4-6974.

SPORT
a

n
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Announcing the 3rd Annual

Picture Maine:
people & Places photo contest
Submit your favorite 5x7 color phOtograph
a~d completed entry form available at
either BPS Photo Express store location
by September 3rd, 1991.

prizes Include:
2 free nights at the Lord camden
Inn, S50.00 gift certificate to dine
out at Alberta's Cafe or Anjon's
restauraht, & 10 rolls of Konica film.
see St ore for comp let e details.

i~55iillllllll!111111

TWO convenient locations:

71 US Route 1, Scarborough
30 City center, portland

COVESIDE
DINING

I

FM

G

Watch the fledglings
learn to fly!

Overdo h
on the Weekend

****
Service ****
Atmosphere ****
- Maine Sunday Tekgram
Food

The

osprey

Lunch 11:30 - 2:30
Sunday Brunch 10 - 2:30
Dinner 5:30 - 9:00
10 minules from Bath at
Robinhood Marine Center.
lust off Roule 127 South,
Robinhood. Maine 04530
(207) 371-2530
Reservations accepted.

Tune To
Maximum Rock NRoll
Saturdays 11-Midnight

KATIE BOUGHT MORE SOUVENIRS
THAN SHE COULD BRING HOME.

I PACKED AND SHIPPED THEM.
THEY ARRIVED THE SAME DAY SHE DID.

--

ETC

PARCEL X-PRESS
163 COMMERCIAL ST.
(NEXT TO THE WHIP & SPOON)
(207) 879-0671

I1:

r:~-=~rlaDd

Ave.
Portland ME, USA

t:~:~'::::~~:~:~:::~::~*::~;:::::;~~::~::;;:::::::~;:;~x::~: ::::::::;:::*::;::::::~M:::

Put you ad in front of over
50,000 Casco Bay Weekly
readers.
The next Wellness Report will
be October 17.
For more information call
775-6601.
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personals
dating services
body & soul
roommates
apts/rent
houses/rent
offices/rent
real estate
studio/rent
theater arts
photography
learoing
music lessons

wanted
employment
biz services
business opps
stuff for sale
garage sale
boats
wheels
bulletin board
childcare
animals
lost & found

. line ad deadline: 6 p.m. monday. display ad deadline: 5 p.m. friday. use the coupon or call 775-6601.
,

personals

CINDY DARLING, When life gets
tough don' Iorget to slOp and amell
the 1'0686. Thanks for everything I
xxoo LOIIe, Don. 11'5426.

Winner receives two tree movie tickets compliments of Maine Mall Cinema!

DEAR NEXT DOOR NEIGHBOR:
Last fall you placed a series of ads. I
responded. You said 'Maybe interested." I wrote you but never heard
back from you. lost letter?- Signed,
SSA (short secret admirer) Macl<ata?
CBW Box 727. tt5429.

IS THERE A SLIGHTLY YOUNGER lady out
there who wouldn't run and hide at the idea of a
70 yr. old man regarding her amorously? 01ery
clean old man!) CBW Box 717. 1r 5430.

DWM SEEKS PRETTY, sexy. WF,
30-40 lor movies, munchies, and
passion. Must be fit .. trim , like to
laugh and love to cuddle. leI's get
together while it's hot! tt5425.
GAY FEMALE SEEKS laughing,
loving, lasting liason with woman of
similar mind. No experience necessary- will train. Hours negotiable.
CBW Box 729. tt5433.

The art of being yourseH. The art 01
being
creative.
Marl<
NakellPsychotherapist, 773-4413.
.

-);((I)XI$.% «« ·W.1oW;#/R.«'7a--...xx:'

Shiatsu ~

Acupressure
"..oM".
A_ ~, ..u.Jfflt&
of __p .4100...,..
.,,~

Ann Foster Tabbutt
%t,~~~j~J~~~-;~12~,~q~~
I"Molly Hoadley, M.A.~'......
Drama
Theraplat

'#
~..

Lisa Sgambotl, M.A.

.wish FEMMES FATALES seek coordinated men with rythm lor
Ballroom dance partners. Classes
start 7/22. CBW Box 726. 11'5437.

DWF, 3Oish, professional, college
grad,5'6, physically ,~, redhead,
seeking SlDWM 24ish to 40ish, ambitious, secure, physically active, but
not necessarily able to leap tall
buildings in a single bound (Le. NO
"Macho Men"). Must be incurable
romantic and enjoy dining, movies,
beaches, skiing, Boston, NYC, Mt.
Washington, Aroostook County, Walking, 0( just Sitting home reading a
great book or watching a good
movie. Single fathers encouraged to
respond. tt5422.

roommates

body & soul

If you have placed an ad in the Casco Bay weekly personals. your ad is automatically entered
in the PERSONAL OF THE WEEK contest. We are looking for ads that are creative, witty and
fun. Winners will receive their tickets in the mail.

JULIE, MY NAME IS TEDDY. You
don't know me. but we are very
close, for I sit upon your pillow. And
though I've never spoken, I know a
heart that's broken. He gave you me,
himseH as well. please call him on
the tel'. Love, Teddy. tt5438.
RECENTLY SEPARATED 39 YEAR
OLD white male looking for a real
relationship with a real lady. I loved
being married and have missed the
feeling . Will answer all and choose
one. tt5428.
SANDY- our love is the most beautiful thing I've known. I'm sorry I'm so
rotten. I love you . I need you. Please
take me back.-JOHN

How to use Personal Call~
Responding
to a Casco Bay Weekly Personal can® ad
When you read a Casco Bay Weekly personal call that has a small
telephone symbol next to the box number, you'll know it's a
Personal Call(!;l ad. You can respond to that ad immediatel y by
calling 1-900-370-2041.
When the system answers, follow the easy instructions and enter the
box number of an ad that interests you . You'll hear that person's 90
second voice greeting. (even if the person has not yet recorded a
greeting. you can still leave your response.) [f you'd I ike to meet,
you can leave your own private 90 second response. Be sure to
leave your telephone number and best times to call. Then you can
enter another box number and respond to the next ad that interests
you.
Using Personal Call® to answer CBW personal ads is fast and fun .
Unlike other telephone services, with Personal Call®you don't have
to listen to one ad after another until you find someone you'd like
to meet. Instead. browse through the personals, cirel ing the ads that
interest you. Then. at your convenience, call 1-900-370-2041 to meet
that special personl
The cost for using Personal Call® to respond to a CBW personal ad
is 95¢ a minute.

Placing
a Casco Bay Weekly Personal can® ad
Personal Call(!;l is a free service for Casco Bay W eekly personal
advertisers! When you place your Casco Bay Weekly personal ad.
you'll be given an easy to follow instruction sheet, your box number
and your own private security code number. Then you'll immediately be able to call a free number to record your 90 second greeting
message and to start getting your responses. Relax, be creative! Your
voice tells a lot about you . Change your message as often as you like.
We suggest that you leave your first name and ask the peo ple
responding to leave their telephone numbers and best times for you
to call. Do not leave your last name. telephone number or address.
Having problems? Please be sure that: 1. You are using a touch-tone
phone. 2. Your touch-tone phone is on "tone" not "pulse.·

If you have any questions or feedback about Personal Call®, please
call the Casco Bay Weekly Classified Department at 775-6601.

NOTICE TO PERSONAL CALL®
ADVERTISERS

YOU
JUST RECEIVED
AN EXTENSION.
You have 90 seconds to record your messsage!

EVERY PERSONAL AD RECEIVES
A FREE PERSONAL CALL® NUMBER
SWM WOULD LIKE FRIENDSHIPI
relationship with compatible, caring,
attractive SWF. My interests range
from canoeing to movies and art,
and I'm currently reading "The Good
Ufe" by Helen and Scott Nearing. I'm
a profeSsional, don't smoke, and
avoid the bar scene. Commitment is
fine. LeI's share this great summer!
CBW BOX 730. tt5438.
SWM, 24, ATIRACTIVE , intelligent,
physically fit w/open mind and sense
of humor looking lor SF, 20-28 with
similar description lor fun, relaxed
relationship. '8'5424.
IS THERE A SLIGHTLY YOUNGER
lady out there who wouldn't run and
hide at the idea of a 70 yr. old man
regarding her amorously? (Very
clean old man I) CBW Box 733.
'8'5430.
JENNIFER: SORRY YOU weren't
able to go lor that 4th of July ride.
Hope you and Susan made it home
safely.
Raincheck?
Lunch?
Bahamian vacation? Paris in the
springtime? CBW Box 717. tt5412.
"I LOOK GOOD AND I'M FUNNY, so
why am I lonesome, honey?" SWF,
30, creative, intelligent, young at
heart, looking fO( someone to share
cilling, dancing, mOllies, outdoors,
and what this great summer holds in
stO(e. CBW Box 732. 11'5432.
GWM, 20, BR. HAIR, EYES, 150
Ibs., 5'10, seeking to meet same lor
friendship. I like to read , swim , run,
and learn. I'm sensible, imaginative,
energetic, and humorous. You may
be (20-35yrs .) compatible, smart,
fiery, and a listener. I w~1 answer all
responses. (Yes, I will). CBW Box
728. tt5431.

Do It

Like
This!

HEY GIRLS, I am age 42, single,
never been married and I am available. If you are a SWF, age 20-40,
5'3"- 5'7" tall, 100-145 Ibs., I have
been looking for you for a long time.
Can't seem to find you at all. I know
that you are out there somewhere. I
know that you must be as lonely as I
am and you do wish that you could
meet a nice SWM, one who is fun to
be with. Well , here I am. Must like to
have a lot 01 fun and enjoyment. to
go lor walks on the beach, for
moon~t night walks on the beach,
and to cuddle up in front 01 the TV
By for now, and I hope to hear from
you soon. Please write: Good Looking, P.O. Box 15324, Portland, ME
0410t.1t5434.
GWM- LATE 2O's, wants to meet
other GWM's 23-30, 01 average build
who would not enjoy brunch , the fine
arts, top 40, or designer fashions, as
I don't. I'm down to earth and easygoing. CBW Box 731. tt5436.
HELLO, I LOVE YOU , won·t you tell
me your name? New age gentleman,
30's,
healthy,
optimist
Enjoy
Debussy to Doors, meditation to
celebration . Seeks lady, 20's-3O's, to
light my fire. tt5423.
SWM, 33, VERY YOUNG and attractive , professional, financially secure,
athletic (skiing, tennis, biking ... ), yet
very down-to-earth, open-minded
and considerate. I'm vulnerable to
falling in love with a cute, f~ , SWF
who enjoys outdoor sports! activities,
dancing, music, movies, and fun
guys. Photo? CBW Box 722.
tt5407.
SWM SEEKS FRIENDSHIP and
conversation with early 3O's SWF
with long beautiful aubum hair who
likes camping, movies, quiet times
alone, gardening, and jazz rhythm
and blues, leI's talk. tt5427.

SWM, 5'11', 165lbs., 32, good looking, successful, and humorous, who
likes outdoors, beaches, sports,
travel, and nights out, seeks exceptional SWF, 24-30, who is very pretty,
slender, and likes to laugh, to share
interests, develop others, and the future. CBW Box 720. tt5404.

Expr•• ~ive
879 - 1959
Theraplat
,Expressive Therapy Recovery Group ~

Portland Yoga Studio

".

616 Convess

dating services
INTELLECTUALS,
ARTISTS:
Academic Companions is a private,
Iow-<Xlst singles network lor intellectual, creative prolessionals in the
Northeast. No charge lor your ad.
For information, write : Academic
Companions, P.O. Box 346, Clinton,
NY 13323.
U.S. Asian Connection for free photo
brochure and details of the beautiful,
faithful, marriage-minded ladies from
overseas in our pen- pal club call
702-451-3070 and leave your mailing address.

certified Iyengar
Yoga Teacher

7-97~'i684

SEFERLIS & TROTTIER
Counseling & Hypnotherapy for
Children. Adolescents, Adults

CREATING LIFE CHANGES
Evening & Weekend Hours· Sliding Scale

UNDERSfAND How YOU
DAMAGE YOUR BODY AND
CORRECT'tr.
Learn how to drive:: a car, carry heavy
object.\. cw sit at a desk ror hoo~ and still
restore: the flow of energy in your spine.

WORKSHOP: SIS, July 20-21,

Compatibles
"The Dat ing Service That Cares"
Remember when you were in
school? Ev eryo ne you 'knew
waS single. So is everyo ne w e
know.
That's how w e've introduced
thousands of relationshiporiented Singles. T hrough our
caring concern and personalized service, w e can introduce
you. Call today.

883-1066
Portland
783-1500
Lewiston
Money back guarantee

body & soul
ASTROLOGICAL
CONSULTATIONS. Gain insights into your inner self and the paths lor self-healing
and change. For adults and children.
Call Jan Moody at 725-8226.
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen
Austen, M.A., L.M.T., Ucensed Massage Therapist Alleviate chronic
backaches, headaches, neck and
shoulder stiffness, sciatica, stress,
improve lIexibility, muscle tone, circulation. athletic performance. By
appointment. 865-0672.

150 Sl John 51. ExprC55ive Therapy eenlet
For Information & Registration call

883-82SO ENROLLMENT UMITED

c

BALANCING YOUR BODY
wilh l'al ricia Voyer

roommates
3rd ADULT ROOMMATE wanted.
Woodfords area home. Large deck,
very clean, energy conservative person wanted, light smoker and cat
OK. $285 .. 113 utilities, call Kitty,
879-0725.
BACK COVE IS 2 112 BLOCKS from
this Woodfords area apartment. Nonsmoking 3O-ish woman wanted to
share with two other women. Quiet
IHestyle. $225/mo. + 113 utilities. 7747058.
BATH- BRUNSWICK AREA GWM
oouple with dog seeks housemats to
share 3 bedroom home, yard, waterview, 3 miles 10 beach. $3501mo ...
113 utilities. Call 389-1294 after 6
pm .

OLD PORT, WATER VIEW, deck, 1
bdrm plus huge loft, elevator,
laundry, open concept, w/w carpet,
mod kitchen . $65OImo. 774-3445. 710pm. Avail. 811.

Call883~ .

PARKSIDE VICTORIAN, 4 large
rooms & bath, wood 1Ioors, plaster
Walls, bay windows. Quiet, friendly,
owner occupied, pet _loomed.
$435 heated, Aug. 1st, sec. dep.,
lease. 774-3499.

RESPONSiBlE MlF ROOMMATE
wanted to share 3 bdnn apt. on Tyng
St. with two males. $1661mo . .. 1/3
utils. Call Scott at 87Hl126, 12pm3pm daily 0( leave message.
RESPONSIBLE,
NON-SMOKING
roommate wanted to share beautiful
home with prof. GM. 3 aa-es private
setting, wId, heat! cable includad. 20
min. to downtown Portland. Mid 2O's3O's preferrad. $335Irno. 892-1056.
NEED 1 NIS FEMALE for August
1st, 1991 to share Eastem Prom apt.
2 bedroom overlooking Casco Bay.
$210, hIw included, 828-0058, Amy.
Quiet and practical lor students.

HOUSEMATE WANTED : Sunny,
spacious Woodford's Comer apt.
near USM. Also with off-street parking, washer, and ou1OOor porch.
$1551mo . .. utilities and sec. dep.
Call B~I or Matt, 87t -7028.
M NEEDS ROOMMATE- Responsible, mature, NIS, MlF, lor small,
sunny, unfum. BR in renovated 5 BR
apt. , Deeri ng Oaks area. $2751mo.,
heatincl ... 112 util. 87... 2941.
M'F ROOMMATE WANTED to share
very nice, large 6 nn. apt. with GM.
Parking , WI D, storage. Great spacel
Near Baxter Blvd. $325 plus 112
utilities. 772~ .

WE MAKE NEWS MATTER

l
_

On The Park
Lovely Views of Portland's Premier Park

One Month FREE RENT
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

UNIOUE MODERN ONE Bedroom
with loft townhouse. Parking, WID,
$500.781-4740.
WESTBROOK- 1st IIoor apartment
for rent. 1 bedroom, 2 Wvingrooms,
kitchen, and bath w/tub. Parking,
electric, hot water included. Quiet
and available now. $500 plus heat.
856-0066 evenings.

24 Hour Maintenance
Trash Removal, Laundry Facilities

From $375
Call 775-7643

houses/rent

SOUTH PORTLAND, near Ft. Williams. 3 bedroom, FP living room,
garage, yard, near bus line, security
.. months rent. utilities. $BOO/mo.
Days: 772-3839, leave message;
~ghts: 1-92S-3609, ask fO( Greg.

.~

MANAGED BY COASTAL MANAGEMENT COMPANY

3 BEDROOM, 1 112 BATHS, custom
built, energy efficient home on 10
acres. Large deck, 2 car garage,
laundry room, sauna. Westem
Maine, near Sunday River, call
evenings, 392-1614.
GRAD STUDENTI YOUNG Professional wanted to share cozy, spacious 3 bedroom! two story house
near law school.
Cooperative
household. $270-$29OImo. Most
pets OK. Available mid-Aug. Call
Kathy Schwartz, (914)255-4488.

•

Heat Included
Off Street Parking
On site Management

real estate
3 UNIT BUILDING NEAR Waynflete
School in Westem Prom Area.
Hardwood floors, fireplaces, yard,
and bricked parking area. Excellent
rents and tenants. Grossed $15,900
lor 2 units and 3rd owner occupied
unit would gross $8,400. $211 ,00.
Call owner at 772-1402.

offices/rent

, rea I estate

FREEPORT - One floor condo
living... 2 bedrooms, open spacious
rooms. CompleUy applianoed. Condo
lee only $44. $77,000, FHA-MSHA
finance available. Diane O'Reilly Harden ReaUty. 799-1501 - pager
758-5630.

Responding to a
Casco Bay Weekly
Personal Ad
has never been easier...

'fr

PERSONAL
CALL®
Dial 1-900-370-2041
24 hours a day 99¢/mln

$169 fot' 180 Months,
70' x 14',3 bdrm.
$14,995, or $1,500
down, Apr 12.75,
Double wide, 3 bdrm,
2 bath: $23,995.
Homes from Colony,
Keystone, Fleetwood,
Mansion, Titan, Laural Hill.

***

FAIRLANE MOBILE
HOMES, DAILY 11-6
(CLOSED WED.) SUNDAY
1-5. RT. 93, EXIT 20, RT. 3
TILTON, NH.

***

FAIRLANE/HONEYMOON
MOBILE HOMES, DAILY
10-6, SUN, 12-5, (CLOSED
WED.) RT. 18,
4 MILES NORTH OF
LIITLETON, NH

******

line ad coupon

Looking for a
place to hang
your hat?
CHECK YOUR
CATEGORY
personals
FREE Personal
Call®
o dating services
o body & soul
o roommates
o apts/rent
o houses/rent
o offices/rent
o real estate
o studio/rent
o visual arts
o photography
o learning
o music lessons
o wanted
o employment
o biz services
o business opps
o boats
o stuff for sale
o wheels
o bulletin board
o childcare
o animals
o lost & found

o

GF and SF seek another F to share
great BackCOlle apt. Late 20's, energetic, prefer non-smoker, no drugs
please I $200 plus 1/3 utils. Parking,
laundry. Call 773-3764.

THERAPYI
POLARITY
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE by certified polarity practitioner Kathleen of
Noonday Sun Center lor Radiant
Wellness and Vibrant Vitality. Member ARTA and ABMP. By appt. Old
Richardson Place, Gorham, 839LIFE.

Park Grant

SHARE AN OLD HOUSE with a
publisher and other strange people. Furnished Office with secretarial and
$3OO/mo. plus futilities. Gene: 865- bookkeeping services available. Approximately 400 sq. h. Also available
6495.
800 sq. ft. unfumished office. ParkStroudwater
neighborhood.
ing available. Monument Square
Housemate, nls female wanted.
area. Call 772~527.
Whole upstairs. All amenities including wId, kitlbath , storage, parking, 2
miles to downtown. Great private
yard abutts Audubon Sanctuary.
$350 .. 112 util. 773-8618.
HOMES FOR SALE BY Govemment
AgenciesOne dollar (you repair), or
YARMOUTH HOUSE SHARE Avail.
811 in large home on Cousins River, $1 .600 (mOlle in). CaN 1-805-564dead-end road. Big yard. $3251mo. 6500, Ext. HA3611 fO( immediate
includes utilities. Responsible person response.
or parent and chUd. Please call 8466194.

EASY-GOING MIF ROOMMATE
wanted 10 share 2 bedroom near Old
Port. Must like dogs. $212.50 includes heat and hot water. 773-3043.

POLARITY THERAPY & KRIPALU
Bodywork: Achieve calm in the midde 01 turmoil. 1st time discounts and
series rates. On-site work for groups
or events. No pains, no headaches I
Gerard Delany, 766-2690.

SUBSTANCE ABUSE, co-dependency, ACOA, dream work, men's
group. Call Dayowl Counseling , Ron
Houle, LCSW, 775-2233.

PROFESSIONAL AND RESPONSIBLE GM seeks person to share a
spacious, contemporary cape in
Scarborough. Near beaches. Quiet
neighborhood. $350 .. 112 uti lities.

SEEKING
RESPONSIBLE
ROOMMATES to share large house
in pleasant Woodfords neighborhood. 2 rooms available, 1 with
private bath, semi-private entrance.
Yard, ample storagel parking, bus~ne . Price is negotiable. 774-7648.

~30-1pm

HOUSE TO SHARE, North deeringLg. Colonial needs 1 prof. MIF 25+ to
join 2 Fit M. 10 rooms, oil-street
parking, 2 baths, WID, disposal, Ig.
yard, more. $265... 797-4165/878 2312.

ROLFING: HOW DOES IT WORK?
In a series of len sessions , connective tissue is manipulated and
released, allowing you to become
straighter
and
more
flexible.
BRUNSWICK appointments available. Call 582-4580.

EASTERN PROM AREA- Cozy 2
bdrm ground level apt. w/ocean
views, $400 plus utilities. Opportunity
for paid light maint work around
bldg. 775-2151.

NEAT MlF WANTED to share sunny
owner- occupied 4 bedroom apartment with 3 professional easy-going,
fun, active, outdoor types (IF/2M).
Woodlords area, quiet, off-street
parking, yard and WID. $210/mo.
plus 1/4 utilities. Avail. Aug. 1st. 7752563.

222 St. John St. Ptld. 871-8134
Mil ~'llOttW. BOAPD a CERTlFED to.JN8El..CRI

apts/rent

OCEANFRONT APT. TO SHARE in
South Freeport. MlF professional
preferred. Ocean, woods, fields, 20
min. to Portland. $35OImo. includes
all utilities. Avail 811 . 865-0570.

PROFESSIONAL FEMALE & 2 great
indoor felines need a place to live
Aug. 1. We're quiet, don't smoke and
would ~ke a place to live! roommate
situation. Would prefer intown
Portland with lots of sun lor napping.
$250- $300. Call eves. 874-0280.

33

"J
Roommates
classifleds.
apts/rent
102 EASTERN PROM- 1 bedroom,
$575 includes great ocean views,
parking, storage, wid, lireplace, heat
& hIw. Pets ok. Call 879-7038.
84 EASTERN PROM La
2 bed
rge
room, large deck with best view in
P" nd
rki
to
Id
orua , pa ng, s rege, w ,
some fumiture, heat, hot water,
electricity, dishwasher, (pet ok), $900
includes all: 879-7038.
HANOVER ST. CONTEMPORARY 2
bdrm with loft in great building. Spacious kitchen and livingroom, views
of Back Cove, parking and laundry
.::faci:==·lit:,.:ie.::.S.::.
. :.:$:.:7501.:.:....:mo..:....:.....:..:....H:..:.ea.::.t_ a
_ nd
__
h_ot
water included. 774-6363.

RATES
All charges are per week.
Up to 30 words
31 to 45 words

$ 9.00

46 to 60 words

11.00
15.00

Each additional
word after 60

.15

DEADLINES

Line Ads : Monday at 6 pm.
Display Ads : Friday at 5 pm.

Name
Address
Telephone

------------

THE FINE PRINT
CBW will not print ads that: seek to buy or sell
sexual services, have purely sexual content, or use
full names, street adresses,or phone numbers in
the personal section. Personal advertisers must
provide a P.O. Box # or use the CBW box service.
Casco Bay Weekly shall not be liable for any
typographical errors, omissions. or changes in the
ad which do not affect the value or the content of
the ad or substantially change the meaning.
Classified ads are non-refundable. Credit will be
issued when a viable error has been determined.

PHONE IT IN

207-775-6601
Using Visa or
Mastercard.

MAIUWALK IT IN
Casco Bay Weekly
551 A Congress Street
Portland, ME 04101

Cost per
week~

___

# of weeks
torun _ _ __
CBWbox

$5/wk~_ _

Total Due $_- _ _

FAX IT IN

207-775-1615
Ask about our
Fax free thursdays,

bily 18, 1991

consulting

learning

real estate

ALL NEW HOMES
70'X14' 3 bedroom:
$14,995, $15,995,
$19,995, $21,995,
$22,995, $26,995,
$29,795.
72'X14' 3 bedroom:
$21,995.
8O'X14' 3 bedroom:
$19,795, $19,995,
$23,995, $24,595,
$25,995, $27,495,
$28,995.
28' wides: 52': $34,995.
56': $37,995. 60':
$36,995. 64': $41,000,
$42,895, $42,995.
Homes from Fleetwood,
Henderson, Mansion
and Norris.
Sale ends 7/31/91.
Most are one of a kind.
Daily 8-8, Sunday 10-5.
LUV HOMES At 26 OXFORD

studio/rent
STUDIO. 317 Cumberland Avenue.
Join other artist! aaft people in building. From 400-1200 sq.ft. Light and
heat included. Parking available. No
lease required, can n2~27.
STUDIOS: Artists only building, an
indusive, tin ceilings, artist sinks,
high energy environment. Darkrooms
10 suites with views. $75 10 $200 a
month. 799-4759 or ~7890 ask
about our summer specials.

ALSO tlC:PENOS ON WHos~ OOG. IF IT~

ANSvJ~1t ~Hl..<; SoRIt'( tOR \H~ 006.
IF ITS A MiAN DOG WITH A NICE
MAN. ANSWE~ FEELS SOft~'( Fo~ iHE

call 775-6601
ask for michael

V

photography
PHOTOGRAPHER..
Celebrations,
healing portraits, weddings, families.
freinds, children, births, danca,
theatrical, gardens, homes, yachts;
dark room and camera instruction,
11m processing, contacts and fine
printing. Friendly, honest. Charles
Melcher 775-630 1.

learning
LEARN JAPANESE: I have worked
in Japan and possess an extensive
knowledge of business and social
etiquette and speak lluenUy. Need a
consultant, leam Japanese? Call
Xylina, 846-1011.

'-

b~n

DAN C E

,

business opps
~CITING ~PORTUNITY salting
unique astrolog,cal reports written by
us specificaUy for babies and
children. Simply show sample 10
!fiends ~d relatives. Insightful and
,nformative narrative sells itself.
Great gifts. Ideal if already involved
with selling Avon, NUSkin, other baby
products, etc. can or write for information.
EMERALD
IMAGES,
P.O.Box 149, PorUand, Maine,
04112. (207)761-9562.

M"'t'l. If ITS 1\ NICfi DO(' WITH A NI(€

MI>,N. ANSWeR. MAKE fRIENOS!

wanted
MODEL NEEDED, should be pretty,
aeative, smart and uninhibited, 10
give experienca 10 this handsome
male photographer. P.O. Box 909,
Bath, ME 04530.
WANTED:
USED
SPORTING
GOODS and camping equipment.
Must be in good shape. If you have
stuff taking up space and getting little
use. tum it inlO cash. Call Dave at

n3-9728.

~IKE iF" YoV GOT
QUESTlor.JS fo~eXAMP~E
WHI'<T bOeS A ~VEER

ANOTtle!l..

THING

IS WI\O \~ A

WANTED TO BUY

ORIENTAL
RUGS
Top cash paid for
your old oriental
rugs regardless of
size or condition.

LookING FoR. MoRe: QV~E'RS!!!SOIF
.'(OU SfE ME !>l..EA:St: SAY \ii DON'r ge

KNOW.

SAY I MISS THEM AND (OME Bkl<

$200-$500
WEEKLYI
Assemble
prodK:ts at home. Easyl No selling .
You're paid direct. Fully guaranteed.
FREE 24 Hour recording. 801-3792900 Copyright, MEI14DH.

ASSEMBLERS: EXCELLENT INCOME, easy work assemb~ng
products at home. 7.ooy 24-hr. service. Info 504~6-1700. Dept.
P5086.
BE ON T.V. many needed for commercials. Now hiring all ages. For
casting info. call (615}779-7111 Ext.
T-897.
BE ON T.V. many needed for commercials. Now hiring all ages. For
casting info call615-n~7111 Exl T1265.
KUWAIT,
SAUDI
WORKERS
NEEDED. $35.00 & up per hour. Tax
free. Both skilled and unskilled. For
info. call 615-n~5505, ext. K-119.
MANAGERS NEEDED- Immediate
positiOns available. Excellent income. Earn $200- $400 weekly.
Training towards management. FulV
part-time positions; no experienca
necessary- complete training. Call
854-3305.

~~L[

N
I
C E N T E R

c.

New classes starting week of July 21 in Ballroom,
Tap, Modern Jazz, Athletic Dance

773-3558

TIIOMPSON"S POINT. POIITLAND

SEE M'f UN' LE JOHN AND BILL l'L" .... H

sooN.
lM trvd.':l, ..
.... ')'n~l ) •

.'. :. . . :. . -==-- t· ..heres,..
,r
YOI.I "RE QU E £i"R.

~
': _\\\\""~
.' , . '

~

."'f .

':::

My VNCL£ .ToHN

F11flt !-Ie" 0 \'ll.o'" IT.

t,~E POCIC.E SA,O

SMALL BUT BUSY OFFICE needs
help. Clerical position, part-time. 1015 hrs. per week. Must be weU organized, typing and computer skills
necessary, as well as a pleasant
telephone voice. Send letter of interest or resum~ 10 CBW Box 725.
NEED A JOB FAST? Receptionist!
Secretary, Bookkeeper, Accounts
clerk. Warehouse laborer, ConstructiOn, Trades, Delivery Drivers, Hotel,
Restaurants. Up to $400- $600
weekly. 1-800-258-9675.

AsymlOmatic person with AIDS looking for odd jobs, lawn & garden,
planting & care, interior & exterior,
painting,
wall
repair,
minor
renovations. $$ negotiable. 7612582.

Mastic

M

BliIding Ideas that last.

Dana Micucci
839-6170
Member

College Student with IJ'\Ick available
10 do odd jobs and moving. Very
handy and can fix most anything.
Experienced mover who will move
you for less. n4-2159 anytime.

HOUSE CLEANING BY KATY. I ~ke
10 get things dean. Referencas, insured. Portland, n2-9749.

Dial 1-900-370-2041
24 hours a day
99¢/min

NASTY~NEAT
COMPULS'V E1 CLEAN'NG
and other life support servICes

If you've ever cleaned up for
the cleaning person ••. or worse,
cleaned up after them ...
You need me in your life.
Katherine Clark
772-8784

LEARN TO SWIM! Experienoed WSI
(Red Cross Certified) will teach
you/your children in your pool. 8717224.
LOOKING FOR A REtIABLE. effICurrent
housecleaner?
cient,
openings and reasonable rates.
Please call 871-1320.
REDUCE - REUSE - RECYCLECall USM Recycles and find out
more. Casco Bay Weekly is using
our service and _ can work for you,
personally or professionally. Call
Today!ll Recycling Hotline 780-4998.

Thompson Antiques & Fine Arts
Bought & Sold
Saturdays and Sundays 10-5

Cbuck Tbompson

I

Shop: n3-I948
Home 282-8957

WE MAKE NEWS MATTER

PIANO: JACOB BROS., old but
repairable. Sound board is in good
shape, some keys and veneer need
fixin'. FREE 10 a good home. Save it
from the dumpl Can 797-4574. Offer
ends July 31 .
- QUEEN SIZE WATERBED, very
comfortable. NalUrai wood stained
~adboard, frame, and pedestal.
Uke new. $100, with ma1r8ss heater
and matress ped. Moving 10' smalle;
apartment amd more ascetic lifestyle.761-1872.
RECORDS- TAPES- COMPACT discs, new and used. bought, sold and
Gillmor's Garage, downtown
CornISh. Open Daily 10-5. 625-4195.

trade.d.

TOP QUALITY HORSE HAY for sale

Available Immediately

1'800-258'9675

LAPTOP COMPUTER, ZENITH. 2
years old. 10 megabyte internal hard
drive. & 3.5" IIoppy. Large, brigh~
backlit screen . Battery & AlC. Carry,ng case, software. Excellent condition. $1,500 or best offer. 774-1230.

b( at) honor !f!

9340.

PARr TIME WORKERS wanted to
watch TV at home for pay. You must
report on each show. Simple form.
Call 702-471-1108, Ext. 88 .

$400·$600 WEEKLY

0 Sji'K It III ~oVl'
billfOld!!! It IVDvld.

INC.

BUSINESS FRAUD DETECTION
and prevention. Twelve years of Fortune 500 audit and accounting experienca. AlR, cash control, AlP, asset management, confidential. No
charge for feasibility consultation.
Morehouse Perkins Associates. n 4-

G & B CLEANING COMPANY- offers
first time FREE cleaning! We can
contract offices, homes and commercial properties. References, insured, FREE ESTIMATESI n2·
5173, leave message.

Receptionist-Secretary
Bookkeeper-Accounts Clerk
Warehouse-Laborer
Construction Trades
Hotel-Restaurant
Delivery Drivers

Scroll

I C.w~l IT ~~\( INdJ\ t

biz services

PART TIME WORKERS wanted 10
address envelopes at home. You
must have a typewriter or good
handwriting. Call 1-800-899-0297,
Ext. 141.

NEED AJOB FAST?

//

YARD SALE IN SOUTH PORTLAND
at 48 Florenca St. Kitchen and
household items. Clothing, real
cheap 10 free. Stop by on Sat. or
Sun. between 9 & 6.

"

" F01\G £T 'T. ,.

GET PAID FOR READING Books At
Home. You Pick Books. Up to $100
Each No Limit. Call 1-800-966-9920,
Ext. 07.
PEPPERCLUB IS LOOKING for a
vegetarian cook. Apply in person, 78
Middle St.

~ ~.s.

~

~

HAS '" SCAP. ON HI~

employment

FOR SALE: THE LEAN MACHINE
exercise station; Defiant Encore
wood slOve; card table; rocking
chairs; pine hutch; pine table w/4
chairs . 781-3619.

SA'<S HI:' SAY "RI(,ltT ON FROM Mfo,!1.I.'W
ANtl DO THE POWER SIGN. ANO IF Yov

20 Danforth St
Ponland, ME ()oj]O]

Responding to a Casco Bay Weekly
Personal Ad has never been
easier ... "B" PERSONAL CALL®

ALSO IF ,(ou KNOW

OTHER QUEERS TnL THEM "/I'v\RL\I S

874-2233
employment

!!.'

AI.l. SNoBBISI-\

_,U/- -

11-\1:'< \'1/0'0 OUT

OOWNEAST
HOME
COOK'N
recipes from the coast of Maine on
IBMlDOS disks. Complete with
program that makes meal plans and
sums ingredients 10 grocery list
$19.95. Demo $3.75. Recipes on
Disks(tm), P.O.Box 124, Augusta,
Maine, 04332.

PE.R.So~ALL'{ I LIKE. QoJEEP-S!f! So FAIt
I ONLY KNOW TWO QVEERS AND I AM

QVEER,,?

ON~ IS BIl..\.... THe'( TOOK ME AND MY
SISTEIl TO THE DRIVE IN AND MY fR'~ND
j<.EVltJ "f\I\l.NH.. IT WAS So 6RE.A\T suT
NOW T~I\T TlW:l ARt: j(NO\lJN QVEe~S
,(ov CI\N FOllG8 \rIP!1 WIl.. L \-\i'PPE N N.I\IN
VNTll HIE MI\lJl<'l~ \)1\'( OF I'E:O\'I..E QVIT
'Dfltl6 SO STU Pl\). IN It.L IT (oME? \ DON'T

THl:R.E~ ~EOfLE WHO
WILl. ~IT '<OU IF

I

DRUGLORD TRUCKS! $100; '84
Bronoo, $50; '89 Blazer, $150; '75
Jeep CJ, $50. Siezed Vans, 4x4's,
Boats. Choose from thousands startIng $25. FREE 24 Hour Recording
Reveals Details. 801-37~293O. U.S.
Copyright
,
ME114KC.
U.S.HOTUNE Copyright.
SUMMER FUNI 1980 Ford Fairmont
station wegon, high mileage but
greal conation, only $795. Owner
relocated 10 Hawaii. Call nf>.5400
ext. 2150.
'

We've mixed up 18 famous monuments and
landmarks, and scrambled their names
accordingly.
Examine the picture carefully. Then unscramble the letters below.

stuff for sale

Do WREN t\E SEES /'0
DOG. ANSWER. I'r OetleNDE.
ONTtle COG. W.YSE P(lS IT.

ANSwep,. M'1 VNC.I.E JOKN. ANOTt\E~

$40,OOOIYRI READ BOOKS and TV
,-_-:-_ _ _ _--::-=:-;---, scripts. RU out simple "Iikel don't
~
use CBW
like· form. EASYI Fun, relaxing at
~~ CL
home, beach, vacatiOns. Guaranteed
...~ ~
classifieds
paycheck. FREE 24 hour recording.
~ ~~
801-379-2925 Copyright 'MEI14EB.

~~
~

using Progr~ rdbms on
dos/unix/vax 774-3465

A NICE 00(' WITH A /VI~AN M"N?

visual arts

~ ~

'wheels

Multi-user database
systems that work

BIG SALE

I

residential

commercial

consulting

COMPUTERS
Before you spend another
dollar on computer eqUipment,
do yourself and your company
a favor by calling us for a free
consultation. We will gladly
meet with you to discuss your
needs and offer a sensible.
economical solution. We offer
superior client service and
excellent prices.

by the IOn or by the bale. Call 207-

282-0382 and leave a message for
Peary.
5 PIECE SECTIONAL for sale; indudes two wall-hugging incliners
and queen-sized sleeper. One year
old. Blue fabric. Must sell- moving.
Leave message: n2-8703.

garage sales
YARD SALE, 94 Emery Sl Vintage
Clothes, books, more. Sunday, 10-5.
YARD SALE- 99 Pine Sl- Wast End
Saturday, July 20th, 10am-4pm. Lo~
0' good stuffl FumilUre, collectibles
kitchen
appliances,
1r8asures... Great bargains. You'll
love our slUffl

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS
SUMMER? Hitch a ride on a commercial jet anytime for only $160 with
AIRHITCH~!
For
details
call:
AIRHITCH~ (212) 864-2000.
SEEKING INFORMATION: Andy,
have you gotten any lately? Do you
always pay for it? HAGS pms: Johnleave Sandy alone.

childcare

animals

FREE

to a good home

Huskie-shepherd
puppies
ready to go JULY 23

c a I I

799-2418
lost & found

Solution to Real
Puzzle # 78
(Sema-four?)
This week, Portland's Miklos
Kolozsvari and a friend will dine at
Alberta's. Portland's Craig Clark
and a friend will take in a film at
The Movies on Exchange Street.

'86 VW JETIA, dark g~ey, standard,
runs great, 4 new tires, AMlFM
79,500 miles, aSking $4000. Cali

PROVIDENT AUTOMATION
SOLUTIONS
772-9884

Can you solve the Real Puzzle? There
is a $20 gift certificate from Alberta's for the
first prize winner. The second prize winner
receives two free passes to the Movies on
Exchange Street. Winners will receive their
prizes in the mail. Drawings are done at
random. Contestants are ineligible to win
more than one prize in a four-week span.
Only one entry is allowed per person per
week.

THANK YOU VERY MUCH 10 the
young lady who retumed the envelope conteining $170 cash in it. Irs
good 10 know that there are good
people out there, and that they read
CBW Classifieds! Stop by some time
and say hello. -DUFFY.

'82 PONTIAC PHEONIX, V.f;, PS,
~B, CC, AMlFM, no rust, great interIOr, runs good. 97,000 miles $550
87~7038.
"

n4-3213.

1) LOSTBEAUlYREFIT
2) TAXHERPIGSN
3) HALTAJAM
4) LEFIWIFEORE
5) HENNOIl'AR
6) OOMUSCLES
7) SANEUSTDEAR
8) WHATAGEARCY
9) RATI.EGLAW
10) GHOSTNEEEN
11) PEACESLEDEN
12) TWIS1NONHUMAN
GNOME
13) RED-HOTDEAL
CREAMTAN
14) GHEA1RIDERMOP
15) BEGINB
16) REGALWINEIFNOTSOAP
17) NOON'SMUSCLELN
18) PRIMARYGATED

CASCO
BAY
MONTESSORI
SCHOOL Programs available : Summer Moming Arts, 9-12 noon; drop-in
care available. Children ages 3.f;.
September Pre-school and after
care, flexible sch9duling. Stop by at
440 Ocean St., South Portland, or
call 799-2400 for more information.

wheels

CHEAPI FBI/U.S. SEIZED: '89 Meraedes ... $200; '86 VW... $50; '87
Mercedes... $100; '65 Mustang ...
$50. Choose from thousands starting
$25. FREE 24 hour recording
reveals
details:
801-37~2929
Copyright , MEl14JC.

pes-NETWORKS

bulletin board

books:

Call the big guys first,
then call us.

PERIPHERALS-SOFTWARE

35

YOUVE' WAITED LONG
ENOUGH!
CASCO BAY WEEKLY ClASSIFIED
UNE AD DEADUNE
IS EVERY MONDAY
AT6 PM
CALL MICHAEL 775-6601

(Don Rubin's book,

BRAINSTORMS, was
recently published by

Hilrper and Row.)

All entries for this week's puzzle must
be received by Wed., July 24. The solution to
this week's puzzle will appear in the August
1 issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Send your best
guess to:
Real Puzzle #80

Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St.
Portland, Maine 04101

4876=8~

I

2X7=14 ~
15 9 6 ~
2177 3 ~
9 X 3 = 27 h
40:8 5~
13

5

8

Ci
4

5X4=20
36 = 9 X

&-;;

J

~

, Bruno's

Patio
is open!

The Shoes of
SUlllllle

Undoubtedly Portland's
finest pizza and steak sandwiches.
Featuring
Twin Lobster
Dinner

$9.95

If you knew what
they felt like,
you'd be wearing
them now.

O~n 7 days
Offering a new
menu for
lunch & dinner.
Free parking.
Take Out Available.

VISA· MASTERCARD • AMERICAN EXPRESS

BRUNO'S

33 INDIA ST.
PORTLAND
773,3530
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Every day, Casco Bay Lines can take you to
beautiful island scenery, cool ocean breezes,
sun, and sea-away from all your mainland
cares. Escape to Casco Bay this summer.
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your Birkenstock store

337 Forest Ave.- Portland, Maine. 207-n3-6601
NSim Iv the best lace to buy Birlcenstock footwea"

FRESH
KET
TAKE THE
HEAT OUT
OF DINNER!
Bring home pasta salad
tonight! 3 fresh versions
daily & other great pasta
meals, ready to go!

OPEN

MON·TUES·SAT 11- 6 PM
WED·THURS·FRI 11-8 PM
Open E_ry Day

DELICIOUS NATIVE
FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES
best fresh vegetables, frUits,
herbs and much more
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Casco Bay lines
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Casco Say Ferry Terminal, Commercial & Franklin 5 tre'cts, Portland 774.7871
OWt/t.·d nud opt'ral£'d by th~ Casco Bay Island TrallSI! Distnct .
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SUN
12-5

58 MARKET STREET, OLD PORT 773-7146
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92 Exchange Street
Portland. Maine 04101
Phone 77-LOCOS
Open 7 Days a week

